
 

 

 
Boulder Arts Commission Special Meeting Agenda 

April 15, 2020  6:00 P.M. 
Location: Video Conference 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

Approval of Agenda 
 
Note: due to the rules of Emergency Order 2020-8 the Arts Commission will not be able to provide public 
comment or observation of the meeting.  The recording will be posted as soon as possible for public review.  
Any member of the public who wishes to comment on the agenda or content of the meeting is encouraged to 
email members of the Arts Commission (contact information is available at the Office of Arts and Culture 
website). 

 
2. GRANT PROGRAM 

A. ACTION: Grant Reports 
i. 2019 Arts Education Grant: Museum of Boulder, Buffalo in Boulder | Bison Art Classes 

for Youth, $3,000 
ii. 2019 Community Project Grant: Dairy Arts Center, Peñas – A Celebration of Music, 

Poetry & People, $9,000 
iii. 2019 Community Project Grant: Joy Alice Eisenhauer, Vagina China, $5,000 
iv. 2019 Special Facilities Grant: The Spark – Performing and Creative Arts, The Spark 

Bathroom Construction, $20,000 
B. ACTION: 2019 GOS Reports / Recertifications 

i. EcoArts Connections 
ii. eTown 

iii. Colorado MahlerFest 
C. ACTION: 2020 Community Projects for Individuals Grant  
D. ACTION: 2020 Community Projects for Organizations Grant 

 
3. PUBLIC ART PROGRAM   

A. ACTION: Public Art Contract Amendments funded by the Community Culture and Safety Tax 
 

4. MATTERS FROM COMMISSIONERS 
A. ACTION: Early Approval of Final Special Facilities Grant Disbursements – Mark  

 
5. COMMISSION BUSINESS 

A. Oath of Office for Georgia Shmid – Mark  
B. Appreciations to Departing Commissioner, Erica Joos – Mark  

 
6. ADJOURNMENT 
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CITY OF BOULDER 
BOULDER, COLORADO 

BOARDS AND COMMISSIONS MEETING 
MINUTES 

Name of Board/ Commission:  Boulder Arts Commission 
Date of Meeting: February 19, 2020 at the Main Boulder Public Library, 1001 Arapahoe Ave. 
Contact information preparing summary: Celia Seaton, 303-441-3206 
Commission members present: Mark Villarreal, Kathleen McCormick, Erica Joos 
Commission members absent: Bruce Borowsky and Devin Hughes 
Library staff present:    
Matt Chasansky, Office of Arts & Culture Manager 
Lauren Click, Coordinator, Grants 
Mandy Vink, Coordinator, Public Art 
Celia Seaton, Administrative Specialist 
City staff present: 
None 
Members of the public present:  Danica Powell (Trestle Strategy Group), Joni Teter and Juana Gomez (Library 
Champions), Samantha Hunt-Durán and Allison Leard (Pacific Coast Conservation), Theresa McGriff, Kate Moore, Rich 
Dallago, Vijay Gupta, Indira Gupta, Gwen Burak, Amanda Berg Wilson, Katherine Reece 
 
Type of Meeting:  Regular 
Agenda Item 1:  Call to order and approval of agenda                                                [0:00:10 Audio min.]                                                                                  
The meeting was called to order.  Villarreal asked the group for any addendums or changes to the agenda.  Being none, 
McCormick moved to approve the agenda.  Joos seconded, and all were in favor. 
 
Agenda Item 2:  Review of Minutes                                                                               [0:00:45 Audio min.]  
Item 2A, Approval/Review of December 2019 Meeting Minutes  
Villarreal asked the commission for changes or addendums regarding these minutes; there were none.  McCormick moved 
to approve the minutes, Joos seconded, and the motion was unanimously approved.   
 
Agenda Item 3: Public comment                                                                                    [0.01.48 Audio min.] 
Hunt-Durán and Leard (conservation assistant and director, respectively, for Pacific Coast Conservation), introduced 
themselves and provided a brief outline of the company’s collection management/conservation services (see handouts).  
Attended last month’s Arts Commission event.  They are reaching out to cities to offer their public art maintenance services 
for both indoor and outdoor pieces.  
 
Agenda Item 4: Guest Presentations                                                                             [0.04.09 Audio min.] 

A. Affordability of Housing and Studios for Artists – Danica Powell of Trestle Strategy Group presented on the 
negative impact from high housing costs on the overall health and well-being of the Boulder community along with 
a new solution: “Home Wanted.” (See handouts and https://homewanted.org/.)  Goal of ensuring that 12% of all 
homes in Boulder County affordable by 2035 (current: 5%), thus expanding access to diverse housing in our 
community.  “Cost-burdened” defined as more than 30% of income dedicated to housing (diverting funds for food, 
health care, etc.)  Presented video: Squeezed Out.  Discussion of Inn Between’s project in Longmont: “Micah 
Homes.”  Partnerships with faith-based organizations whose mission closely aligns with the goals of affordable 
housing prove successful.  Announced upcoming events including Pop Up Storytelling during Boulder Arts Week 
from March 27th to April 4th.   Invited commission to join the Home Team and assist in advocating for this 
increased equity and inclusion in the housing market through council interaction, social media, and contacting local 
papers.   
 
Villarreal advised Powell to communicate with the local arts community to uncover concrete advice and a wish-list 
to achieve the live/work space.  Click will provide info about the Cultural Summit for further outreach.  Discussion 
of opportunity zones (e.g., Transit Village, 55th and Arapahoe) and using creative sector to form anchors upon 
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which retail, community spaces, and other neighborhood features can grow.  Commission voiced desire for 
continued conversation with Powell to further discussions with the City re: affordable housing.  
 

B. Library Champions – Juana Gomez (Library Commissioner and Library Champion) and Joni Teter (former Library 
Commission Chair and Library Champion) provided an update on the progress of the work being done by these 
advocates for sustainable library funding (https://www.boulderlibrarychampions.org/).  Teter took a “deep dive” 
into the way the library is funded.  Proactively looking at ways to increase funding, the districting solution was 
discussed; the Library Commission has recommended this scenario to City Council.  Instead of a small piece of 
property tax, districted libraries have independent funding and governing source.  Indicated map of user base 
versus city boundaries (see handouts).  The very successful petition circulated last year can be put to a vote.  City 
Council and city management were not ready to take this on at the time and requested delay of petition action until 
2020.  Two paths have materialized – one by petition whereby Boulder County would have to put it on the ballot 
by mid-August; otherwise Boulder City Council and Boulder County Commission would create a district by 
resolution.  Teter and Gomez responded to queries about the Library Master Plan and options for funding.    
 
Villarreal questioned cost per household; Gomez clarified that the potential 4 mill levy increase would roughly 
translate to $20 per household.  
 
Villarreal wondered about the likeliness of the district being approved by voters.  Gomez referred to last year’s 
statistically valid poll indicating public support for district creation as well as support for the funding.  
Additionally, if the library became its own district, this frees up 5.5 to 7.5 million in the General Fund.  Villarreal: 
how would districting affect the Office of Arts and Culture?  Chasansky: it would ultimately be restructured, can 
not interfere with programs as they stand and implementation of the Cultural Plan.  It would likely move to another 
department.  Villarreal: is it a positive?  It would not be a negative, per Chasansky.  In response to Villarreal’s 
query about specific departments, Chasansky noted that this is still unknown (however, possibilities include 
Community Vitality and Human Services).  McCormick wondered whether district would be responsible for the 
new north Boulder library and the new Gunbarrel branch; Gomez replied in the affirmative.  Next event at council 
will be a public hearing on March 17th.   Commission offered to feature this in the Office of Arts and Culture 
newsletter.  

 
Agenda Item 5: Grant Program                                                                                    [1.03.15 Audio min.] 

A. ACTION: Grant Reports 
1. And Art Space, Boulder Art Car Project: Art on the Streets 2019, $3,000 
2. Community Cycles, Community Cycles Student Mosaic Project, $3,000 
3. Jasmine Baetz, Marking Space for Los Seis de Boulder, $5,000 

 
McCormick impressed with all projects.  Villarreal moved to approve the submitted reports, McCormick 
seconded, and the motion passed unanimously. 

 
B. ACTION: General Operating Support (GOS) Grants – Reports & Recertifications: Staff asked commissioners to 

vote on a motion to recertify the GOS grants that were awarded last year.  This meets requirements of the city’s 
annual budget cycle and the requirements of the cultural grants ordinance (Boulder Revised Code, Chapter 14-1).  
Note per the manager’s memo: “this action is not a second review of those applications.  Rather, in addition to the 
requirements of the law and budget process, it is the opportunity for members of the Arts Commission to ensure 
that no crucial changes have occurred in the organizations that might create a challenge in their ability to meet the 
requirements of the grant and the spirit of their application.”  

• Commissioners have the following options: a) recertify all grants, b) recertify individual grants, c) not 
recertify individual grants and cancel the funding for this grant cycle, and/or d) postpone recertification 
of individual grants pending the answers to specific questions.   

• Villarreal noted the capacity and rent issues plaguing Ensemble Theatre and Frequent Fliers. 
  

Villarreal moved that all 2019 General Operating Support grant recipients in the following list be recertified (see 
list of 26, below).  McCormick seconded and the motion passed unanimously.  
1. 3rd Law Dance/Theater 
2. Art Parts Creative Reuse Center 
3. Band of Toughs 
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4. Block 1750 
5. Boulder Ensemble Theatre Company (BETC) 
6. Boulder International Film Festival 
7. Boulder International Fringe Festival 
8. Boulder Metalsmithing Association 
9. Boulder MUSE 
10. Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art 
11. Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra 
12. Boulder Samba School 
13. Boulder Symphony 
14. Cantabile Singers 
15. Circle of Care Project 
16. Dairy Arts Center 
17. Frequent Flyers Productions, Inc. 
18. Greater Boulder Youth Orchestras 
19. KGNU 
20. LOCAL Theater Company 
21. Mmmwhah! (Creativity Alive) 
22. Motus Theater 
23. Open Studios 
24. Sans Souci Festival of Dance Cinema 
25. Studio Arts Boulder 
26. The Catamounts, NFP 

 
C. ACTION: General Operating Support Grant Decisions: At the December 2019 Arts Commission meeting, a motion 

was approved to assign $250,000 in funds to those 2019 GOS applications in the extra-large and large sized 
organization categories which scored highly by the panel but were not awarded due to lack of funds.  Those 
applicants were offered opportunity to provide application updates prior to commission’s final approval.  With 
updates now received and reviewed, staff tasked commission with final approval of the grant awards. 
 
McCormick observed that Parlando provided budgets for years 2016-17 as opposed to the other organizations’ 
more current records.  Though noting that he is not concerned (based on Parlando’s history), Villarreal would like 
Parlando’s latest fiscal budget included in the March packet.    
 
Joos moved that, in 2020 and 2021, the Colorado Chautauqua Association, Parlando School for the Arts, Colorado 
Music Festival, and the Museum of Boulder be granted $48,100 each in General Operating Support funds and 
Boulder Bach Festival, Boulder Ballet, and JLF Colorado be granted $19,100 each in General Operating Support 
funds.  McCormick seconded and the motion passed unanimously.  
  

Agenda Item 6: Public Art Program                                                                         [1.16.45 Audio min.] 
A. ACTION: Donation Approvals (see packet)  

i. Tim Eggert Memorial by Todd Read and team, donor: Friends of Tim Eggert 
ii. Pilot and Navigator / Jim Swaeby Peace Award by Charles Sturrock / Bob Sievers, donor: 

Rotary Club of Boulder 
iii. Entanglement by Ruth Bloch, donor: Gordon Gamm 
iv. Los Seis de Boulder by Jasmine Baetz, donor: Jasmine Baetz  

 
The role of the Arts Commission at this stage involves certifying that the requirements of the public art policy have 
been properly executed, making a recommendation to the City Manager (CM) on her consideration of final 
approval, and providing any advice to staff and the artist on how to ensure the success of the project.  For each 
proposal, commission retains the option to a) approve the process and forward the proposal to CM for review, b) 
not approve the process and recommend specific action to staff, or c) postpone approval of the process pending the 
answers to specific questions.   
 
i: Villarreal broached the idea of developing some sort of criteria for memorials (e.g., 5-year wait after death before 
a monument).  Joos spoke in support of the project; “storytelling is an important part of art.”  McCormick moved 
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APPROVED BY:       ATTESTED: 
 
  
_________________________________________   ________________________________________ 
Board Chair       Board Secretary 
 
 
_________________________________________   ________________________________________ 
Date        Date 

that commission approve this process was properly conducted and recommend that the proposed Tim Eggert 
Memorial Foundation donation concept advance to the City Manager for approval to enter into contracting, 
accepting the final work contingent on satisfactory designs which meet the criteria proposed by the Standing 
Selection Panel.  Joos seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.   
 
ii. Joos moved that commission approve this process was properly conducted and recommend that the donation 
Pilot and Navigator by Charles Sturrock, donated by Gordon Gamm and the Boulder Rotary Club, advance to the 
City Manager for final approval.  Additionally, she moved that we formally remove the bench and spire 
components from the public art donation process.  McCormick seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.   
 
iii. McCormick moved that commission approve this process was properly conducted and recommend that the 
proposed donation Entanglement by Ruth Bloch, donated by Gordon Gamm, advance to the City Manager for final 
approval.  Joos seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.   
 
iv. Villarreal moved that commission approve this process was properly conducted and recommend that the 
proposed concept Los Seis de Boulder by Jasmine Baetz advance to the City Manager for approval to enter into 
contracting, accepting the final work contingent on satisfactory designs which meet the criteria proposed by the 
Standing Selection Panel.  Joos seconded, and the motion passed unanimously.   
 

Agenda Item 7: Matters from Commissioners                                                          [2.11.49 Audio min.] 
None.  
 

Agenda Item 8: Matters from Staff                                                                            [2.11.50 Audio min.] 
A. DISCUSSION: Questions About the Manager’s Memo - Chasansky welcomed questions. 

 
Agenda Item 9: Adjournment                                                                                     [2.18.15 Audio min.] 
There being no further business to come before the commission at this time, the meeting was adjourned. 
 
 Date, time, and location of next meeting: 

The next Boulder Arts Commission meeting will be at 6 p.m. on Wednesday, March 18, 2020, in the Boulder 
Creek Room at the Main Library, 1001 Arapahoe Ave., Boulder, CO 80302. 
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TO: Members of the Boulder Arts Commission  
FROM: Matt Chasansky, City of Boulder Office of Arts + Culture 
DATE: April 10, 2020  
SUBJECT: Manager’s Update for the Boulder Arts Commission Meeting on April 15, 2020 
 

 
 
1. Important Information about the April Meeting 

 
In response to the COVID-19 situation the City Manager issued Emergency Order 2020-8 which suspends meetings of City of 
Boulder boards and commissions.  Exceptions are allowed for a few circumstances, including action items “necessary to award 
funds appropriated by the city council.”  With that in mind this special meeting will be limited to action items that are needed to 
deliver planned funding to the community in the cultural grants and public art programs.  A few notes on the meeting: 

 To ensure that participants can follow the requirements for social distancing and prohibition on gatherings in the 
emergency orders, the meeting will be held online using Microsoft Teams for the video meeting.   

 There will be no public comment or observation of the meeting.  The recording will be posted as soon as possible for 
public review.  Any member of the public who wishes to comment on the content of the meeting is encouraged to 
email members of the Arts Commission (contact information is available at the Office of Arts and Culture website). 

 
 

2. Notes on the April Agenda 
 
On behalf of the Office of Arts and Culture and Library and Arts Department staff, we convey our sincere gratitude to Erica Joos 
who will be serving in her last commission meeting.  Erica has been an enthusiastic and thoughtful voice on the team.  Erica: we 
wish you the best! 
 
And, we are happy to welcome Georgia Schmid, appointed to the Arts Commission by City Council at their meeting on April 7, 
2020, for a five-year term.   
 
Due to the COVID-19 emergency, we will not have the opportunity to welcome Georgia in person.  And, we will not be able to 
send off Erica in the way we would like.  That does not diminish our appreciation to either commissioner.  When we can all be 
together again, we look forward to properly appreciating you both: the volunteers who represent our community and champion 
Boulder’s arts and culture. 

 
> 3C, 2020 Community Projects for Individuals Grants – In Attachment One, please find the final application scoring for this 

grant category.  After a conversation about the scoring, staff will ask for a motion, second, discussion, and vote to proceed 
with the final awards.  Commissioners have the options to: 

 Approve all the organizations which scored above the funding threshold, 
 Approve individual applications as the members of the commission see fit to award, 
 Not approve individual applications, or 
 Postpone decisions on an individual application until specific questions are answered by the applicants. 
 

> 3D, 2020 Community Projects for Organizations Grants – In Attachment Two, please find the final application scoring for 
this grant category.  After a conversation about the scoring, staff will ask for a motion, second, discussion, and vote to 
proceed with the final awards.  Commissioners have the options to: 

 Approve all the organizations which scored above the funding threshold, 
 Approve individual applications as the members of the commission see fit to award, 
 Not approve individual applications, or 
 Postpone decisions on an individual application until specific questions are answered by the applicants. 

 
> 4A, Public Art Contract Amendments – Under normal circumstances, the amendment of a contract between the City of 

Boulder Public Art Program and the commissioned artist would be a staff matter.  This practice is for changes to the scope 
of work or contract amount are brought before the Arts Commission for discussion only when there is a significant change 
that alters the conditions of the Selection Panel and Arts Commission’s approval of the artist.  However, the use of 
Community Culture and Safety Tax (CCS) funds has additional conditions due to the language of the voter-approved ballot 
initiative.  Initial allocations approved by voters in 2015 (CCSv1) were assigned to specific public art projects.  The 2017 
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renewal (CCSv2) was allocated to a general public art budget. As the CCSv1 money is specifically assigned, it needs approval 
from the Arts Commission for any changes. Therefore, in the meeting staff will ask the Arts Commission for specific 
approval to move funds from different public art projects within the umbrella of CCS funding: 

 Arapahoe Underpass – This project was initiated in 2017 with a contract budget of $42,000 derived from 1% of 
Transportation construction funds and awarded to Michelle Sparks.  The project was required to go through the 
Greenways Advisory Committee and solicit for a Wetlands Variance.  In doing so, the public art component was 
unable to be tied into the parent construction.  Now that permits have been obtained, we must go back for 
integration with the completed parent project.  This is creating extra costs including: conduit, power capacity, need 
for civil engineer, dimmer HVAC system, etc.  The project needs an additional $20,000 to be complete, which is 
available through a reallocation of funds from CCSv2. This amount reflects the common 15% annual construction 
increases seen across most capital construction projects in Boulder.  

 University Hill – This project was initiated in 2018 with a contract budget of $95,000 derived from CCSv1, and 
awarded to the University of Colorado (CU) ENVD Program for two components associated with specific CU 
classes: Outreach and Engagement ($10,000) and Design, Fabrication, and Installation ($75,000) plus a CU Fee 
($8,500).  The project experienced significant delays when obtaining its building permit and classes had to be re-
calibrated.  Now the project faces an unprecedented challenge with COVID-19 as all in-person classes have been 
cancelled.  It is thus proposed to close out the current contract with ENVD and open a new contract with RAW 
Creative, a fabrication/installation company associated with the project.  In doing so, RAW Creative will be able to 
hire on 3-5 students (once stay-at-home orders have been lifted) to see the project through to completion.  The 
project needs an additional $155,000 for completion, available through a reallocation of funds from CCSv2.  This 
would put the project total at $230,000 which is consistent for a project of this scale.  The project’s fixed and 
material costs total $79,993.18.  The remaining $150,000 budget covers the labor (previously not a budget line 
when the fabrication and installation were part of a student course) along with fees that CU was exempt from: 
permitting and taxation, GC fees, insurance requirements, and site preparation requirements.  

 
> 4A, Early Approval of Final Special Facilities Grant Disbursements – at the request of Arts Commission chair Mark Villareal, 

the Commission will discuss the remaining funds being held in the 2019 Special Facilities Grant.  This 20% of each grant is 
held until the final reports are approved.  With a motion, second, discussion, and vote, the Arts Commission can instruct 
staff to release those funds immediately.   

 
 

3. Commission Correspondence 
 
In Attachment Three, please find copies of email correspondence received by the Boulder Arts Commission during the period 
between the publication of the February and April 2020 meeting packets. 
 
 

4. At the request of Arts Commission chair Mark Villareal, in Attachment Four please find a copy of the email Mark sent to 
members of Boulder City Council regarding public art funding. 
 
 

5. Staff Updates 
 
City departments continue to track the COVID-19 (Coronavirus) issue with city and county emergency management and health 
organizations.  More information on the city-wide response can be found at the resource website: 
https://bouldercolorado.gov/coronavirus.  In addition to the Emergency Management Team, a partnership has been formed for 
a coordinated response to the economic impacts of the crisis.  Staff in the Office of Arts and Culture will be supporting both 
these teams in a few ways: 
 Distributing information from the Emergency Management Team about the crisis and emergency orders through 

newsletters and on our website. 
 Tracking and distributing information to the nonprofits and artists in the community about local and national resources.   
 Surveying and in other ways tracking impacts in Boulder on the cultural sector, including any closure of venues and 

cancellation of events.   
 Participating in the COVID-19 Operations and Outreach Team, part of the coordinated response. 
 Participating in the state-wide arts leadership team meetings which are coordinated by the Colorado Business Committee 

for the Arts. 
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The city has issued a temporary hold on all hiring, including for the vacant Public Art Coordinator position. 

 
A new program will be launched shortly after publication of this memo.  The Creative Neighborhoods: COVID-19 Work Projects 
will open for applications on April 16, 2020. This WPA-style program will provide small commissions for professional artists of all 
disciplines to create neighborhood-scale projects that help the community stay resilient through COVID-19 crisis and reconnect 
when the restrictions are lifted.  More information will be available at the website: https://boulderarts.org/public-art/creative-
neighborhoods/covid-19-work-projects/.  
 
> Grants and Programs for Organizations 

 
Staff is in discussion with the 35 Professional Development and Rental Assistance grantees to help them adjust their grants 
in response to the COVID-19 emergency.  
 
A reminder that staff made the following changes to the Arts Education Grant Award Schedule due to impacts of the COVID-
19 emergency.   
 Monday, June 15 at 11:59 p.m. – Deadline for applications 
 June 16 to June 22 – Review by staff for eligibility and revision by applicants if necessary 
 June 22 to July 6 – Preliminary review and score by panel (15 days) 
 July 6 to July 10 – Score processing by staff 
 July 10 – Preliminary scores and comments sent to applicants via email 
 July 10 to July 17 – Applicants prepare and send written responses to the panel’s questions. The written response 

should be emailed to Lauren Click at clickl@boulderlibrary.org by Friday, July 17, 2020 at 11:59pm. 
 July 17 to July 22 – Response processing by staff 
 July 22 – Responses sent to panel 
 July 22 to August 5 – Final review and score by panel (15 days) 
 August 5 to August 10 – Final scores sent to applicants via email, and included in Arts Commission in packet that week. 
 August 19 – Arts Commission meeting. Discussion and final decisions on grants 
 
The following Rental Assistance reports were approved prior to the meeting: 
 The Catamounts, Shockheaded Peter, Dairy Arts Center, $1,000 
All reports and applications which have been approved by staff are available for commissioners’ review. 
 
In Attachment Five please find a current grants program budget. 
 
 

> Public Art Program 
 
Approval of the 2020-2022 Public Art Implementation Plan is delayed due to the COVID-19 local emergency orders.    
 
Staff continues to track permitting requirements on public art projects. Staff is working with the Policy Review Group (PRG) 
and Tax Auditors to define valuation in public art for the purposes of permitting taxation. 
 
Public Art Commissioning Updates:  
 Civic Area 11th St. Spine Signature Artwork (Adam Kuby): Final Design.  The Floodplains, Right of Way permits have 

been approved while the Building permit is being reviewed.  Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the installation schedule 
is on hold.  Contract and budget adjustments have been made for project needs. www.adamkuby.com   

 University Hill (ENVD 3300 Praxis): Final Design.  The Building Permit was resubmitted on March 4.  Please refer to the 
notes above for details on the status of this project.  http://www.monthofmodern.com/community-livingroom/ 
https://www.rawdbf.com/commercial  

 North Broadway (Sharon Dowell): Preliminary Design.  Dowell’s updated concepts are being routed to Technical Review 
Committee (TRC).  Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the project schedule is on hold. 
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 Arapahoe Underpass (Michelle Sparks): Fabrication.  The electrical permit has been submitted.  Due to the COVID-19 
emergency, the install now must occur in the fall after the creek’s low flow rates window have passed.  Please refer to 
the notes above for further details on the status of this project.   http://michellemsparks.com 

 Urban Design - 30th and Colorado Underpass (Rosie Fivian and Ransom Beegles): Final Design and bid.  The project 
team is reviewing final design, budget, and implementation.  Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the project is delayed. 
http://www.architectista.com/   http://www.rdesignstudios.com/  

 Urban Design - Foothills Underpass (Carolyn Braaksma): Fabrication and Installation of the artist’s scope is complete.  
Next in the schedule will be resolution of casting errors.  Due to the COVID-19 emergency, the opening of the parent 
project is delayed. https://www.braaksmadesign.com/  

 NoBo Library (Daily Tous Les Jours): Final Design. www.dailytouslesjours.com; Preliminary Design was completed Mar 
30. 

 BCH Deconstruction: On Hold 
 CCSv2: On Hold 
 Experiments in Public Art: On Hold  
 CAGID Garage Art Public Art Program: On Hold  

Community-Initiated Projects Updates: 
 Tim Eggert Soundpiece: Contracting.  Due to the COVID-19 emergency the contracting is delayed, 
 Nobel Circle Donation: Pre-approval Process.  The Donor is evaluating next steps for fundraising, project development, 

and working to understand permitting requirements for the proposed artwork.  
 Rotary Club Donation: Contracting.  Due to the COVID-19 emergency the contracting is delayed 
 Gordon Gamm Donation: Contracting.  Due to the COVID-19 emergency the contracting delayed 
 Los Seis de Boulder: Contracting.  Due to the COVID-19 emergency the contracting delayed and project permits unable 

to be issued at this time (ROW permitting is only accepting new permit applications if they are for  emergency and 
essential services). 

 
Maintenance and Conservation: 

 Staff is exploring on-call licensed contractors to support permitting requirements for maintenance projects. 
 Relocation and condition report of 2D collection: Due to the COVID-19 emergency this project is on hold. 
 Dragonfly Giraffe (John King): Due to the COVID-19 emergency this project is on hold. 
 28th St. Transit  by Robert Tully: Due to the COVID-19 emergency this project is on hold. 

Murals 
 Bloomberg Asphalt Art Challenge: Bloomberg has not yet named recipients. Staff and Transportation submitted a 

grant application for up-to $25,000 from Bloomberg Philanthropies for three distinct projects in San Juan del 
Centro, Elmer’s Two-Mile and the NoBo Broadway corridor 

 The 2020 Mural Artist Roster is now available. 
 Pollinator Mural: Pre-approval. 

 
In Attachment Six, please find a current five-year program budget for public art commissioning.  
 

 
> Programs for Artists 

 
Due to the COVID-19 emergency the Artist Forum scheduled for April at Galvanize, Boulder has been cancelled.  Staff will be 
tracking restrictions to evaluate the status of the May 27 event. 
 
Staff is working with Boulder County Arts Alliance (BCAA), for a series of professional development workshops for emerging 
writers of all genres.  Funding for this program was received from the Boulder Library Foundation. 
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> Creative Workforce and NoBo Art District 
 
The campaign group for the Business Improvement District is currently evaluating their next steps given the COVID-19 
emergency and its potential impacts on their ability to complete petitions and properly campaign on behalf of the proposed 
tax.  Staff will continue to monitor their progress and work with the City Clerk and City Attorneys Offices on the next steps. 
 
 

> Creative Neighborhoods Strategy 
 
The COVID-19 restrictions has necessitated a delay on Creative Neighborhoods: Murals as the homeowner application 
requires getting signatures from neighbors.  The timeline will be reevaluated after restrictions on social distancing are lifted. 
 
See information above about the Creative Neighborhoods: COVID-19 Work Projects. 
 
 

> Civic Dialog and Boulder Arts Week 
 
Boulder Arts Week shifted to Boulder Arts Week ONLINE in response to COVID-19 stay-at-home orders.  The new program 
featured over 40 artists and organizations hosting virtual classes, workshops, exhibitions, and screenings. Office staff will 
continue to support digital programming into the future with BoulderArtsOnline.org, dedicated to promoting Boulder 
artists’ and organizations’ virtual events. 
 Many of the Boulder Arts Week events, including some of the 21 sponsored events, were postponed to later in the 

year. The social media platforms associated with Boulder Arts Week will continue to promote programs as they come 
up later in the year.  

 Staff responded quickly to the new circumstances and repurposed funds to provide small sponsorships of up $100 to 
cover the costs of moving events to a restrictions-friendly format.  

 Staff is evaluating the experience of audiences and presenters to learn lessons for the future.   
 Staff continues to send semimonthly newsletters and engage with the community via Twitter (@boulderartscult) and 

Instagram (@boulderartsculture). 
 
The manager of the Office of Arts and Culture, Matt Chasansky returned from the Creative Climate Leaders fellowship at 
Biosphere 2 in Arizona.  This was followed by the second meeting of the Art + Climate Advisory Team on April 9, 
2020.  Work continues in collaboration with the city-wide team to develop a set of cultural principles to be foundational to 
the climate adaptation plan for the city. 
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Attachment One 
Final Scores for the 2020 Community Project Grant for Individuals 
 
Average Scores and Ranking  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Applicant  
Name 

Amount  
Requested  

Overall  
Average 

Community Priorities 
Average (Tie Breaker) 

Jasmine Baetz $5,000  38.00 7.57 

And Art Space & Street Wise Boulder $5,000  37.63 7.38 

Arielle Milkman $4,769  36.50 7.38 

Angie Eng $5,000  35.00 7.00 

Rebecca Folsom $5,000  34.63 7.00 

City Repair Boulder / Robin Eden $5,000  34.63 6.75 

Betsy Tobin $5,000  34.00 6.75 

Brian (Musa Starseed) Cunningham $5,000  33.88 6.88 

Anne Bliss $5,000  33.50 6.38 

Sam Fuqua $5,000  32.13 7.00 

Rick Dallago $5,000  31.25 6.00 

Jiffer Harriman $4,000  29.63 6.25 

Cyanne Stonesmith $850  28.25 5.75 

Nikita Coulombe LLC $5,000  26.38 4.88 
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Detail Scores 
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Jasmine Baetz 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 8 8 7 7 4 4 38 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 

And Art Space & Street Wise Boulder 8 8 8 7 4 4 39 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 

Arielle Milkman 7 8 7 6 4 4 36 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 8 7 8 7 3 4 37 

Angie Eng 7 7 6 7 4 4 35 8 8 7 7 4 4 38 8 7 7 8 4 4 38 

Rebecca Folsom 7 7 7 6 4 4 35 7 7 6 7 4 4 35 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 

City Repair Boulder / Robin Eden 6 7 6 6 4 4 33 8 7 7 7 4 4 37 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 

Betsy Tobin 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 5 6 7 4 4 33 

Brian (Musa Starseed) Cunningham 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 6 5 6 6 3 4 30 7 6 6 7 4 4 34 

Anne Bliss 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 5 6 7 4 4 32 

Sam Fuqua 8 3 4 7 4 4 30 7 7 8 7 4 4 37 6 5 6 6 4 4 31 

Rick Dallago 7 6 6 7 4 4 34 6 7 6 6 4 4 33 7 6 5 6 4 4 32 

Jiffer Harriman 6 4 3 6 4 4 27 8 7 6 7 4 4 36 6 5 5 7 4 4 31 

Cyanne Stonesmith 8 7 4 4 4 4 31 5 6 5 6 3 3 28 8 4 4 4 4 4 28 

Nikita Coulombe LLC 6 4 4 5 4 4 27 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 5 5 5 5 3 4 27 
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 Bruce Katharine Belgin 
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Jasmine Baetz 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 7 7 8 5 4 4 35 

And Art Space & Street Wise Boulder 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 

Arielle Milkman 7 8 7 7 3 3 35 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 7 7 7 6 4 4 35 

Angie Eng 7 7 7 7 3 3 34 8 7 7 8 4 4 38 5 7 6 6 4 4 32 

Rebecca Folsom 7 7 7 7 3 3 34 8 7 7 7 4 4 37 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 

City Repair Boulder / Robin Eden 7 6 7 7 4 3 34 6 6 6 5 4 4 31 6 6 5 6 4 4 31 

Betsy Tobin 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 6 6 7 4 4 34 6 6 6 7 4 4 33 

Brian (Musa Starseed) Cunningham 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 8 6 7 7 4 4 36 6 6 6 5 4 4 31 

Anne Bliss 7 8 6 6 3 4 34 8 6 7 8 4 4 37 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 

Sam Fuqua 7 6 6 7 4 4 34 8 4 7 6 4 4 33 7 5 6 6 4 4 32 

Rick Dallago 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 7 7 7 8 4 4 37 5 5 5 6 4 4 29 

Jiffer Harriman 7 6 5 7 3 2 30 6 5 4 6 4 4 29 7 7 5 7 4 4 34 

Cyanne Stonesmith 6 7 6 5 4 4 32 4 4 4 3 2 4 21 6 7 5 6 4 4 32 

Nikita Coulombe LLC 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 5 5 5 4 4 4 27 4 4 5 4 4 4 25 
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 Jasmine Cynthia 
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Jasmine Baetz Recused  8 8 7 7 4 4 38 

And Art Space & Street Wise Boulder 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 8 6 7 4 4 36 

Arielle Milkman 7 8 7 8 3 4 37 8 8 7 6 3 4 36 

Angie Eng 6 3 5 5 4 4 27 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 

Rebecca Folsom 5 4 6 5 3 3 26 7 8 6 7 2 4 34 

City Repair Boulder / Robin Eden 7 8 6 7 4 4 36 6 8 6 7 4 4 35 

Betsy Tobin 6 4 6 5 4 4 29 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 

Brian (Musa Starseed) Cunningham 8 8 6 7 4 4 37 7 6 7 7 3 4 34 

Anne Bliss 5 5 5 5 4 4 28 5 7 6 6 4 4 32 

Sam Fuqua 5 4 4 3 4 3 23 8 7 6 8 4 4 37 

Rick Dallago 5 2 3 4 4 3 21 4 5 3 6 4 4 26 

Jiffer Harriman 5 3 2 4 4 3 21 5 5 5 6 4 4 29 

Cyanne Stonesmith 5 2 5 5 4 4 25 4 7 5 5 4 4 29 

Nikita Coulombe LLC 3 1 4 3 4 3 18 4 3 5 3 4 4 23 
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Attachment Two 

Final Scores for the 2020 Community Project Grant for Organizations 
 

Applicant  
Name 

Amount  
Requested  

Overall  
Average 

NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee $10,000  38.22 

El Centro AMISTAD $5,000  37.78 

Motus Theater $10,000  37.44 

BaoBao Foundation $10,000  36.33 

Boulder Opera $10,000  35.78 

90 Second Newbery $2,500  34.67 

Cindy Brandle Dance Company $10,000  34.56 

Dairy Arts Center $10,000  34.50 

Women's Wilderness $10,000  34.44 

square product theatre $10,000  34.33 

Boulder Samba School $10,000  34.22 

BRIAH Danse $10,000  33.67 

LOCAL Theater Company $10,000  33.67 

Continues, next page   
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Continued from the previous page.   

Applicant  
Name 

Amount  
Requested  

Overall  
Average 

Boulder Ballet $10,000  33.44 

Virada Drums $10,000  33.33 

NoBo Art District $10,000  33.22 

The Hopper $10,000  32.89 

T2 Dance Project  $8,500  32.78 

Boulder Writing Studio $10,000  32.67 

BCAA-HOVAB/Jennifer Heath $10,000  32.56 

Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art $10,000  32.00 

The Boulder Creative Collective $10,000  31.67 

R Gallery $10,000  31.56 

Loam $10,000  31.25 

SIV LLC $10,000  30.89 

Martha's Vineyard Film Society $7,500  30.56 

Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra $10,000  30.44 

Int’l Institute for Simplified Kundalini Yoga  $10,000  22.22 
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Detail Scores Mark  Kathleen   Erica 
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NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 
El Centro AMISTAD 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 8 8 6 8 4 4 38 
Motus Theater 7 8 7 8 4 3 37 8 8 7 8 4 3 38 8 7 7 8 4 3 37 
BaoBao Foundation 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 8 7 8 8 4 4 39 
Boulder Opera 7 7 7 8 4 4 37 7 8 6 8 4 4 37 7 7 5 6 4 4 33 
90 Second Newbery 7 6 6 6 4 4 33 6 7 7 7 4 4 35 7 7 6 7 4 4 35 
Cindy Brandle Dance Company 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 7 7 7 4 4 35 7 6 7 6 4 4 34 
Dairy Arts Center 7 8 7 7 4 3 36 8 8 7 7 4 2 36 8 7 8 8 4 3 38 
Women's Wilderness 7 6 6 6 4 4 33 6 7 7 6 4 4 34 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 
square product theatre 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 7 7 6 7 4 4 35 6 5 7 7 4 4 33 
Boulder Samba School 6 6 6 6 4 3 31 6 6 6 6 4 2 30 7 7 8 8 4 4 38 
BRIAH Danse 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 
LOCAL Theater Company 7 8 7 8 4 3 37 7 7 7 8 4 2 35 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 
Boulder Ballet 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 7 7 7 4 2 33 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 
Virada Drums 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 7 6 6 7 3 4 33 6 7 6 6 4 4 33 
NoBo Art District 7 7 7 6 4 3 34 8 8 7 7 4 2 36 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 
The Hopper 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 7 8 7 8 4 4 38 7 5 6 7 3 4 32 
T2 Dance Project  6 6 6 6 4 4 32 6 7 6 6 3 4 32 6 5 6 6 4 4 31 
Boulder Writing Studio 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 6 6 5 6 4 4 31 6 6 7 6 4 4 33 
BCAA-HOVAB/Jennifer Heath 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 7 6 6 4 4 34 6 6 5 6 4 4 31 
Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art 7 7 7 7 4 3 35 8 8 8 7 4 2 37 6 6 7 6 4 3 32 
The Boulder Creative Collective 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 6 7 6 6 4 4 33 7 5 6 6 4 4 32 
R Gallery 6 5 5 6 4 4 30 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 
Loam 6 7 6 6 4 4 33 5 4 4 4 2 3 22 Recused 
SIV LLC 5 5 4 5 4 4 27 6 6 5 6 3 3 29 8 5 5 7 4 4 33 
Martha's Vineyard Film Society 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 6 6 6 6 2 4 30 7 4 5 5 4 4 29 
Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra 7 6 6 7 4 3 33 7 6 7 7 4 2 33 6 5 7 7 4 3 32 
Int’l Institute/Simplified Kundalini Yoga 3 3 3 3 3 4 19 3 3 3 3 2 3 17 4 6 6 5 4 4 29 
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Detail Scores Devin Bruce Belgin 
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NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 7 8 6 8 4 4 37 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 
El Centro AMISTAD 8 8 7 7 4 4 38 7 8 8 8 4 4 39 7 7 5 7 4 4 34 
Motus Theater 8 8 8 8 4 2 38 8 8 7 8 4 3 38 7 7 7 6 4 2 33 
BaoBao Foundation 6 8 7 7 4 4 36 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 
Boulder Opera 8 7 8 8 4 4 39 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 7 7 6 7 4 4 35 
90 Second Newbery 8 7 7 7 4 4 37 7 7 6 7 3 4 34 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 
Cindy Brandle Dance Company 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 7 7 7 4 3 35 7 7 7 6 4 4 35 
Dairy Arts Center 7 8 6 6 4 1 32 6 8 6 7 3 3 33 Recused 
Women's Wilderness 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 6 6 7 6 4 4 33 
square product theatre 6 7 7 7 4 4 35 7 6 7 7 3 4 34 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 
Boulder Samba School 7 8 7 7 4 2 35 7 7 6 8 4 4 36 7 7 7 7 4 2 34 
BRIAH Danse 7 7 6 8 4 4 36 7 6 6 7 4 2 32 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 
LOCAL Theater Company 7 8 8 7 4 1 35 6 7 7 7 4 3 34 5 7 7 6 4 4 33 
Boulder Ballet 8 8 7 7 4 1 35 7 7 6 6 3 2 31 6 7 7 7 4 2 33 
Virada Drums 7 8 8 7 4 4 38 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 6 6 7 4 4 33 
NoBo Art District 7 7 8 7 4 4 37 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 5 7 7 7 4 2 32 
The Hopper 6 6 7 7 4 4 34 6 6 6 6 4 2 30 7 6 7 7 4 4 35 
T2 Dance Project  7 7 7 7 4 4 36 7 6 7 6 3 4 33 6 5 7 6 4 4 32 
Boulder Writing Studio 7 7 7 6 4 4 35 6 7 6 6 3 4 32 6 7 7 7 4 4 35 
BCAA-HOVAB/Jennifer Heath 8 8 7 7 4 4 38 6 7 6 7 3 3 32 7 8 5 7 4 4 35 
Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art 7 7 8 8 4 2 36 6 5 7 7 2 2 29 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 
The Boulder Creative Collective 7 6 6 8 4 4 35 7 6 6 7 3 3 32 4 5 6 5 4 4 28 
R Gallery 7 7 7 8 4 4 37 6 6 6 7 4 4 33 5 4 5 6 4 4 28 
Loam 8 7 7 8 4 4 38 7 6 6 6 3 4 32 6 6 7 7 4 4 34 
SIV LLC 7 8 6 6 4 4 35 6 7 6 7 2 3 31 7 7 6 6 4 4 34 
Martha's Vineyard Film Society 7 7 7 7 4 4 36 6 6 6 7 3 4 32 7 5 7 7 4 4 34 
Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra 8 7 8 7 4 1 35 6 6 6 7 4 3 32 7 5 7 7 4 2 32 
Int’l Institute/Simplified Kundalini Yoga 5 6 5 6 4 3 29 5 5 4 6 2 4 26 4 4 5 4 4 4 25 
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Detail Scores Jasmine  Cynthia Katherine 
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NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 8 8 7 8 3 4 38 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 
El Centro AMISTAD 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 8 8 8 7 4 4 39 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 
Motus Theater 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 8 8 7 8 4 2 37 8 8 8 8 4 3 39 
BaoBao Foundation 6 6 6 6 4 4 32 8 8 6 7 4 4 37 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 
Boulder Opera 5 6 6 6 4 4 31 7 8 7 7 4 4 37 8 6 8 8 4 4 38 
90 Second Newbery 5 4 5 5 4 4 27 7 6 7 8 3 4 35 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 
Cindy Brandle Dance Company 5 6 6 5 4 4 30 6 7 7 6 4 3 33 8 7 7 7 4 4 37 
Dairy Arts Center 6 6 4 5 4 2 27 7 7 6 8 4 2 34 8 8 8 8 4 4 40 
Women's Wilderness 4 4 4 5 4 4 25 8 8 7 7 4 4 38 8 8 6 8 4 4 38 
square product theatre 5 6 5 5 4 4 29 6 7 6 7 4 4 34 8 8 7 8 4 4 39 
Boulder Samba School 6 6 7 7 4 2 32 7 7 7 8 4 2 35 7 8 8 7 4 3 37 
BRIAH Danse 5 4 6 4 3 4 26 7 6 7 5 4 4 33 6 6 7 7 4 4 34 
LOCAL Theater Company 5 5 6 5 4 4 29 7 7 7 6 3 2 32 6 7 6 7 4 3 33 
Boulder Ballet 5 6 6 6 4 1 28 6 7 6 6 4 1 30 8 8 8 7 4 3 38 
Virada Drums 5 5 5 5 4 4 28 7 5 6 6 4 4 32 7 6 8 6 4 4 35 
NoBo Art District 5 2 5 4 4 1 21 8 6 6 7 4 1 32 8 7 8 8 4 3 38 
The Hopper 4 3 4 4 4 3 22 7 8 7 6 4 4 36 7 6 6 7 4 4 34 
T2 Dance Project  6 3 6 5 4 4 28 7 5 6 6 4 4 32 8 7 8 8 4 4 39 
Boulder Writing Studio 4 3 5 5 4 4 25 6 6 6 7 4 4 33 7 7 8 8 4 4 38 
BCAA-HOVAB/Jennifer Heath 4 4 4 4 3 3 22 7 6 5 7 3 4 32 6 6 7 6 4 4 33 
Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art 5 3 5 5 4 2 24 7 7 6 6 4 1 31 6 5 6 6 4 3 30 
The Boulder Creative Collective 4 3 5 4 4 3 23 7 6 6 6 4 4 33 8 6 7 8 4 4 37 
R Gallery 4 2 4 5 4 3 22 6 4 5 7 4 3 29 8 6 7 8 4 4 37 
Loam 5 2 4 5 3 3 22 7 6 5 6 3 4 31 8 7 7 8 4 4 38 
SIV LLC 4 3 4 4 4 3 22 6 7 5 6 4 4 32 7 7 6 7 4 4 35 
Martha's Vineyard Film Society 4 3 4 4 3 3 21 6 6 6 6 3 3 30 7 5 5 6 4 4 31 
Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra 3 2 4 3 4 1 17 7 5 5 7 4 1 29 6 6 6 6 4 3 31 
Int’l Institute/Simplified Kundalini Yoga 2 2 2 2 4 4 16 2 3 2 4 3 4 18 3 4 4 4 4 2 21 
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Mark Villarreal; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); ekrjoos@gmail.com;

bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com; Jasmine.Baetz@colorado.edu; Cynthia Sliker; Katharine Reece; BYUCELEN
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Boulder Arts Commission final evaluation assignment notification
Date: Wednesday, February 26, 2020 1:42:25 PM
Attachments: Comm Proj Indiv all letters.pdf

image001.png

Dear Panelist,

You have been assigned the Community Projects - Individuals response letters to review and
evaluate. Please log into the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit
your evaluations. Please complete your evaluations no later than Wednesday, March 11 at noon.
Please let me know if you’d like calendar alerts for this and the Organization application deadline
(March 9).

The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through this link, and are attached.
Please note that Cyanne did not send in a response letter. You will be updating your scores and
comments in the online grant system, changing your initial scores in the software. You may add
additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric can be found here.

Contact Lauren Click at clickl@boulderlibrary.org or 660-553-7289 should you have questions.

Thank you.

Lauren Click
she/her/hers
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov

Attachment Three 
Commission Correspondence
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AND ART SPACE // LEAH BRENNER CLACK


February 19, 2020 


Leah Brenner Clack’s Street Wise 2020 response to questions from the Arts Commission and Selection 
Panel.  


Mark, I have a two part strategy to get the word out to under-served communities. By leveraging existing 
relationships with organizations like Boulder Housing Partners and Attention Homes, whom I’ve worked 
with in the past, inviting their community members to apply as artists, participate in events and offering 
them opportunities to host murals in their public spaces.  


Additionally I intend to reach out to other organizations serving culturally diverse and under-served 
communities, including the Latino Task Force of Boulder County, Amistad, CU Office of Diversity, Equity & 
Community Engagement, Intercambio, Out Boulder County, Right Relationship Boulder, NAACP and 
more to be identified. With these connections I intend to directly share the opportunities for paid artist 
involvement in the festival as well as collaboration for mural locations and invitations to events and 
workshops.  


Jasmine, excellent point about racial minorities and criminalization and this is something that is on my 
radar as well. In addition to gender equity, we will also prioritize artists of color with a goal of at least 50% 
artists of color participation in Street Wise 2020. Last year Street Wise included four out of ten artists of 
color who painted murals. I am continuing to research avenues to reach artists of color in and around the 
Front Range.  


Belgin, the advisory committee will be chosen based on their commitment to the arts, activism, education, 
community and diversity in Boulder. I hope to invite people in my network that have experience in 
community work and public art as well as people who understand the fabric of Boulder and all of our gifts 
and challenges. I am also considering an application process for the advisory committee to reach beyond 
my immediate network. In regards to the application process and artist selection, I will prepare an artist 
evaluation criteria that will guide decision making and will include scores for artistic excellence, creative 
vision in relation to ARTivism and social practice and experience in executing projects related to this 
scale.  


Cynthia, I plan to repeat the evaluation strategy for 2019. Additionally I will try to address numbers served 
through event attendance.  Measuring Impact and numbers served is challenging for public art based 
projects so I will continue to research this and update my approach as needed.  


Thank you for your support and consideration. 
Leah Brenner Clack 







ANGIE ENG 


Community Priorities  


Yucelen Sorry, you’re referring to another applicant. It’s not at CU Museum/nor a sound installation 


Sliker See pg14 of CCP 


Create a supportive environment … I’m offering a space to create while introducing other forms of 


artmaking. 


Prioritize the civic dialogue...’it sparks dialogue and expands the boundaries of art 


Develop Boulder’s creative identity...It combines ecological concerns and emphasizes Boulder’s 


reputation for ecology R&D. 


...culture  in the public realm... It will be installed in 2-3 public parks/areas  


Amplify...cultural destinations...I advocate for art outside the museum walls to be more accessible  


...access and affordability Arts funding has been cut for homeless and there is a need for the arts for 


self-development, expression. 


Cultural offerings 


Villarreal RE marketing - A press release will be written (I’ve written more than 100) put on a website 


and social media. (I worked 10 years in web design and trained in video, one of my mediums) The 


process will be photo/video documented professionally and distributed  to: Travel Boulder, Daily 


Camera, Denver Post, Westword, Colorado Daily, Boulder Arts and Culture, Boulder Magazine and sent 


to local news stations.  


Yucelen There will be a standing sign nearby to the installation that explains the project. 


Cultural equity  


Reece/Baetz RE the commission’s definition of Cultural Equity ' equitable, fair, and just distribution of 


funds’: Funds will be spent on workshop space rental, teachers, art assistant fees and materials so 


that these people who don’t have space, equipment, or free learning on creative projects can 


contribute their creativity to the local community. They (artists in shelters) said Bridge House has cut 


out the arts and they(administrators) don’t see the importance of art for them (the homeless). They 


said ‘art helps them a lot as a type of therapy and feeling good about themselves’. RE definition of 


the commission’s Cultural Equity: ‘support to applicants whose organizational leadership or 


audience represent groups who are typically underrepresented’.  This project makes art accessible 


to all while fostering the value of art in everyday life. Here one doesn’t need to have formal training 


in art history to understand and appreciate its creativity and  ecological concerns. The organization 


leadership consists of: Asian American female, a Caucasian female senior, a Mexican American 


male, and 8 art assistants who live in shelters and most have a mental illness.  


Evaluation strategy 


Villarreal HOA report includes neighbor's observations, suggestions. Library survey Q’s: What thoughts 


it provoked RE recycling, consumption. What does community arts mean? Why is it relevant to the 


community?  


Reece Data will be used for future programming for an organization I’m developing. See Silker response. 


Participants will be given a questionnaire asking of their experience, what they learned, suggestions, 







how did community art project impact their life. 


Yucelen Main goals are empowerment, inclusivity and cultural activity. Questionnaires will have 1 Q on 


reflection of consumption and waste.   Power of socially-engaged art is to provoke, redefine, unite, 


empower. 


Baetz / Sliker This is a pilot project for future projects with different lead artists and populations with a 


future organization, Creative Catalyzers. Data will be used to assess the effectiveness, public reaction, 


participant response, suggestions and comments to be taken into consideration for future programming. 







ANNE BLISS


2020 Community Project Grant – Individual Applicants – Response to Evaluation 
Summary 


Thank you to the evaluators for careful evaluation and helpful comments. 


Submitted by Anne Bliss for Anne Bliss and Brian Lambert for the project 
“Affairs at Forest Grove” (An operetta about senior citizens and their 
relationships) RESPONSE: 


The title changed to “The Wake at Loving Heights”.  A “wake”, a vigil for a dead person, 
is also a group of vultures feeding. Both definitions fit. 


Community priorities include senior cultural and social equity, elder care, spousal death, 
loneliness, isolation, health, dependency and “rejoining” society in an artificial 
community of “old folks” often with minority caretakers managing once independent 
lives. 
     Surveys/focus groups explore senor culture and invite public discussion and 
awareness.   
     Increasing transparency helps develop sustainable inclusive practices for elders. The 
project prioritizes creativity, equity, and participation. 


Without funding we cannot offer performances or book venues. Frasier will provide the 
initial and one additional venue. Mountain View Methodist Church will provide a venue 
for one performance.  Tentative venues include: West Boulder Senior Center, Boulder 
Public Library, West Pine Church.   


Analyzing anonymous survey and focus groups’ data will yield an academic journal 
article (AGING or THE PSYCHOLOGY OF AGING).  A full project report will go to 
CURFA.  Short articles will be submitted to newspapers and senior publications. 
     Scores for musical groups and the more than 12 local senior residences (e.g., 
Presbyterian Manor, Golden West, etc.)  add additional outreach. 
     A video of the operetta will be submitted online (YouTube or The American Council 
on Aging).  


The operetta focuses on cultural issues of aging/ageism and references socioeconomic, 
urban/rural, and racial, ethnic, and linguistic equity. The form (1 act, 3 scenes, 30 
minutes) demands tight focus on a limited topic: aging and personal relationships in 
environments in which thousands of older local residents live: senior apartments, 
communities, and subsidized housing.  







     Future projects explore gender/aging, race/aging, ethnicity/aging, language/aging, 
class/aging. 


Outreach via distribution of scores, articles and papers, and online media will draw 
attention to many hidden issues. Operetta entertains creatively as it fosters non-
threatening conversation, inquiry, and better understanding.  
      Outcomes from surveys and focus groups at each performance yield new data.       
Disseminating results could be done in a public forum with experts after a performance. 
     Frasier draws attendees from outside Frasier, e.g., CURFA members, citizens who 
participate in Frasier activities.  Performing in venues for people not living in community 
is likely to provide views differing from those within community.  
     This operetta affects student musicians who infrequently consider lives of elders, even 
of relatives. Focused discussion with these participants is adding insights about issues 
seniors face. 


 “The Wake at Loving Heights” focuses on individualism, loneliness, change, 
relationships, and seniors dealing with life to foster awareness and understanding of our 
senior citizens. 


Total ResponseText Characters: 2933 including spaces 







Jasmine Baetz - Los Seis de Boulder at 28th and Canyon 


Everyone, thank you for the opportunity to respond to your comments. I am grateful for the                
support of the Commission, both for funding the 2019 campus sculpture and for writing a letter                
of support for the 2020 city sculpture permit. To Belgin’s concern about funding the same project                
twice: not only will the 2020 city sculpture in its location at 28th & Canyon reach a wider                  
community in Boulder, there are other important differences from the 2019 campus sculpture.  


The primary difference is how the sculpture will look: it will be three-sided, with a               
smaller footprint than the campus sculpture. Two of the sides will be tiled with mosaics, and the                 
third will have a written inscription. One of the tiled sides will be a brown arm and hand, in a                    
representation of the Chicano power fist. The second tiled side is a composition based on a                
historical photograph, taken by journalist Juan Espinosa, of a Black Student Alliance protest on              
CU Boulder campus in the early 1970s which was supported by UMAS students. The inscription               
will clearly state what happened at that site in May 1974. The six portraits that comprise the                 
campus sculpture will not be replicated at 28th and Canyon, this is a different piece of art that is                   
focused on the Chicano Movement and coalition building of the 1970s.  


The location presents greater opportunities for education and understanding around Los           
Seis and the Chicanx movement. From our initial survey at 28th and Canyon last month, we were                 
able to speak to ~60 people in just one hour; the number of people who walk, bike or drive by                    
that site every day is greater, and likely more variable, than the people who walk by the campus                  
sculpture. We anticipate that this second sculpture will have a greater reach and visibility. For               
these reasons, I believe the 2020 city sculpture will fill a gap in Boulder’s present cultural                
offerings, in a way that complements but is distinct from the 2019 campus sculpture. I also                
anticipate that this second sculpture project will put pressure on CU Boulder’s administration to              
finally make the campus sculpture permanent, which is still yet to happen. 


Cynthia, to your question about specific goals for the project in terms of exposure: our               
goal for the 2020 city second sculpture is to go far beyond the press we had for the 2019 campus                    
sculpture. To begin, I will leverage the media contacts who covered the first sculpture (from the                
Daily Camera, the Boulder Weekly, KGNU, Colorado Public Radio, Westword, ABC Denver,            
CBS Denver, and NBC Denver) to cover the dedication of the second sculpture. It is our goal to                  
have this sculpture, and Boulder, be a destination for people to visit and learn about civil rights                 
struggles in the southwest. The deaths of Los Seis de Boulder, and the subsequent silence around                
their deaths, is a history and reality that will one day be known and studied nationally.  


With this history held in our past (and always permeating our present), our goal is to help                 
Boulder acknowledge, understand, and incorporate the tragedy of Los Seis de Boulder into its              
civic identity. Our recently passed Racial Equity Resolution states: “The city will seek out and               
support ways to honor, acknowledge and memorialize the lives, deaths, struggles and            
contributions of people of color from Boulder to justice, equity and parity in Boulder and               
beyond.” This city sculpture for Los Seis will create an opportunity for leaders of the city, and                 
those who live and work here, to actively consider the histories of our city and region, and lead                  
in conversations about racial equity, power, public space, and public memory.  







BETSY TOBIN


COMMUNITY PRIORITIES:      
Mark, in talkbacks and open rehearsals, we will seek feedback on the themes, specific scenes 
and how they affect those who view them. NONT works with many BVSD schools. We’ve done 
workshops and shows at Casey Middle School, New Vista, Boulder High, Fairview, Platt and 
residencies at BCSIS, Flatirons, Uni Hill and Horizons K-8. Michael Gunst is a ParaEducator at 
Boulder High and has organized our workshop on 4/2 for marginalized students at their 
Engagement Center.  


CULTURAL OFFERINGS:      
Cynthia, social issues we will address include hunger, homelessness, literacy, work, love, 
parenting, and compassion. The literacy scene reveals old hands struggling to form letters as a 
video shows hands writing in Arabic, Chinese, Hebrew, English, and Spanish.  


To open the show, a “worker” opens a newspaper. The news comes to life in shadow scenes of 
gun violence, protests, migration, families separated or reunited, global warming, and other 
images that foreshadow the main scenes as imagery spills onto the surrounding walls. 


EQUITY: 
In response to Erica’s question, there will be no tickets as shows at the library are free. To 
quote Juliette Leon Bartsch: “Our audience includes many individuals who otherwise would not 
be able to attend performances. It is comprised of seniors from retirement communities, 
developmentally and physically impaired individuals, group home residents, home school 
students and typical library patrons.” 


Katharine, I realize that holding open rehearsals is not enough to ensure the project is inclusive 
of those marginalized in our community. However, it is a first step in creating a dialogue and 
exchange around a project to discover how people of varied ages and backgrounds will 
respond to the themes as we develop them and working with public institutions reaches a 
cross-section of society. Mark, to also address your request, we are always seeking to increase 
and broaden audiences in a variety of ways by networking at diverse community events, hand 
delivering flyers to local organizations such as Intercambio, and bringing scenes out into the 
streets. With limited funding, it is not always possible to devote the time and resources to 
outreach that it deserves. This grant will help us to do that in ways that we will continue to 
elaborate in the coming months. We welcome any additional suggestions.  


Katharine and Jasmine, we will represent characters of different ethnicities including Asians, 
African Americans, and Latinos. Scenes take place in settings from fields to construction zones 
to the streets.  


We will send out bilingual show information. 


OUTCOMES/EVALUATION: 
Regarding additional outreach, we will continue contact made at senior centers and during the 
open rehearsal at West Boulder Senior Center on 3/18 to encourage seniors to attend the 







shows. We will contact additional senior centers and schools about the show. I will reach out to 
students and others in the CU Restorative Justice program prior to the shows and through an 
NONT project to create a show on 3/19 for their 20th anniversary.  


FINAL COMMENTS: 


Cynthia, the “workers of humanity” that we play will provide a unifying storyline through their 
antics and attitudes in brief scenes of hunger, fatigue, work, play, conflict, and companionship. 


We will also perform six times at the Boulder Fringe Festival in August. We hope to perform in 
local senior centers, schools, community centers and museums. We will apply to festivals in 
other states and abroad. 


Thank you all for your thoughtful comments and questions. 







BRIAN (MUSA STARSEED) CUNNINGHAM


Young Professional DJs (YPDJ)
911 16th St. 
Boulder, CO 80302 
(609) 284 - 0514


Written Response 
February 15, 2020 
Musa Starseed is not new to the arts, community, and cultural landscape of Boulder. Musa 
Starseed started in one of Boulder's most historic cultural organizations led by powerful leaders 
of the United Black Women of Boulder called the Institute of African American Leadership active 
in the 90's and early 2000's. This torch of inspiration to serve this community remains a blaze in 


the heart of Musa Starseed and has fueled his active 
contributions to the Boulder community for years. 


Musa Starseed has been able to rally other powerful 
leaders and talented individuals to curate hundreds 
of multiculturally welcoming and inclusive events 
here in Boulder County that provide the actual space 
required for effective civic dialogue to be nurtured. 
These popular and highly attended events range 
from social gatherings, networking, keynote 
speaking, educational workshops, performances, 
fundraisers, film screenings, public murals, after 
school programming & more. 


 Musa Starseed has directed his artistic gifts as a 
service to this community in order to reflect in 
practice the cultural identity of innovation, equity, 


and inclusion that Boulder County so dearly claims. Supporting the vanguard leaders of the 
community like Musa Starseed who have the cultural context, background, and community 
connections to hold a vision with an enthusiastic passion is key to realizing the priorities 
outlined in the community plan. 


YPDJ is a seed that will propel the impactful work we are already doing in the community to the 
next level. 
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Project Details 


-Sessions will be held after school addressing the gap in the community of positive extra-curricular
activities for active underage youth.


-This Project is facilitated by professionals in the field, provides state of the art equipment, and is
hands-on experience based. We have already done successful versions of this project in New Vista High
School as well as in the Longmont Youth Center.


-To make this program equitably accessible, multiple registration options are available including one flat
fee that can be paid for all 6 courses amounting no more than $300, Individual course registration fee for
drop in students at $65, a payment plan option, and scholarship opportunities for those students who
cannot afford the registration fees. We anticipate no more than 20 students in each session. Students will
be encouraged to complete all 6 courses for a certificate and other perks.


-Our current budget can be revised to reflect the equipment cost, MOB rental space fee ($150-250 per
session), reserved scholarship spots, and professional facilitation fee. We have other budget streams and
in-kind donations taking care of any shortfall.


-We have already been marketing by giving presentations to the high schools of Boulder County, including
Centaurus, New Vista, and Boulder High. These presentations have given us a compiled list of students
who are interested in registering when the program begins.


-High school advisors help us plan how this project can run parallel with school requirements to make it a
course that can be used for credit.


-Marketing will be done with bilingual flyers posted in the high schools, as well as announcements.


-YPDJ is designed in its curriculum to build and expand into future projects after this 6 session program is
over.


-The required ending presentation will embody the essence of diversity and inclusion.


-The facilitation of this program is essential to its success and requires ample time and resources to craft
curriculums, lesson plans, & coordination of guest instructors.







How	  do	  we,	  as	  humans,	  with	  our	  evolved	  migration	  methods,	  rich	  histories	  and	  
legacy,	  relate	  to	  a	  world	  so	  dynamic	  and	  free	  as	  the	  world	  of	  butterflies?	  	  


Thank	  you	  all	  for	  considering	  the	  Butterfly	  Migration	  Project,	  for	  your	  insightful	  
evaluations,	  and	  for	  the	  chance	  to	  respond.	  	  


Pollinators	  are	  important	  for	  Earth’s	  eco-‐systems;	  what	  we	  can	  do,	  humanity,	  to	  
honor	  the	  butterfly	  migration?	  Collectively	  with	  students,	  we	  will	  focus	  on	  research,	  
content	  creation,	  and	  share	  impactful	  design	  installations	  with	  more	  students,	  
community	  participants,	  and	  neighbors	  and	  an	  international	  audience,	  bring	  
awareness	  also	  to	  human	  migration.	  


The	  street	  mural	  will	  be	  located	  in	  the	  public	  right	  of	  way,	  along	  Pine	  Street,	  at	  20th,
in	  the	  Hug	  n’	  Go	  lane.	  Sculptures	  will	  be	  installed	  along	  20th	  at	  Pine	  St,	  in	  the	  existing	  
raised	  beds,	  publically	  accessible	  from	  the	  sidewalk.	  	  


The	  youth	  can	  use	  technology	  for	  information	  gathering	  and	  creating	  podcasts.	  
Currently	  there	  are	  students	  eager	  to	  host	  a	  podcast,	  having	  toured	  a	  sound	  
engineering	  studio,	  Sound	  Space	  Studio,	  and	  with	  support	  from	  the	  studio	  owner	  
who	  has	  agreed	  to	  host	  a	  proof	  of	  concept	  for	  4	  -‐10	  podcasts	  with	  a	  group	  of	  youth	  
ages	  11-‐15.	  


Main	  goals	  /	  objectives:	  


*Support	  a	  group	  of	  4th	  &	  5th	  grade	  students,	  to	  participate	  in	  an	  8	  -‐session
afterschool	  class	  at	  Whittier	  in	  the	  fall	  of	  2020,	  paid	  for	  partially	  by	  FRS.	  Students
learn	  butterfly	  anatomy	  and	  focus	  on	  migration	  patterns.	  	  Including	  a	  cultural
exchange	  with	  artists	  from	  Boulder’s	  sister	  city,	  Jalapa,	  Nicaragua,	  they	  will	  create
butterfly	  sculptures	  for	  the	  west	  garden.


*Support	  a	  group	  of	  4-‐6	  middle	  school	  students	  to	  host	  a	  podcast	  or	  film	  showcasing
their	  research,	  stories,	  and	  solutions.	  My	  personal	  goal	  is	  to	  facilitate	  their	  design
process,	  engage	  them	  in	  a	  book	  club	  (Maria	  the	  Monarch),	  and	  encourage	  their
creativity	  with	  audio	  tech	  /	  public	  speaking	  skills.	  Students	  from	  4	  schools	  have
already	  shown	  interest,	  and	  will	  benefit	  from	  the	  community	  supporting	  their
engagement	  with	  the	  natural	  world.


*Support	  our	  team	  of	  professional	  artists	  to	  repaint	  the	  existing	  Earth	  street	  mural
and	  add	  5	  butterflies	  to	  accompany	  the	  Earth	  and	  host	  a	  public	  event	  where
students,	  neighbors	  and	  community	  members	  are	  included,	  and	  powered	  by
EnergiLAB,	  educational	  power	  system.


*Support	  our	  team	  of	  professional	  artists	  to	  create	  a	  sculpture	  of	  planet	  Earth,
engineered,	  scientifically	  sound,	  made	  of	  metal,	  Paltiya/other	  materials.	  We	  have
concluded	  2.5	  feet	  diameter	  is	  appropriate	  to	  be	  used	  as	  a	  learning	  tool	  in	  the







“outdoor	  classroom”.	  The	  sculpture	  will	  last	  decades	  and	  has	  strength	  in	  seasonal	  
elements.	  


Butterflies	  are	  unique,	  with	  key	  elements	  similar	  to	  humans.	  Our	  intention	  is	  to	  offer	  
support	  for	  youth	  to	  connect	  with	  artists	  and	  climate	  scientists	  and	  lepidopterists	  to	  
share	  discoveries,	  learn	  international	  migration	  stories,	  and	  make	  something	  
memorable.	  


The	  budget	  has	  been	  updated	  to	  reflect	  podcast	  production	  and	  changes	  of	  size	  for	  
Earth	  sculpture	  design,	  $11,000	  is	  still	  the	  goal.	  Educational	  elements	  and	  events	  
will	  be	  partially	  funded	  by	  the	  PTA.	  An	  online	  campaign	  will	  assist	  us	  to	  engage	  
audience	  and	  raise	  the	  remainder.	  The	  street	  mural	  is	  compliant	  with	  the	  Paint	  the	  
Pavement	  initiative,	  and	  is	  repainted	  every	  2	  -‐3	  years.	  	  


The	  project	  will	  be	  measured	  by	  the	  richness	  of	  the	  experiences,	  team	  building,	  
creating	  the	  bodies	  of	  work,	  and	  airing	  the	  podcast	  with	  teachers,	  parents	  and	  
students.	  By	  adding	  a	  colorful	  appeal	  with	  an	  embedded	  message,	  the	  art	  designs	  
will	  create	  awareness	  for	  years	  to	  come.	  







JIFFER HARRIMAN


Dear Community Project Grant Committee: 


Thank you for your questions and suggestions regarding my proposal. I am requesting funding 
as an individual to support the development of a permanent interactive musical sculpture for the 
children’s area at the Museum of Boulder, and to maintain and promote a group called Boulder 
Experiments in Art and Technology. These projects are both central to my interests in 
developing permanent installations as well as promoting others working at the intersection of art 
and technology.  


One of the challenges for my own work and other new media artists in Boulder is a lack of 
outlets for new and emerging art practices. While there are practitioners there is not a “scene” 
that unifies them. The meetups aim to cultivate a scene and develop opportunities for artists as 
well as foster collaborations between artists and technologists, scientists and engineers who 
live and work in Boulder. This group has been going for a year and members work will be 
highlighted at this year's Spring show at the Museum of Boulder. The funding from this grant will 
help to amplify the progress and the mission of the group, which is to inspire new ideas and 
creative collaborations. 


I would like to suggest a different use of funds for admission to the event in May. The artists will 
attend with free admission regardless of the grant. Instead the grant funds can be used to offer 
free admission with a simple application process. I will ask BLDG 61 and the Museum of 
Boulder to share the sponsored tickets to their outreach networks. Please let me know if you 
can recommend other channels to promote the event to a diverse population accross Boulder. 
Tickets for the event will otherwise be $10 and ticket sale proceeds for the event will go to the 
Museum of Boulder.  


Finally knowing how best to measure the impact of a first time event is not easy. I have many 
considerations toward creating a successful event, chief among them are producing a 
compelling show, and getting the community to know about it. That said, I agree with the 
reviewers that suggested I should define my demographic--this event is an opportunity to learn 
what audience we have reached and appealed to. There is nothing in the region to compare this 
to and so there are a lot of unknowns as well as opportunities.  


Thanks again for your consideration. 


Best, 
Jiffer Harriman 







ARIELLE Milkman Response to Boulder Arts Commission Comments 


Thank you for the thoughtful feedback and the opportunity to respond. We have developed 
partnerships to host workshops with the following groups: Boulder Public Library (contact: 
Aspen Walker), Denver Justice and Peace Committee (contact: Rebeca Zuniga-Hamlin), Motus 
Theater (contact: Tania Chairez), Miramontes Program (contact: Roshanne Ebrahimian), CIRC 
(contact: Josh Stallings), and Espacio Vacío Cultural Center (in Matamoros, Mexico). We have 
started partnership conversations with educators at BVSD, including Boulder H.S. (contact: 
Drew McDonald). We are also in touch with Montbello High School in Denver (contact: Paul 
Clifton) and Colorado Academy (contact: Paul Lopez). We recognize the need to do more 
outreach to involve Boulder K-12 audiences in this participatory art project. As we pursue 
further discussions with educators, we will suggest a 9/20 date to visit their classrooms. 


Workshops are 50-70 minutes long. Many of the community workshops (such as the library and 
DJPC sessions) are open to the public. In other contexts, such as K-12 schools, we’ll offer the 
workshop to members or enrolled students. All workshops are free of charge and between eight 
and 15 will take place in the City of Boulder (outside of CU-Boulder). During the session, 
facilitators will introduce Prevention through Deterrence using the book Land of Open Graves 
(De León 2016) and other resources. Participants will have time to discuss undocumented 
migration in Colorado. The workshop will transition to 20 minutes of time to interact with 
individual toe tags, which represent human remains recovered between the mid-1990s and 2019 
in the Sonoran desert. Participants are invited to write identifying information on each tag and 
potentially craft a message about their experience with the project. Participants will then 
decompress as a group, posing questions about the exhibit and memorialization.  


The facilitators are: Bertha Bermúdez Tapia (PhD Candidate, Sociology, CU. Bertha researches 
community responses to immigration policies on the Texas/Tamaulipas border), Arielle Milkman 
(PhD Student, Anthropology, CU. Arielle is a cultural anthropologist trained in 
community-based and audiovisual methods), and Jim Miranda (PhD Candidate, English, CU. 
Jim works on migration and autonomous movement in the Mexico-US border. He holds a degree 
in psychology and has experience working with communities affected by trauma).  


We recognize the emotional weight this exhibit carries. For that reason, facilitators will work 
closely with partners to adjust workshops based on participants’ backgrounds and prior 
knowledge of the subject. Additional resources will be available via printouts and a web 
presence, including: mental health and grief resources, local immigrant advocacy networks and 
legal clinics. In the case of classroom workshops, we recommend that instructors make student 
participation in the project voluntary. The final presentation of this work is the installation at the 
CU Art Museum from 10/1 - 10/17, 2020. The tags will be installed according to their 
geographic location, creating a roughly 16x10-foot visual map of lives lost on the US/Mexico 
border. All participants and the general public are invited to view the exhibit free of charge. 


1 







NIKITA COULOMBE


February, 2020 


Response to Evaluation Summary for Downtown Boulder First Fridays, Nikita 
Coulombe LLC  


Dear Boulder Arts Commission, 


I would like to thank you for taking the time to review my project proposal for the 
2020 Community Project Grant – Individual Applicants. I found the feedback very 
helpful. 


Although I do think the project will enhance the art scene in Boulder, after 
reviewing the Commission’s comments I do not think that my proposal meets all 
of the criteria and it wouldn’t make sense to try to make it fit.  


I will re-apply in the future if I have a project that does meet the goals of the 
commission. In the meantime, I hope to become more a part of the art 
community and seeing what projects the Commission will be supporting this year. 


Sincerely, 
Nikita Coulombe 


303-618-5788
nikita.coulombe@gmail.com
nikitacoulombe.com







REBECCA FOLSOM


Cultural Offerings Answers
Those who have experienced homelessness are involved in the project through 
one-on-one listening sessions with me, group sessions, Open Your Voice 
workshops, and music circles I’m offering at the Boulder Shelter for the Homeless 
(BSH). Sessions include writing personal stories, storytelling on documentary 
film, being visible through speaking/singing on mics, and singing songs of 
historical or personal significance. For 25 years, I’ve facilitated all levels of 
singers. We will co-create a background vocal or spoken word part that is 
pleasing to participants and audiences. The culminating Boulder presentation will 
serve the Boulder community in its awareness building, call to inclusion, and 
sheer musical beauty and heart.


Cultural Equity
The staff at BSH is helping to design the overall offering. The clients at the shelter 
are helping to design the written piece, the music and co-creating the 
performance. Please find quote from BSH Director in original application. 


Other marginalized groups I am working with are refugee youth relocated to 
Colorado, women transitioning from poverty, abuse and addiction to 
empowerment, prison inmates learning skills to avoid reincarceration, elderly 
transforming from invisible to vibrant and connected living, LGBTQ and the 
environment. I am using the same format for being seen, heard, and fully 
expressed as above in Cultural Offerings. 


Proposed Outcomes
My marketing plan in Boulder is radio release on KBCO, KGNU, KQMT and KRFC, 
publication release in the Boulder Daily Camera, Boulder Weekly, and Boulder 
Magazine. I have longstanding relationships with all these media outlets. I 
believe a song written and performed with BSH clients will be very appealing to 
Boulder Media. Nationally, we’ll distribute the album to over 1000 radio stations, 
music magazines, social justice organization publications, (i.e. women’s, 
refugees, etc.) and pop culture magazines. Along with eTown, my national team 
has booked Sanctuary shows at the Kerrville Folks Festival near Austin, Texas and 
a syndicated radio show in Chicago that feeds live to 160 radio stations.







Impact is measured by reach and response. The participants at BSH have been 
enthusiastic and are wanting more. I’m partnering with BSH staff to develop 
additional ways we can bring music and voice to their clientele.


We just debuted several completed Sanctuary songs in New Orleans to 2000 
people. Lines of people came up to us afterwards, many in tears, many inspired to 
action, many moved by the beauty and heart of the music. As a result of this, I am 
in talks with a Cultural Affairs Officer from the State Dept. in DC and a consultant 
to the UN for touring Sanctuary on a global stage. I expect this kind of response 
with the songs we are writing now.


Final Comment Questions
My track record for completing releases is 100%. Donors can hear completed 
songs and see videos, which moves them to donate. We’ve received another $20k 
in the last 3 ½ weeks. We’re now applying for grants and are dialoging with two 
corporate sponsors. I have meetings with groups of donors in Boulder and retired 
judges in DC for fundraising. This budget is for taking “one small voice” to the 
global stage. I can modify to national or local levels, significantly decreasing 
budget. However, based on the response Sanctuary received in debut, I believe 
we will meet our goal.  


As a grantee, BCAA receives the grant and passes on to me. 


I am a Boulder resident and have lived in Boulder my entire life. I experienced 
homelessness for two years in my teens.  
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RICK DALLAGO: THE BLUE HAIRED LADIES OF BOULDER 
[aka THE GOLDEN GIRLS OF BOULDER] 


This exhibit will “Support Artists and Creative Professionals” by recognizing 
educators, women, & seniors who are long-time Boulder residents—all of which 
are underrepresented in Boulder’s art community. Let’s honor the ART created 
by those who inspired other to create. Let’s renounce the adage that “THOSE 
WHO CAN’T—TEACH.” This exhibit underscores that our wonderful town of 
Boulder has always attracted and supported artists & creative individuals. 


My mother was born in 1934. She had a wicked sense of humor & ironically 
claimed that women in her day could be a “nurse, teacher or hooker.” Of course 
she was kidding but there’s no denying that 16 year-old girls today have more 
opportunities than my mother had in 1952. The percentage of women going to 
college in 1965 was only 7.1%.; today it’s 56% 


In high school, I took a painting class with MRS. ZELLER. She opened my eyes 
& mind to the word of art. She inspired, challenged, and encouraged with her 
techniques & advice. One great teacher is all it takes! The Arts provide cultural 
and social awareness via universal expression without dialog. Many schools are 
cutting arts funding which is shortsighted—not everyone is an engineer. The best 
Art teachers encourage and nurture natural talents and instincts of their students. 
It’s a subjective study.  


I’m positive that my relentless skills as a Film Producer will result in a beautifully 
curated exhibit at ARBOR INSTITUTE—a fantastic new gallery & event space on 
13th Street, adjacent to BMOCA, the Farmer’s Market, and Central Park. This 
location is central and convenient to crowds of Boulderites and tourists.  


ABOUT MY DETERMINATION: 
Since arriving in Boulder 10 months 
ago, I’ve sold 13 canvases. I’m 
currently showing in 3 Denver 
Galleries. I’ve joined BAA, Open 
Studios & the Denver Art Society. I 
attend the monthly meetings of the 
Boulder Art Council. I’ve donated 
paintings for auction to Boulder 
Ensemble Theater Company 
{BETC}, the Boulder Philharmonic, 
ARTMA [Denver based Children 
Cancer Charity], Lafayette/ARTS!, 
and the Women in Science 


Symposium (CSU). The Denver Art Museum has selected me as “Artist of the 
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Month” this summer. I’m resourceful and industrious. I love research, challenges, 
and meeting people.  


THE ARBOR INSTITUTE is very interested in Engaging Our Youth with live 
demonstrations and artist talks during the exhibit. These women can show us a 
trick or two. To enhance the vitality of the creative economy, we will donate 20% 
of originals and print sales to a Boulder based senior facility [TBD]. The 
remaining monies will be given to these women—some of whom are in failing 
health and really need the money. 


Finally—yes, I am a man. I’m not trying to appropriate or “speak on behalf” of 
these woman. I don’t see any women honoring these women so I’m gonna do it! 
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CLAIRE EVANS 


“I drew and painted all the time as a child…”  


CLAIRE EVANS was born & raised in Atlanta.  In 1954,she & her husband 
moved to Boulder. She rented an inexpensive art studio on the corner of Pearl & 
Broadway. She taught art at Rocky Mountain College. 


PEARL STREET 1971 
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BARB DEMARLI 


“That latest painting wasn’t that bad at all…” 


BARBARA DEMARLI received a degree in art & secondary education in 
Colorado before earning her masters at the Art Institute of Chicago. For decades, 
Barb taught art to High School students, teaching them to “paint from the heart.” 
She advised on portfolio presentations & encouraged many students to pursue 
college degrees in art.  


SCENT OF THE SEA 







SAM FUQUA


Collom	has	already	contributed	to	the	creative	identity	of	Boulder	and	started	a	civic	dialogue	through	his	
reading	and	teachings.	Would	you	talk	about	a	little	more	how	the	documentary	will	further	these	two	
priorities?


Beyond	extending	Jack's	legacy,	how	is	your	project	exciting	and	new?	


Introducing	new	audiences	to	Jack	Collom	and	his	approach	to	teaching	poetry	can	both	continue	the	civic	
dialogue	and	reinforce	Boulder’s	creative	identity	as	a	center	for	poetry.	It’s	exciting	to	think	about	how	this	film	
will	inspire	viewers	to	write	their	own	poetry	and,	if	they’re	teachers,	to	bring	a	new	way	of	teaching	poetry	to	
their	students.		This	is	more	than	extending	Jack’s	legacy--it’s	stimulating	the	creative	power	inside	all	viewers	
and	the	students	that	educators	may	reach	and	teach. 


Does	Izzy's	perspective	on	working	with	Jack	engage	with	any	of	the	cultural	equity	goals?	If	you're	still	
editing/interviewing,	is	it	possible	for	the	film	to	respond	to	the	specific	cultural	equity	goals?		


We	will	be	asking	Izzy	Martinez	about	how		Jack’s	work	connects	to	cultural	equity,	in	particular	the	cultural	
equity	affirmation	included	in	the	BCAA’s	Statement	on	Cultural	Equity	addressing	the	need	for	equal	access	to	
a	“full,	vibrant	creative	life”.		Ms.	Martinez	will	also	discuss	her	work	with	Jack	from	the	perspective	of	a	cross-
cultural	and	cross	generational	collaboration.	


How	will	the	word	be	spread	that	this	film	is	available?	


Screenings	will	be	marketed	to	several	distinct	audiences:	• BVSD	teachers,	parents	and	students	via	the	district’s	e-newsletter	as	well	as	personal	email	invitations
to	teachers	who	worked	with	Jack.


• Naropa	University	community	via	the	school’s	internal	email	and	calendar.
• Library	patrons	via	online	and	print	publications	promoting	upcoming	programs
• General	public	via	local	media—listing	and	possible	article	in	the	Daily	Camera,	interview	and	possible


sponsorship	on	KGNU	Community	Radio.


At	the	screenings,	email	addresses	will	be	collected	and	a	printed	program	distributed	that	will	include	links	to	
more	information	about	Jack	and	his	approach	to	teaching	poetry	


Goals	that	go	beyond	spreading	the	word	about	Jack?	How	would	you	measure	them?	


Goals	for	distribution,	public	events	and	measuring	impact	-	how	do	you	define	success?	


	An	additional	goal	is	to	spread	Jack’s	approach	to	encouraging	everyone	to	create	poetry.		We	want	teachers	
who	see	the	film	to	use	his	techniques	in	their	classrooms.		And	we	want	anyone	who	sees	the	film	to	feel	inspired	
to	write	poetry.		We	will	set	up	a	simple	website	featuring	several	of	the	exercises	Jack	used	in	his	workshops.		We	
will	collect	information	on	site	visits	and	downloads.		In	addition	to	the	local	screenings	and	posting	to	internet	
video	platforms,	we	have	contacted	both	the	San	Francisco	Poetry	Center	and	the	St.	Mark’s	Poetry	Project	in	
NYC	to	request	screenings	of	the	film	at	both	locations.		 


Who	should	see	this	film,	and	why?	


Anyone	interested	in	the	history	of	the	arts	in	Boulder	and	in	artists	who	have	made	a	positive	difference	in	our	
community.		Anyone	who	loves	poetry.		People	who	find	poetry	intimidating	or	exclusive—Jack	will	change	your	
mind.			Teachers	looking	for	ways	to	engage	their	students		as	writers,	readers	and	artists.		Anyone	who	took	a	
workshop	from	Jack	or	heard	about	him	and	wants	to	learn	more	about	life	and	legacy.			







Do	you	have	a	plan	B	if	your	$	goal	is	not	met?	


Completion	of	the	project	will	be	delayed.		We	will	engage	in	more	time-intensive	fundraising	such	as	house	
parties,	individual	donor	cultivation	and	poetry	reading	benefits.	
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From: Vink, Mandy
To: Mark Villarreal (flynvartranch@comcast.net); Kathleen McCormick; Erica Joos; Devin Patrick Hughes; Bruce

Borowsky
Cc: Seaton, Celia; Chasansky, Matthew
Subject: Dedication scheduled for new Pearl Street sculpture by local artist Melanie Yazzie
Date: Thursday, February 27, 2020 12:22:29 PM
Attachments: image001.png

Dear Commissioners

Please join the Office of Arts and Culture next Friday, March 6, at 11 am for the dedication of
“Strength from Within” by Melanie Yazzie. You can find additional details below, and please feel free
to share with your communities.

Sincerely,

Mandy

Mandy Vink
Public Art Program, Office of Arts and Culture

303-441-4342
vinkm@boulderlibrary.org
boulderarts.org
Office of Arts and Culture Public Art Program
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue | Boulder, CO 80302

From: City of Boulder News <cobnews@bouldercolorado.gov> 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2020 11:11 AM
To: Media Contacts <MediaContacts@bouldercolorado.gov>; EmployeeNews
<EmployeeNews@bouldercolorado.gov>; CouncilMembers
<CouncilMembers@bouldercolorado.gov>
Subject: Dedication scheduled for new Pearl Street sculpture by local artist Melanie Yazzie
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NEWS
Thursday, Feb.27, 2020
MEDIA CONTACTS:
Annie Zaruba, Media Relations, 303-441-4092
Mandy Vink, Public Art Administrator, 303-441-4342
bouldercolorado.gov
 
Dedication scheduled for new Pearl Street sculpture by local artist Melanie Yazzie
 
BOULDER, Colo. – The City of Boulder’s Office of Arts and Culture will host a dedication
for the most recent addition to the city’s public art collection, the sculpture “Strength from
Within” by local artist Melanie Yazzie. The dedication will honor the artist and take place
Friday, March 6 at 11 a.m., at the southwest corner of Pearl and 16th streets. This event is free,
open to the public and light refreshments will be served.
 
The sculpture is a vibrant addition to the creative community in Peal’s East End. “It is
wonderful to have an artwork by an artist of Yazzie’s stature,” said Mark Villarreal, chair of
the Boulder Arts Commission. “This piece is from a local, notable artist – and I believe is the
first piece from an indigenous artist in Boulder’s public art collection. Her work introduces
contemporary art to this location, for the community to interpret and appreciate. On behalf of
the Arts Commission, thank you to the anonymous donor for this gift.”
 
As a printmaker, painter and sculptor, Yazzie's work draws on her rich Diné (Navajo) cultural
heritage. Her work incorporates both personal experiences as well as events and symbols from
Diné culture. Yazzie is a professor of printmaking at the University of Colorado and has had
her work in both national and international exhibitions. She explains “Strength from Within”
as, “about finding a way to trust our instincts and know that we all have hope inside of us.
Hope grows like a garden. We need to just care for it.”
 

--CITY--
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: FW: Thank you!!!
Date: Thursday, March 5, 2020 1:46:39 PM

Group email - lmc

Lauren Click
she/her/hers
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov

From: ml robles <necopass@gmail.com> 
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 1:34 PM
To: flynvartranch@comcast.net; tumbled5@gmail.com; Kathleen McCormick
<fonthead@indra.com>; ekrjoos@gmail.com; bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com
Subject: Thank you!!!

External Sender
Boulder Art Commission,
Please receive this note with my gratitude for the support of my work and the arts in
Boulder by awarding me a Professional Development grant through the Boulder Art
Commission.

For those of you who may not know me, my name is ml Robles and I am an architect
here in Boulder where I specialize in, advocate for, and educate on Accessory
Dwelling Units (ADUs). My goal for 2020 is to establish a design build option for
homeowners who are interested in building an accessory dwelling unit to assist them
in being able to afford to own a house in Boulder and/or to house middle income
folks who might otherwise not be able to live in an amenity rich neighborhood. I am
especially keen to support the resiliency and sustainability of artists to live in the city
where they work and to help fill access and affordability gaps in housing and small
studio space by promoting the building of accessory units and accessory dwelling
units and by also providing a network for creatives to connect with ADU options. 

These are both challenging times and exciting times as we rethink how we use our
land and it is my goal to be a leading practitioner and advocate for accessory uses in
single family zoning in the city of Boulder. This grant will support my attending the
ADU Academy and networking with the leading ADU practitioners in Portland, Oregon
and will help maintain leading edge knowledge in our community and continue to
establish Boulder in the national ADU dialogue.

Upon my return and assimilation of the learning, I will be making ADU presentations
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to the arts and culture community as well as in broader settings for professionals and
the public. It will be my honor to have you attend one of these presentations, details
will be sent out.

In gratitude, ml
ml Robles
necopass@gmail.com
303 443 1945
Newlands ecopass coordinator https://necopass.blogspot.com/

Creating abundance in housing
with light-filled minimalist dwellings
that support carbon-neutral zero-waste living.
Architect http://studiopoints.com/
http://good-design-is-like-that.studiopoints.com/ 
https://www.instagram.com/studiopoints/
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Mark Villarreal; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Patrick Hughes; ekrjoos@gmail.com;

bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Reports to review for Commission meeting 3/18/2020
Date: Wednesday, March 4, 2020 11:15:12 AM

Hello Arts Commission,

Please review the documents by the Boulder Arts Commission meeting on Wednesday, March 18 at
6pm. To access the folder of documents go to the online portal, then to your Shared Documents
folder, then to the appropriate folder.

Reports:
2019 Arts Education Grant: Museum of Boulder, Buffalo in Boulder | Bison Art Classes for
Youth, $3,000
2019 Special Facilities Grant: The Spark – Performing and Creative Arts, The Spark Bathroom
Construction, $20,000
2019 Community Project Grants

Dairy Arts Center, Peñas – A Celebration of Music, Poetry & People, $9,000
Joy Alice Eisenhauer, Vagina China, $5,000

2019 General Operating Support Grants
EcoArts Connections
eTown
Colorado MahlerFest

Some other reminders:
First round review of the Community Projects – Organizations are due next Monday, March 9
Final review of the Community Projects – Individuals applications are due next Wednesday,
March 11

Thank you for all that you do for the arts in Boulder!

Cheers, Lauren

Lauren Click
she/her/hers
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Mark Villarreal; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Hughes; Erica Joos; Bruce Borowsky;

Jasmine Baetz; Katharine Reece; Cynthia Sliker; BYUCELEN
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Community Projects for Organizations final evaluation assignment notification
Date: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 10:40:07 AM
Attachments: CP 2020 responses combined.pdf
Importance: High

Dear Arts Commission and Panel,

You have been assigned the Community Projects - Organization response letters to review and
evaluate. Log into the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit your
evaluations. Please complete your evaluations no later than Wednesday, April 8 at noon.

The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through this link and are attached.
Several did not send letters; the tracking is listed on the first page. You will be updating your scores
and comments in the online grant system, changing your initial scores in the software. You may add
additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric can be found here. 

Contact Lauren Click at clickl@boulderlibrary.org or 660-553-7289 should you have questions.

Thank you.

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture

720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov
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RESPONSE LETTER TRACKING


90 Second Newbery received


BaoBao Foundation received


HOVAB/Jennifer Heath received


Boulder Ballet received


Boulder Creative Collective received


Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art received


Boulder Opera received


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra did not send in one


Boulder Samba School received


Boulder Writing Studio received


BRIAH Danse received


Cindy Brandle Dance Company received


Dairy Arts Center did not send in one


El Centro AMISTAD did not send in one


International Institute for Simplifid Kundalini Yoga (IISKY) did not send in one


Loam received


LOCAL Theater Company received


Martha's Vineyard Film Society received


Motus Theater received


NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee received


NoBo Art District received


R Gallery received


SIV LLC received


square product theatre received


T2 Dance Project received


The Hopper received


Virada Drums received


Women's Wilderness received







90 Second Newbery Film Festival 


2020 Community Project Grants: Organization Applicant 


Written Response to Evaluation Summary 


 


Thank you for your consideration of our application. We sincerely appreciate all the thought 


and helpful feedback offered. 


Regarding our commitment to cultural equity and Ms. McCormick’s question about how 


students are selected for filmmaking: In the majority of cases, students self-select to participate 


in the festival, and all are welcomed and encouraged to submit. At some schools, a teacher 


assigns a class project to read a Newbery award-winning book, then provides students class 


time to create films. Both approaches are wonderful and welcome! Our hope is that as we 


continue to offer the festival in Boulder and expand our partnerships with local schools, more 


teachers incorporate this into their curriculum, thereby reaching even more students who may 


not have otherwise found out about the opportunity.  


In response to Ms. Baetz’s question: For the 2021 festival, we will actively seek out 


opportunities to highlight the artistic voices of minoritized students by seeking out partnerships 


with teachers at Boulder schools with a more diverse student make-up and larger Spanish-


speaking populations, such as Casey Middle School (where I have a personal connection 


because my kids attend school there). 


Regarding Ms. Sliker’s question: Our hope is that by actively encouraging submissions of 


Spanish-language films, we can begin a more earnest outreach to new communities who were 


not in attendance for our 2019 festival. 


Regarding our proposed outcomes and evaluation process and Ms. Sliker’s question, in 2019 


approximately half of our featured films were from Boulder kids. 


 


I hope these responses sufficiently address your questions and concerns. Again, we appreciate 


the opportunity apply for this grant. 


 


Thank you! 


Kerry Maiorca, Coordinator 


90 Second Newbery Film Festival: Boulder 







BaoBao Foundation 
 
We thank the panel for taking the time to carefully look over our grant application and 
offering feedback.  
 


In response to the questions:  


A. In terms of engaging fellow minorities to see themselves reflected on stage as artists, 
producers, and directors, will there be a sliding scale for tickets, especially for students 
and youth of color who would like to attend but might not if cost is a barrier? 


B. Please tell us more about your outreach efforts for diversity and inclusion. 


As an organization whose priority is to engage with a culturally diverse audience and 
community, we generally follow these inclusivity guidelines to ensure equity at our events: 
 


1. Build personal relationships with our target audience 
2. Create a welcoming atmosphere. 
3. Look at and resolve barriers such as: location, time, transportation, cost, 


childcare, incentives, appeal, etc. 
4. Provide opportunities for social interaction and relationship building. 
5. Provide opportunities for community members to give feedback in various forms. 
6. Maintain a presence within the community. 
7. Partner with diverse organizations. 


 


Most of our public performances throughout the year are free of charge. As described in our 
proposal, we will offer discounted tickets to children, students and seniors. We offer matinees so 
that families can attend and childcare is not a barrier.  


We stay connected with our target audience throughout the year at our regular group practices, 
performances and dance/drum classes; and at events/venues such as: A Taste of Africa, La 
Fiesta by Intercambio, Black Arts Festival, and Ras Kassa’s Ethiopian Restaurant. 


We will also give comp tickets based on personal relationships, requests, collaborations, and to 
local organizations we are connected with such as NAACP, Intercambio de Comunidades, local 
schools, Heritage Camp, African Student Union, Africa United at Metro State, Cleo Parker 
Robinson Dance Company and Streetside Studios.  


For those who could benefit, we will offer discounted and comp tickets and will make sure this 
message is clear on our website and marketing materials. It is important to us that all who wish 
to participate in our events can, regardless of income level. 


 







 
 


 
  
 
In response to the question:  
 
Please offer benchmark data, goal for numbers reached, etc. 
 
Our benchmark audience data is derived from our 2018 performance at the Dairy Center and 
associated workshops. For this year, our goal is to increase our total attendance by about 12%. 
In 2018, we had a combined audience at the Dairy of 356 people, and our 2020 target is 400 
attendees. For the drumming and dance workshops we had approximately 45 attendees, and 
our target for this year is 50. We will also offer the opportunity for our local and broader 
communities to participate in our drumming and dance workshops through Facebook Live. 
Based on our use of Facebook Live over the past year, we estimate that we can reach up to 350 
more people who may not be able to attend in person.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Boulder Creative Collective


Cultivating our arts and culture is what we’re known for.  When artists work with The BCC, they find opportunity  
and connections.  Offering a year long, fully subsidized residency that focuses on Colorado based emerging and  
established artists  is what sets us apart from other residencies in Boulder.   


We differ from organizations like BCAA and other historically established arts organizations because we tend to  
attract a young, emerging set of artists from around the community. We want to hire artists and creative  
professionals working in alternative and new mediums both in artistic processes and in contemporary platforms  
that have come into play in the last 5 years,  As we’re seeing now, art organizations are being forced to think  
outside of the norm in order to protect the Arts.   


You are correct, we are not the ONLY residency in Boulder; we differ from residencies like CU Boulder in that  we 
focus on Boulder, Denver and Colorado based artists. We focus on an internal/external approach by  nurturing 
the artists close to home so they may expand their practice post professional development.  The BCC  is 
approachable and responsive to emerging AND established artists.  Many artists need different ways to feel  
connected.  By offering the professional development seminars, artists and creative professionals,, at any age,or  


at any stage in their career, will feel confident showing up and receiving professional guidance and feedback. 


The residency pilot program application was free and open to all applicants.. A small application fee will be  
applied to the 2nd year applicants ($25-$35 max); applicants will be juried in by graduating residents, guest  
curators and founding members of The BCC. We currently have artists in the Warehouse who are: Korean,  
French, Mexican, gay, straight, heterosexual, bisexual, non-binary, single parents, married, single, ages ranging  
from 27-51 and socioeconomic backgrounds that range from $25k-120/year.  Equality and inclusivity are  
apparent in the foundation of The BCC as we have consistently been open to and, furthermore, delivered  
exhibitions of works by the eclectic group of artists we work with and through the exhibition we have chosen to  
showcase that have been previously censored, judged, or limited in other spaces around the area. The BCC will  


continue to improve and expand our diversity and equity commitment to ensure future opportunities continue.  


Through the events, non-residency attendees have the opportunity to network with and meet fellow artists and  
creative professionals; all will benefit from the education provided by the speakers.  This opportunity is critical to  
the existing art community.   


We want the expertise from the best in our community.  We have selected and scheduled individuals for their  
time and professional development skill set.. The individuals on the roster are people who deserve to be paid for  
their time.  The events will be open with a suggested $5/donation at the door.  The public will learn about the  
events through our mailchimp server, Instagram, and advertisements in the local BCAA, chamber of commerce  
and city calendars.  We will place surveys on each seat for participants to fill out and collect them as people exit  
the event in order to find out the demographics, professions and purpose of each attendee to best understand  
the effectiveness of the program.. This collected information will  be critical and useful data to report to the  
Office of Arts and Culture.   







BMoCA Responses to Community Project Grant Scores & Comments 


As you can imagine, BMoCA’s upcoming programming has an uncertain future in the age of 
COVID-19. We are committed to executing this project with our partners, but will update our 
timeline and strategy as needed. We are also exploring a digital execution of the lecture on the 
original date with a postponed workshop and community art show. As of 3/20/20, no changes 
to the original program have been made. We will update the Commission with any changes as 
soon as possible. 


Response to Community Priorities 
Belgin, the panel discussions are intended for the general public, though historically many 
artists and architects have attended. It is our hope that the public benefits from this discussion 
through a ripple effect: continuous dialogue about the intersection of art and architecture and 
attendees who are artists and architects implementing ideas from the discussion into their 
work. One example of this is Danica Powell who raised questions about equity-based 
architecture at past BMoCA + AIA CO events and who works with Trestle Strategy Group and 
the Home Wanted campaign. 


Response to Cultural Equity 
Mark, we agree that free does not equal accessible for some audiences. Our partnership with 
CU will help us reach young adults, and our connections with teachers and administrators in 
local schools will help us reach students. Additionally, the installation will be available to the 
public during Boulder Farmers Market season; BMoCA also has 2 booths at the market (Art Stop 
activities for children and an info table) which will help us connect the dots to engaging 
additional audiences currently under-served by BMoCA. 


Mark, we do intend to have bi-lingual marketing in conjunction with bi-lingual didactics and 
program materials as funds allow. BMoCA has multiple fluent Spanish speakers on staff, though 
none consider themselves translators and request outsourcing translations to experts who can 
catch nuances in dialect. 


Katharine & Jasmine, each year of the BMoCA + AIA CO partnership focuses on a different 
theme. 2019 specifically focused on the intersection of equity and vibrancy of public/urban 
spaces, which is what our support material shows. The 2019 Panel Discussion interrogated 
speakers on their and their projects’ roles in gentrification and exclusion of lower income 
people and BIPOC from our built environments (ex: there was much criticism of NYC’s Oculus 
and what The Highline has become in the time since it was built). 


We are confident that the topic of equity will arise during the 2020 programming, but the core 
theme this year is the intersection of art and architecture. Since BMoCA moderates the Panel 
Discussion, we will be sure to ask questions that challenge Jones and Evers. Jones works with 
architecture and media/performance art with a focus on user experience.  







Response to Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation 
Mark, that’s a great suggestion. We were thinking of outreach as reaching 20% of people who 
are new to engaging with the program, but we can think more critically about how we define 
this “new” audience. Additionally, we plan to actively market the program through community 
partners BMoCA has built relationships with including the YWCA, Intercambio, Out Boulder 
County, among others. We hope that having some BMoCA + AIA CO programming 
(installation/community art show) outside of the museum’s walls during the Boulder Farmers 
Market will also help us reach new and diverse audiences. 
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Boulder Ballet


Dear Boulder Arts Commission, 


 Thank you so much for your feedback and questions. I am very grateful for the opportunity to expand upon 
our ideas and look more deeply at our program goals through your questions. 


Regarding how the program meets the community priorities for the cultural plan I believe that the 
collaboration between YWCA’s Latina Achievement Support and Boulder Ballet will enhance civic dialogue 
about the arts through the panels, forums and collaborative cultivation of this program. One of the most 
exciting aspects of this project is the ability to build it from the ground up in collaboration with the YWCA, 
the LAS mentors, and the young women who will be participating. Because of our ability to create something 
crafted specifically for these young women, we will be able to tailor the program to be of value while offering 
support of cultural organizations, artists and creative professionals.  


I really appreciate the comment on the challenges of giving feedback to people of power in predominately 
white spaces and would like to address this here. The first goal is for this to not be a predominately white 
space. Ballet has been a field primarily let by white men throughout history. It is one of my priorities to 
impact change and increase diversity in the board room, the artists we curate, and the classrooms we teach 
in. We currently have an instructor on staff, Rebecca Ramirez that has accepted the position of teaching and 
helping to cultivate the Dance On program. She is a woman of color, a native Spanish speaker, and a 
wonderful dance educator. Rebecca has shared an interest in teaching classes in Spanish and creating 
written material with translation. I have recently hired a second women of color for our teaching staff whom 
I would like to include but have not confirmed her availability at this time. The hope is that feedback could be 
offered in multiple ways, 1. Verbally through our round table, 2. Written through an evaluation, and 3. 
Through the LAS mentors that the students work with daily.  I would like to include artists of color in our 
dance forum mid-way through the program as well to give students a chance to converse with creative minds 
that have led in the arts. Our Associate Artistic Director Lance Hardin has expressed excitement in 
participating and I am reaching out to others at this time.  


Currently there has been interest in both programs reported from the mentors of LAS and our partner at 
EFAA. There has not been a specific number of applicants reported for Dance On but I have been told there 
was a good initial response from the teens. My current goal is to offer 4 scholarships to EFAA and reach 8-12 
teens through Dance On in the first year. Scholarships to the BB school for continued education for Dance On 
are projected at 4-5 total depending on level placement and weekly classes. The EFAA partnership is small at 
this point due to our lack of scholarship funding. Both students are currently attending classes for free at 
Boulder Ballet. We would love to double the number of students we offer scholarships to through EFAA. The 
funding we are seeking could directly allow that student base to grow.  


Thank you for your time, questions and consideration 


Very warmly, 


Claudia Anata Hubiak 


Executive Director.  







Can you explain the folkloric elements, their context, and why they are a unique offering 
that fills a gap in Boulder's cultural offerings? 
Please share programming details/repertoire if known 


Boulder Opera will bring to the community a concert  this summer 2020 at the Bandshell free of 
charge: Opera in the Park- Opera for the people!  


Opera in the Park program seeks to explore folkloric elements in Opera in the following ways: 
- Fairytale: stories past down from generations. We will present scenes from 2 fairytales


operas. Hansel and Gretel and Puss in Boots in Spanish.
- Offering of beloved folk songs and arias from different countries
- Ie. Villia from The Merry Widow or  boleros (latinx song like Besame mucho)
- Baile folklorico; children will dance in their traditional dresses, folkloric dances from 2


different lantinx countries.
- Zarzuela is spanish opera that incorporates spanish folk song. We will present selections


of spanish, mexican and cuban zarzuela composers that incorporate folk tunes.


Our program will attract families with young children because of the children's fairy tale operas, 
and the baile folklorico making Opera in the Park a unique offering. The Zarzuela and folk song 
selections will bring opera lovers, and people from all walks of life, as well as the latinx 
community. 


Cultural equity 
 Please include more details regarding community outreach, 
What specifically are your marketing efforts to our underserved communities? 
There are other accessibility issues that free tickets do not address. Senior groups may have 
mobility issues for example. 
What specific schools will you be marketing this event to? 
It would be good to take a census of schools attended by the children in the audience as this 
concert will take place during the summer break. 
What is your plan to reach new and diverse audiences? 


Boulder Opera already has a partnership with some senior centers like the East Rec Senior 
Center, where last year they brought a group of 40 seniors, and we reserved an area for them at 
the Bandshell. Other senior center residences bus their members to the concert, like Balfour or  







Frasier Meadows. We also plan on marketing the event for those who can't attend to watch it on 
Facebook Pages live.  
We also have partnerships with organizations that support low income latinx families like I have 
a dream Foundation and  De familia a familia. Our new partnership is with the families whose 
children are dancing for the Baile Folklorico, who we will invite to Opera in the Park. 







Boulder Writing Studio


Boulder Arts Commission 
Community Project-Organizations 
Written Response 


To the committee: thank you for the excellent feedback. A major tenant of Boulder 
Writing Studio’s mission statement is to “demystify and democratize” the art of creative 
writing. Our proposed Boulder Writes program is a broad first effort towards this goal 
and will be used to plant the seed of community, gauge the efficacy of our current 
strategy, collect specific themes and genres of interest to participating writers, and find 
new ways to reach the more socially and/or economically marginalized members of our 
community. To reach as diverse an audience as possible in this initial phase, we will 
connect with the Dairy Center’s network of affiliate organizations and reach out to local 
organizations such as the YWCA, I Have A Dream Foundation, and Attention Homes. 
Our pilot program has drawn writers in their 20’s through their 80’s, representing 
Hispanic, Indian, Jamaican, Korean, German, Russian, and Chinese cultures, and has led 
to several participants receiving financial aid for full-cost workshops. Going forward, we 
plan to collect more complete demographic data via brief anonymous surveys given to 
program participants. To create a welcoming atmosphere, the program’s non-academic 
approach taps into common themes available to every human being—food, family, 
memory, fable—and our instructors include examples by authors who represent a wide 
variety of culture, orientation, and background. One member of the committee made a 
notable suggestion that we offer programming in the Spanish language. We aspire to 
create this important extension in future iterations, and already have within our teaching 
core Latin American instructors who will be able to fill those roles. Likewise, as the 
program grows, we plan to invite a wider diversity of instructors from within our 
community and beyond, to lead future workshops and enrich the program’s offerings. It 
is our hope that this initial effort will lead to conversations with writers and leaders in 
underrepresented communities about how Boulder Writing Studio can best serve their 
needs, either through the Boulder Writes program or variations tailored to their specific 
populations. Thank you again for your time and consideration. 







We are very grateful to the Boulder Arts Commission’s consideration of BRIAH 
Danse’s grant application. To address the Commission’s question about how we will 
encourage and provide access to a diverse audience, we first consulted with Circle of 
Care, and per their recommendation, we are providing 15 free tickets for their seniors to 
attend the Sunday, May 31st matinee show. We will also offer a 50% discount for all 
seniors, sending flyers and email blasts to Silver Sage as well as other senior facilities. 
We will set aside 15 free tickets at each show for San Lazaro community members and 
work with Marda Kirn and EcoArts Connection on how best to distribute.  


BRIAH has not worked with Latinx youth in the past but looks forward to a long-
term partnership. Director Jayne Persch believes that in every meeting, every exchange, 
we weave a relationship. Cultural meetings are so rich for both individuals and for the 
communities involved.  BRIAH Danse looks forward to gaining insights into why and 
how this community thinks, resolves problems, comes together, creates rules, and secures 
frames for function. BRIAH will offer classes for the Latinx youth to come home to their 
bodies, connect with their minds and spirits, and weave cultural rhythms and movements 
into a joyous exchange. Within this framework, everyone will learn and grow while 
sharing their unique cultural heritage. 


BRIAH learned about the needs of the San Lazaro Mobile Home Community 
through a personal connection between Artistic Director Jayne Persch and Marda Kirn, 
Director of EcoArts Connections. Ms. Persch expressed her desire to connect with 
cultural histories through movement and storytelling. Ms. Kirn shared her connection 
with the Latinx community, asking BRIAH Danse not only to teach dance but to spend 
time listening and learning about the Latinx rhythms and ways of physical expression. As 
a choreographer, Ms. Persch strives not to  appropriate stories but to have the dancers of 
BRIAH live and speak as many cultural stories, specifically for her new work, UBUNTU, 
which means I am you … you are me … we are all.  BRIAH looks forward to creating a 
connection with the community and journeying forward together, learning from each 
other.    


In response to why BRIAH Danse is offering discounted classes as opposed to 
free classes, we are willing to offer free classes with a suggested donation of $5.00 to 
cover the cost of studio rental space at Kinesis Dance in Boulder ($25/hr) and 
dancer/instructor fees (variable). This way, individuals who cannot afford a fee will not 
be deterred from attending, and BRIAH’s budgetary responsibilities for this offering are 
addressed.   







Question 


Kathleen McCormick: Outcomes look good. Regarding collecting participant demographic 


data: How will you select participants--randomly at events, in connection with online ticket 


ordering, or in another way? Do you think 5-10 percent of participants will give an 


adequate picture of cultural diversity, accessibility of events, etc? Have you considered 


some type of post-event survey? 


In the past we have conducted surveys via distribution of a short questionnaire at specific events, and 


participation in the questionnaire is voluntary. The goal of collecting questionnaires from 5-10% of the 


attendees is the minimum, and we hope to increase that. The percentage participation usually depends on 


the size of the event. For instance, in a concert with 100 participants we usually get 20-30% participation. 


In bigger events (400-500 people) we usually get close to 10%. I really like your suggestion of collecting 


data via post-event survey. That can be easily done online using tools like Facebook Survey or Survey 


monkey. Thank you for the suggestion and we will definitely consider that. 







Cindy Brandle Dance Company


Thank you for the opportunity to answer your questions regarding our Community Project Grant 
for CBDC’s “Project Human”.  
Community Priorities: 


● Jasmine - Your point about opening the roundtable discussion to the public is so right
on that we’ve decided to follow your suggestion.  We’ll add a line item in our project
budget for PR around inviting the Boulder Public to join our roundtable.  In order to have
enough materials prepared, we’ll ask interested Boulderites to RSVP through our student
intern.


Cultural Offerings: 
● Kathleen - Project Human is a variation on the theme of social marginalization explored


in the A World on Fire series; it will focus on the joy that comes from transforming the
personal suffering caused by social marginalization into enlightened action beneficial to
others (e.g. doing political advocacy work, making art, etc.), whereas its predecessors
focused on the effects of social marginalization and the process of personally rising
above these effects.  In terms of “something different” the project offers, the roundtable
discussion is our way of helping put this message into action, giving Boulder residents
the tools they need to make art that reflects their own experience.


Cultural Equity: 
● Mark - Good point about accessibility!  We’ll create a transportation line item in the


budget for $150.  RTD passes will be distributed along with the free tickets we distribute
to nonprofits and project participants.  We’ll also research how to help arrange travel for
seniors and people with disabilities through Via.  As for addressing language barriers,
we’ll interweave Spanish translations of the project’s poetry into the digital portion of the
live performance.


● Katherine -  In all three installments, the dance artists and poets that have been and will
be involved are LGBTQ identified, immigrants, Asian-Americans, African-Americans, and
Latino-Americans.  Representation might expand, for we still haven’t done the open-call
for Project Human dancers and poets.


Proposed Outcomes and Strategies: 
● Mark - We’ll track hard numbers through the nonprofits we give tickets to, and


demographic questions incorporated into the project’s qualitative surveys. Qualitative
Question sample: What tools (if any) are missing from the tool kit provided during our
roundtable discussion?  How can our mentors best provide these tools to you in your
future project planning?


● Kathleen - Mentorship will be offered through the roundtable discussion (e.g. Ms.
Oldfield has offered to provide grant writing help to participants).  Community impact
will be tracked through mentors.  A spreadsheet will be created to keep track of art
projects that spring from roundtable discussion and mentorship.  Designated roundtable
mentors will be asked to keep this spreadsheet up to date.







● Katherine - To provide an anonymous way for audience members to provide feedback,
we’ll provide comment cards after the performance in the Dairy lobby.







Hopper Responses 


Cultural Offering: 
I’m a former program developer for the Denver Museum of Nature and  
Science and a strong advocate of inquiry-based learning. We prefer minimal  
to no signage for installations. Our goal is to inspire learning through play,  
without defining the outcome. We promote safe-risk taking, discovery, and  
creative problem solving. Kids could use wooden mallets to create a beat by  
striking the mixed materials of the heart, or rig a system of “vessels” to  
transport objects using ropes, buckets, and pulleys.  


Cultural Equity: 
Our dream is for the Hopper to be a step in the direction of desegregation for 
Boulder County and especially for the city of Boulder. Our goal is to have the 
demographic of our visitors be at least, if not more, evenly distributed among 
racial, cultural, and socioeconomic groups than Boulder County’s 
demographic as a whole. 


We know that traditional marketing efforts (SEO, social media, newsletters, 
and paid ads) are ineffective in EAL communities.  Our primary strategy will 
be to ensure that we are OF, BY, and FOR our target communities. This 
philosophy invites diverse voices to be a part of the development process. 


In order to develop relevant programming, we pursue active partnerships 
with community leaders and organizations from our target communities. 
Through empowering collaborations, we aim not only to offer something for 
our target communities, but in essence, to be created by our target 
communities. 


We believe that it’s imperative to have staff that is representative of our 
target communities. In combination with blind hiring practices, we plan to 
hire more fairly and effectively by recruiting from industries and areas with 
diverse populations. 


We are working with BVSD to develop field trip experiences that meet the 
NGS Standards. Field trip experiences can be marketed as introductions to 
district-wide units, ie. a unit on energy kicks-off at the Hopper. 5th graders are 
challenged to design large-scale Rube Goldberg chain reactions using the 
play structures (including the Heart) to demonstrate transfers of energy. 


Proposed Outcomes/Evaluation Strategy: 







We encourage feedback from all stakeholders at all project levels - from 
partnering youth volunteers, to project managers and contractors. All team 
members are held accountable for regular project check-ins. This approach 
prevents feedback from getting lost, or from being discouraged by 
hierarchical structures across organizations. 


We’ve held multiple beta events with English and Spanish speaking families. 
There has been strong support for our educational programming, led by 
facilitators, that take the pressure off of parents as they attempt to support 
their student’s needs in STEAM areas. 


As we begin construction on our installations, we will engage the community 
again and will invite low-income and Spanish-speaking families to 
participate, with incentives such as free food and drink. 


Boulder Focus: 
We know that there is strong demand for our project through first-hand 
research. We’ve also participated in STEAMfest, NCAR Science Saturdays, and 
CU discovery days, building a large following of Boulder families that have 
expressed desperate hunger for a space like ours. I have a student in BVSD. I 
am intimately aware of the lack of spaces that invite families to comfortably 
hangout, let alone offer an enriching experience for kids. We’ve heard it loud 
and clear from the community. Boulder needs this. 







HOVAB 2020: BETWEEN IMAGE AND LANGUAGE 


BOULDER ARTS COMMISSION EVALUATIONS RESPONSE 


Text (below), 2980 characters 


Jennifer Heath 


Thank you, Commissioners & Panel 


HOVAB 2020 brings to life three variations on Boulder's unique interactions between art and 
text, historically and contemporarily.  Such exhibits have never before, to my knowledge, taken 
place here and are rare even in the larger art world. Each focus speaks to ways these artforms 
relate, inspire and inform each other.  


HOVAB 2016 included a CU Art Museum exhibit of pre‐settlement artifacts. The catalogue 
described what we know of the area's early Indigenous populations: their buried histories. All 
HOVAB's subsequent exhibits include work by modern Indigenous, African American and Latinx 
artists. Boulder is not known for its cultural and racial diversity, but awareness is growing, and 
HOVAB tries to help make up the shortfall. E.g., BLISS‐Krieg hopes to include art and writing 
created in collaboration with Right Relationship and the Second Baptist Church, among others, 
to work with youth on urgent issues of racism, poverty, etc. (the show also features Syrian 
refugee children's art – Boulder has a significant Arab population). OnWORDS! will present a 
reading by Indigenous, African American and LGBT writers. A WORD INTO ART workshop 
introduces a grassroots Latin American book form – cartoneras. And more, TBA.  


Addressing diversity is, indeed, "complex and messy." Throughout HOVAB's existence we've 
variously collaborated with the Community Foundation, Motus Theatre, the CU and Metro 
State DACA programs. We will continue seeking advisory groups, such as Boulder Human 
Relations, the YWCA, NAACP, etc. The 2020 shows offer further opportunities to spread into the 
community. (We plan a DACA show and one about racism in 2021.) 


HOVAB exhibits expand local venues for established and emerging artists. We are not equitable 
per se, in that we jury for quality and substance. Many of Boulder's experienced artists are not 
associated with community art groups yet have few chances to show in their hometown. We 
are also excited to discover and invite emerging artists who have the greatest, most interesting 
future potentials. Then, we mix them up! HOVAB has no means nor a permanent space to make 
the elaborate, gorgeous exhibitions presented by, say, BMoCA. But our goal is to nevertheless 
create meaningful shows that highlight the finest local artists.  


I am the primary curator/producer/presenter of HOVAB exhibits. I invite others to co‐curate, 
such as Diné artist Melanie Yazzie, and I form loose committees to provide input and suggest 
artists who fulfill our goals. Artists (and writers this year) are evaluated on their excellence and 
passion. Many are already known to me (I keep a vast file of potential participants). Others 
contact me when they hear of an upcoming HOVAB show. Calls are made through Facebook, 
Instagram, NoBo "zine" and relevant organizations. Individual artists pass the word.   


Not only do we not charge application fees to artists, we do not take commissions from artists' 
sales.  







It is hard to get feedback. What we get is necessarily homespun. Occasionally artists or viewers 
are critical of my choices. We talk.  I welcome their opinions. We have viewer comment books, 
but what is needed in Boulder is regular, professional arts criticism. There are only two qualified 
newspaper visual art critics. They're in Denver, with their hands full.  


I also regret that it's difficult to track attendance. We note, however, that hundreds show up, 
particularly, of course, at openings. Those often return and bring others. 


I hope this adequately answers your questions. 







Loam Home: Written Response 


Inspired by CMAP’s mission to integrate equity and resilience into climate 
programming, Loam Home will partner with organizations to curate Spanish/English 
experiences that cultivate regenerative ecosystems. Offerings include: meetups for 
parents navigating childrearing in the Anthropocene; exhibitions by eco artists; and 
disaster preparation workshops that illuminate herbal allies for health, strategies for 
supporting undocumented, elderly, and low-income neighbors during disaster, and 
tools for holistic crisis management. 


Research shows us that safe spaces for climate activism can break down the spirals of 
silence that transpire when we feel uncomfortable broaching the subject of ecological 
collapse for fear of disturbing the peace. It’s in this context that our mobile community 
center emerges as a nourishing and accessible catalyst for community engagement that 
truly meets the people where they are at. 


As an organization, Loam has a history of creating spaces—in-person and in 
print—where artists and activists can share their stories on their terms. Of our 8 Loam 
leaders, 3 are BIPOC, 3 are spiritual minorities, and 3 are from economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds. More than 60% of our creative contributors are BIPOC as 
well. Our radical honesty surrounding race and representation has helped us co-design a 
creative space that will benefit our community.  


We are currently collaborating with the Arbor Institute on intergenerational 
programming and conversing with Growing Up Boulder about equity and inclusion 
efforts for underserved communities. In particular, we’re working with consultant 
Lucía to (1) develop programming for Latinx youth that will help us learn how Loam 
Home can be of service and (2) translate our materials into Spanish. Our collaborations 
are currently on pause, however, as we figure out how best to show up for our 
community in the face of the COVID-19 crisis.  


Our intention is to host daily open hours, weekly workshops, monthly community 
forums, quarterly low-cost farm-to-table suppers, and biannual art exhibitions. 
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Although you don’t have to be a member to visit LH and/or rent it, we do have 
community guidelines surrounding accessibility and sustainability that we ask anyone 
who shares in our space to honor! Marketing and outreach will be through our 
Instagram @loamlove, weekly newsletter, Loam Listen podcast, and community 
forums.  


Our outcomes are primarily qualitative. We want to know if Loam Home is helping 
folx, among other things, (1) embed intersectional and creative climate activism into 
their everyday lives; (2) activate civic engagement; and (3) nurture their capacity for 
resilience.  


To assess our success in meeting these outcomes, we will provide post-event surveys, 
collect reflections during our community forums, count how many folx visit during 
open hours, and send monthly questionnaires to our members. Are we supporting 
people in alchemizing their anxiety into action? Are we cultivating a safe space for artists 
and activists in our community to explore resilience? If need be, we’ll pivot by 
expanding our leadership team to integrate new voices, assessing the structure of our 
community forums, and exploring community-sourced strategies for outreach and 
marketing. 


We’ll measure the impact of a BAC grant based on (1) how many people engage with 
our programs; (2) anecdotal evidence about the impact of their experience; and (3) the 
number of English and Spanish offerings we are able to implement in collaboration 
with our partners.  
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When you say underserved populations... 


We plan to reach students ages 12-18 and work with BVSD administrators to prioritize classes 
with students who are emerging bilingual and qualify for free lunch.   


How affordable?  


Student tickets are $5-$10.  


Topics of civic dialogue Larry will lead?  


Larry “White Belly” Cesspooch will facilitate conversations on representation of Ute and Native 
American history in art, and classes on Ute folklore and storytelling.   


Offering discount codes to track demographics…. 


LTC will charge $5 for student matinees for students/staff. The cost will be covered by BVSD or 
the PTA. LTC marketing will collaborate with BVSD, church and community groups and the 
Boulder Rec Center for outreach. LTC has a robust volunteer usher program that offers free 
tickets. Other DEI partners; OUTBoulder, Native American Student Coalition at CU and Watson 
University.   


How much the tickets cost … 


All ancillary events are before or after a performance; they are free and open to the public.  


Your list of collaborators ... 


Boulder Public Library, BVSD, City of Boulder Recreation Centers, Dairy ARTS Center, Boulder 
Community Hospital, Longmont Museum, Boulder Community Foundation,  CU and LTC 
sponsors.  


Clarify how the folks who have been historically underrepresented ... 


Larry “White Belly” Cesspooch, is co-writer of DGS, with Pesha Rudnick and Rob Wright. 
Historically, white authors have felt entitled to interpret Native American and Ute stories.  In 
DGS, “White Belly” verified and interpreted Tabernash’s story and wrote the text in Ute dialect.   


The design and production team on DGS is 75% female identifying, national average is 20%.   


 


 


 







 
 


Is the referenced implicit bias training mandatory... 


The implicit bias training is offered to LTC Board and staff. We adhere to Theater 
Communication Group’s DEI Best Practices Guide and adopted the CO Theater  
Standards in 2019. In January 2020, our Artistic Director and Board Chair joined the Community 
Foundation of Boulder’s DEI Training Program for Leaders. 
 
LTC’s equity and inclusion policies as related to audience development are inspired by data 
gathered from the 2019 Boulder County Trends Report. LTC is making an ongoing effort to 
reach younger, more diverse demographics and “new to theater” audiences. 
 
More about your survey data… 


Following DGS’s run at Trident, LTC received more feedback than any show in our history. 
Typically, that feedback is shared with the creative team leading the producrtion. We encourage 
them to look at positives and negatives, and see what new information can be gleaned. For 
DGS, we were struck by the number of remarks on the diversity of the characters featured in the 
play; that not every story was about a white male. This informed the writers that they could go 
deeper into the history of CO and add new stories, and share more forgotten heroes from 
Colorado’s past.  


LTC received a GOS grant... 


A project grant of this scope, that involves three Boulder organizations (LTC, Trident Bookseller 
& Cafe and the Dairy) nurtures BAC’s original investment in LTC, relies on the strong 
infrastructure BAC helped to put in place with GOS grant, and enables us to make high quality 
theater accessible to younger demographics immediately.  


Google drive files… 


INSIDE THE REHEARSAL ROOM 


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r 


DGS LOOKBOOK 


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r 


DGS PRESS 


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r 


 



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r





Community Action Grant Response 


1) Cultural offering: The JustUs performances for this grant will be a world premiere by a brand new
group of formerly incarcerated monologists collaborating with Motus during a Fall 2020 workshop - also
funded in part by this grant.


This project is even more essential because incarcerated people can develop monologues directly 
addressing both the threats of COVID-19 for imprisoned people living in close quarters and their 
resilience strategies for living in physical isolation. 


Should the COVID-19 outbreak prevail in the Fall 2020/Winter 2021, Motus will offer unprecedented live 
online performances and meaningful arts programming to Boulder residents isolated in their homes. 


2) Cultural Equity
Audience Outreach to People of Color (POC): Motus reaches out to POC as audience through allied
organization and leaders such as: El Centro Amistad; Native American Rights Fund; Colorado Immigrant
Rights Coalition; Boulder POC Community Group; Comadres; PoCo in BoCo; Boulder NAACP; and many
Facebook groups. Our advisors (R. Ramirez, N. Johnson, A. Casas, C. Ramirez, V. Galvan, and E.
Goodsoldier) also support outreach to POC. Through allied organizations and leaders, we distribute
discounted and free tickets to POC.


Percentage of free or discount tickets: 38% of our tickets for our allied reading performances are 
FREE for youth, and people impacted by incarceration. For our premiere, 20% of our tickets are 
half-priced tickets through allied organizations serving POC, and 30% are comp tickets for personally 
impacted audience. 


3) Proposed Outcomes & Eval
Specific Goals for Eval: 1) 17-week autobiographical monologue workshop with 7 new formerly
incarcerated leaders, in which participants collaborate with Motus to develop 7 artfully crafted
autobiographical monologues that can be presented for many years as part of Motus theatrical
programming as well as Motus films; radio and podcasts. 2) Private workshop performance for monologist
family and friends reaching 75. 3) Present 5 performances with allied leaders from Bo-Co organizations
reaching 400. 4) Present a world premiere of the new monologues reaching 250 (total capacity of the
theater).


Videotaping: Monologues will be videotaped for wider distribution but that is beyond the scope of this 
grant.  


4) Encouragement: Motus is grateful for the support of the BAC for General Operating Support (GOS) as
a MIDSIZE organization. But we would like you to take into consideration that due to tremendous demand
for our programming, we have grown to have the demands of a LARGE organization (budget over
$250K). Although we receive half the GOS from BAC of a LARGE organization, our budget in 2019 was
$388,634 in expenses. In 2020, with 6 team members, Motus is planning a budget of $439,013.


Funding from the BAC is essential to support our expanding programming at the nexus between art and 
public society benefit, which according to Giving USA were two of the least funded areas in 2018.  


p (310) 489-8372   e rita@motustheater.org   w motustheater.org 
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Martha's Vineyard Film Festival


First and foremost, I trust you are healthy and safely at home during the current 
COVID-19 pandemic crisis. Secondly, I greatly appreciate the opportunity to elaborate 
on your questions/comments as a result of our application.   


As you can tell from the support materials I submitted with our application, the inaugural 
Boulder Environmental/Nature/Outdoors Film Festival in 2019 was enthusiastically 
received by the Boulder community and bought together many Boulder and Colorado 
based environmental leaders and non-profit organizations. Someone on the committee 
asked how a non-Boulder based organization could bring together the community to 
share in films and events at the festival.  We succeeded in 2019 by reaching out and 
inviting multiple Boulder and Colorado based environmental non-profits to be our 
partners, and to invite their constituents to join us. They did. Our partners are listed on 
our web site and emails.  


The majority of your questions pertained to our festival’s outreach to minoritized or 
underserved constituencies of Boulder. 


I want to assert that energy, environmental, and climate justice is important to all of us 
and will be addressed by the Boulder Environmental/Nature/Outdoors Film Festival. 


Here are a few of the ideas we have for our 2020 Boulder ENOFF that will help in both 
spreading the word and engaging underserved communities before, during and after the 
festival’s conclusion. 


1. A proposed film and panel discussion on the topic of energy, environmental, and
climate justice.  I mentioned that in the past I’ve shown a film called COOKED,
SURVIVAL BY ZIP CODE which explored the ways in which class, race and zip
code predetermine our chances of survival environmental crises. I will screen this
documentary at the July festival, or find a more recent one on topic, but more
importantly pair it with a panel of speakers on energy, environmental, and climate
justice.


2. I have already reached out to FLOWS, which serves the Boulder community low-
income communities, to be an active partner in our 2020 festival. We will ask
them to help us reach low-income families in Boulder and provide them free
tickets options to the festival and the event mentioned in item #1. (Thank you to
Belgin Yucelen for making the suggestion of contacting FLOWS in your
comments).


3. We will be using our media partners (especially the Boulder Weekly, a free
newspaper) to market specially designed ads on increasing inclusion. We will
reach out to the Spanish language community via social media with our partner,
the Americas for Conservation + Arts, based in Denver.


4. During the festival we plan to video-tape each after-film discussion and panel and
make those videos available free of charge online and through public TV after the
festival.







NAACP


Community Priorities 


Thank you, Boulder Arts Commission, for consideration of NAACP Boulder County’s Freedom 
Fund presentation of Fisk Jubilee Singers (FJS) for a Community Project grant. We are pleased 
the FJS project is recognized as a community priority.  It reflects to the community the City of 
Boulder’s commitment to the expressed values of diversity and inclusion.  Our NAACP Branch 
envisions ‘strengthening our community with diversity’.  We are sponsoring the FJS not only to 
present an underrepresented community to a larger, majorly represented community, we are 
presenting an opportunity to participate in a shared community experience.  We understand 
that a diverse community is a strong community, that diversity and inclusion not only add to 
the richness of culture, but enrich a community in all ways, economically, socially, and 
creatively.  In sustainability paradigms, diversity is the element that allows for resiliency in an 
environment.  


Cultural Equity  


Re Cynthia Silker’s comment:  


The Tennessee Arts Commission developed a Teacher’s Guide for school-age children related to 
the history of the Fisk Jubilee Singers.  As an adjunct activity, NAACP BC would like to promote 
and make these materials available to BVSD classrooms and teachers.  This portion of the 
project is currently being further developed with Education Committee.  Link to Teacher’s 
Guide:  https://d3bdanh5n7adyg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/16170041/
FISK2015-1620FINAL20web.pdf 


NAACP BC has confirmation of CU Boulder sponsoring the FJS demo/workshop on Monday 
November 16, on campus, at a School of Music class for freshman students.   


Cultural equity can be viewed through a larger lens of restorative justice.  Cultural equity goals 
represent an important step towards healing from an inescapable racial history.  To be seen and 
heard and valued is a necessary starting point for understanding, reconciliation, and unity for all 
people.  We are allies with all those that strive for recognition, respect, and equity.   


Outcomes and Strategies 


NAACP BC is evolving and growing exponentially in scope.  Our membership is rising steadily.  
We are developing a track record of accomplishments in various committees and are developing 
templates to document outcomes efficiently.  Determining relevant outcomes and data 
collection points for our mission of eliminating race-based discrimination is an ongoing and 
important step toward our future goals.  BAC funding and support is vital as we grow, much 
like a business, from fledgling start-up to becoming firmly and sustainably established in our 
community.  As we move forward, we aim to expand our resource pool and become more 
independently sourced.  At present, BAC support is crucial for our being able to reach these 
goals.   







Boulder Focus 


Re Devin Patrick Hughes comment:  In an email reply from Susan Thomas, Director of the 
American Music Research Center at CU Boulder, she writes, “Yes!  My colleague Ben 
Teitelbaum would love to host them [FJS] in his 9:00 class, MUSI 1802 Musical Styles and Ideas.  
This is a core course for all freshman music majors.  We anticipate approximately 90 students 
for next fall.”  Susan will provide a formal confirmation on CU letterhead.  NAACP is currently 
working on details of partnership with DU Lamont School of Music. 


Conclusion 


Thank you again for consideration of FJS community project grant.  NAACP BC recognizes that 
there are many worthy projects in competition for funds.  We hope for this project to benefit 
the many diverse peoples of Boulder.   







NoBo Art District PLACE Project 2020 


Community Priorities: 


Jasmine- NoBo’s visioning sessions will be WITH our local community 
organizations that serve diverse groups including lower socio-economic status 
individuals; Boulder Housing Partners, (BHP) and Thistle’s low-income 
communities, Boulder Homeless Shelter (Shelter) population and Emergency 
Family Assistance Association (EFAA). We will invite these groups to have a seat 
at the table to help direct the creative vision of PLACE; inviting them to share, 
contribute ideas and form the creative scope of PLACE. We also plan to invite 
representatives from these communities to be on the Artist selection committee 
for the project so that the process is inclusive and representative across sectors.  


Belgin- Street murals are temporary serendipitous art forms; given our 
commitment to using the most appropriate materials and procedures for this 
application we anticipate a lifespan of 1-2 years. The lessons learned from the 
first year of PLACE Project will guide us regarding paint application and how we 
engage the community and artists. PLACE will be an open call for artists to 
apply. We will have a diverse selection committee including POC who will 
evaluate and select artists based on the goals set out in our community visioning 
sessions.  


Equity: 


Katherine, thank you and we will definitely incorporate letters of support from 
them directly next time. We do have existing relationships with representatives in 
these organizations- specifically Greg Harms with the Shelter, Teresa Gulock-
Mundy with EFAA, Mary Duvall with Thistle and Tim Beale with BHP. We’ve 
worked with these organizations on various successful community projects over 
our ten years as an art district. BHP was involved in the first PLACE project.  We 
intend to have these organizations collaborate with us on the visioning of the 
PLACE project as well as providing volunteer opportunities during 
implementation.  


Jasmine- Thank you for bringing this up. The NoBo Art District is committed to 
funding equity for artists and will promote this paid artist opportunity to all artists 
including underrepresented artists, BIPOC artists and LGBTQ artists within our 
local community. Queer*, a LGBTQ advocacy organization is based in NoBo and 
we will connect with that group to help promote this opportunity. 


Cynthia- While it can be difficult to navigate engagement with the homeless 
community, we are committed to continuing those conversations with community 
liaisons to determine the best approach to engage their community. Historically 
our most authentic connections with the area homeless are made directly with 
people of those groups during the painting process. Our artists and NoBo 







volunteers are physically present, participating in conversations with all NoBo 
residents. We are always looking for ways we can improve our engagement with 
ALL of the residents of NoBo. We will explore having a Latino artist participate in 
our community visioning sessions to help represent and appeal to the Latinx 
community.   


Outcomes Evaluation 


Katherine- that’s an excellent suggestion and since we intend to involve those 
communities in the process, we will be sure to include feedback from them for 
our evaluation strategy this year.  


Cynthia- we will collect and review narrative-based information to understand 
community members’ experiences with public engagement and art making 
process. We will record numbers of those involved in the project process and 
engage in conversations with them about their experience.  







R Gallery // Supplemental Submission / Question Responses 


Cultural Equity 
● This project focuses on providing opportunities to artists historically underrepresented


based on socioeconomic status by removing financial barriers to exhibit and sell their
work.  We lean heavily on outreach assistance from the Boulder Office of Arts + Culture,
BCAA, BAA, NoBo, Open Studios, Colorado Creative Industries and WESTAF to
broadcast our calls for entry out to the widest possible audience including the
underserved populations they endeavor to reach. We realize that relying on their
respective commitments to cultural equity is just a start, and we need to learn more
about who we are not reaching and how we can do more. Our efforts to date have been
to cast as wide a net as possible with our calls for entry and advertisements to the
public. (We advertise each of our shows, Meet the Artist receptions, and live artist
demonstrations in 20 local publications, our 1000+ newsletter recipients and on social
media).


● Our jurors are arts professionals of varying backgrounds, including arts organization
leaders, CU and CSU faculty, and MFA candidates who respond to our calls for jurors
(broadcast by the same orgs listed above) who blind score the submissions on
WESTAF’s CaFE platform. We will be having a juror orientation in the coming months
and will use that opportunity to tap their networks and ideas to identify who we may not
be reaching as artists, jurors and audiences.


● “Art for everyone” means more than offering works at accessible price points. It is about
overcoming the notion that appreciation of fine art has to be exclusive or elitist. Patrons
have told us they have never been in a gallery before or never purchased art before and
were so grateful to be engaged and welcomed.


Proposed outcomes 
● In addition to exhibiting bodies of work from 36 different artists at no cost to them


(without grant assistance we have only been able to sustainably exhibit a body of work
from 10 different artists at $35 per artist who applied, and from 8 artists who paid
between $300 and $860 per month), we will measure the number of visitors to the
exhibitions to report on how many members of the community are reached.


● Personnel costs are our largest cost beyond rent, and as Rob Lantz does not draw a
salary or earnings from the gallery, those numbers grossly understate the true value of
our labor inputs. We operate 7 days a week, and are open 54 hours per week. We have
1 full time employee ($40k/ year) and our 3 part-time employees earn $15/hour for a
combined total of 39 hours / week.  Each cost in the budget summary is the
proportionate share of our overall monthly costs (minus ineligible expenses) for 13 linear
feet of wall space (7% of our total space).







Community Priorities 
● The 25% commission is reduced from our typical 50% for multi-artist shows or 30-40%


for paid exhibition space. While contingent, it is an attempt to better recoup the cost of
the space and services the gallery provides. Grant funds can cover rent and portions of
overhead, but do not cover our capital expenses (the gallery build-out, equipment, etc.)
or debt service ($50k personal loan from Rob Lantz to start the gallery).


Cultural Offering 
● Some of our artists are emerging artists, some without the privilege of formal training,


many exhibiting publicly for the first time. Each day we have several artists walk in and
ask how they can get to show their work at R Gallery, as there are not enough
opportunities to do so in Boulder, apart from providing free artwork to a coffee shop or
participating in occasional pop-up events.







SIV LLC


3.20.20 


Dear Community Arts Council, 


As fellow artists, you understand the value of focusing on process over result. Each of your 


questions helped to refine “And the Smell of Coffee”, and it’s been exciting to see how it blossoms. 


Authenticity, credibility, cultural relevance, and evaluating success are the categories we’ve chosen to 


clarify our project. 


Authenticity: Our story is grounded in truth, and therefore it’s best for one of the projects two 


writers to speak for themselves. Regarding exploring race, Max Curry, an African American Veteran who 


works for President Obama’s film production company, believes “Our interracial love story is about 


homelessness and the positive portrayal of diversity that’s based on human connection instead of racial 


strife”. Additionally, it was a great idea to include a homeless youth organization as counsel so in the 


past week we reached out to Mo Grumbly at Attention Homes. With full transparency, while we’ve 


been in talks, no commitment has been made due to the constant chaos of the coronavirus crisis. No 


matter what, we’re committed to employing unique perspectives to create social change. 


Credibility: SIV LLC has made two prominent projects recently. Shooting in Vain for $500,000.00 


and the Natural High’s Documentary for $25,000.00 (both now available). Each project we do is 


individually budgeted because they’re like mini-companies and don’t share resources between each 


other, even if the same crew collaborates due to ethical reasons of not misspending funding. 


Additionally, a letter of support is attached from Fairview High School’s Lanny Boyer to verify our claims 


about working with teenagers in Boulder. Due to the capitalistic nature of the film industry is hard to 


negotiate deals on labor, equipment, and locations without funds in place. We hope that you can take 


our past work as a reference, for production quality and relationships, when considering granting funds 


for “And the Smell of Coffee”. 


Cultural Relevance: Financing a short film through a community grant and then charging the 


public to see it is insane. However, creating a cultural event with free tickets for everyone that 


showcases knowledgeable guest speakers, where audience members can donate to organizations, is not 


crazy. We’ve re-evaluated how to screen the film and decided to rent out the Boedecker Theater for 


two nights (at $290) to allow a free screening with a talk back. The screening will be a platform to break 


down barriers where people of different economic classes aren’t put on display, but instead brought 


together to share an experience and build community. Additionally, the film will be available online for 


free. Your comments illuminated the fact that this project shouldn’t just be a film, but a community 


experience open to all, creating Civil Dialogue, one of the most important aspects of Boulder’s 


Community Cultural Plan. 


Evaluating Success: Also, your idea of handing out surveys to audiences and making them 


available online is simple and brilliant. This way we can collect data on how people interpret the piece 


while inspiring them to think.  


The most interesting aspect of creating “And the Smell of Coffee” is it’s evolved from creating a 


film to inspiring a community event. The value of our project isn’t just what’s produced on screen, but 


the community it inspires among high schoolers, film professionals, homeless organizations and 







audiences. Hopefully this essay and reviewing our past work helps you understand who we are and the 


positive possibility our short film can bring. 


Links: 


Letter of Support from Lanny Boyer of Fairview: 


https://drive.google.com/file/d/151ezFyrnu7vCFGdbY5sa5mufsw4dLtIH/view?usp=sharing 


A documentary on the Natural Highs Program (made with High School Students in Boulder): 


https://cometolife.com/natural-highs-empowers-teens-with-a-safe-space-to-build-community/ 


**This was made in partnership with Guayuki Mate** 


A narrative feature film called Shooting in Vain now available on Amazon Prime that employed 


over a hundred people (the Pagosa High School students are onscreen and in the credits.) 


  https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-


Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=158476031


1&sr=8-1 



https://drive.google.com/file/d/151ezFyrnu7vCFGdbY5sa5mufsw4dLtIH/view?usp=sharing

https://cometolife.com/natural-highs-empowers-teens-with-a-safe-space-to-build-community/

https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=1584760311&sr=8-1

https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=1584760311&sr=8-1

https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=1584760311&sr=8-1





square product theatre: written response for DANCE NATION Community Project Grant Application 


Community Priorities: 
We offer student and senior discounts. We also offer half price tickets for approx. 2/3 of our run. Our ticket 
prices are well below other professional theatre companies in Boulder; half price nights make the work 
incredibly accessible (even cheaper than going to the movies). Beginning this year we are also offering a 
discount calculated using current statistics on the wage gap in Colorado.  


Cultural Offerings: 
This play directly and unapologetically addresses the challenges of being a girl on the cusp of adulthood. It 
explores female friendship and ambition in a unique yet relatable manner. I am not exaggerating when I 
say that DANCE NATION catalyzes those who engage with it (especially women) in ways that I have never 
before witnessed. For example: 


• We recently held a staged reading of the play. As an actor and director I’ve participated in
hundreds of such readings. Never have I seen so many people – especially women – so excited by a
play.


• I assigned DANCE NATION as reading in my college playwriting course. I’ve been teaching at the
college/university level for 13 years and have never seen students so excited and moved by a play.
The enthusiasm they had was palpable. One student proposed the play for full production at the
college, and was in the process of organizing a staged reading before campus closed due to
COVID-19.


To my knowledge there are no other projects being developed in Boulder that so directly and truly reflect 
the experiences of girls and women in the United States. I believe the play fills a gap and that our 
associated dialogues will be incredibly fruitful. 


Cultural Equity: 
We are in touch with the Boulder Jazz Dance Festival about cross-promotional activities and are providing 
discount tickets for their participants to attend our opening performance, followed by a co-facilitated 
conversation. We’re also in touch with the Women’s Foundation of Colorado and the Women’s 
Collaborative for Colorado.  


One role – Connie – specifically requires a performer of South Asian descent. This casting is crucial because 
the team’s dance routine revolves around the life of Ghandi (which is both ridiculous and moving – their 
teacher’s misguided attempt to teach them something of value). This brings up inevitable tension, as 
Connie is the only appropriate member of the dance team to perform the role. There’s a conversation 
amongst the characters about whether or not this is “fair,” one that mirrors many conversations happening 
at institutions all over the country, revealing the pervasiveness of white supremacy and fragility.  


The playwright specifies that of 3 roles – Zuzu, Amina, and Ashlee – 2 should be cast with non-white actors. 
We’ve chosen to cast Zuzu and Amina with non-white actors. These roles are leads, and their friendship and 
the pressures put on that friendship is the true heart of the play. This not only provides exceptional 
opportunities for 2 actors to explore the ways in which women are pitted against each other, but adds an 
extra layer of conflict arising from the fact that they’re being asked to compete with someone who, like 
themselves, is doubly marginalized. This allows actors to bring their own experiences to the process for a 
uniquely personalized production. We work hard to create a safe space for artists to delve into these 
difficult explorations, and this project will be no different. 


Proposed Outcome and Evaluation: 
We aim to reach 325 audience members in an intimate space with limited seating. We believe producing 
plays like this in such spaces has a stronger impact on those who attend. 







BOULDER ARTS COMMISSION 
COMMUNITY PROJECT APPLICATION 2020 


WRITTEN RESPONSE 


Thank you for taking the time to review our application for funding of The Color Wheel Project. 
Please note that due to the recent COVID-19 outbreak, our performance has been moved to 
Saturday, May 2, 2020. This date is confirmed with the Dairy Arts Center. All other details for the 
event are otherwise the same. Below are some of the artwork pieces created by BVSD 
Elementary students that will be featured at the performance. 


Character Count (excluding spaces): 2916 


Community Priorities 
The Color Wheel Project (CWP) embodies the Community Cultural Plan in the following ways: 


1. The project engages artists and creative professionals in dance and music, and
connects them with school communities and T2’s audience. T2 employs dancers who
are also interested in multiple areas of the arts including arts integration and
choreography. This project provides the dancers with the opportunity and resources to
explore the innovation of their craft and adopt a leadership role.


2. The project seeks to emphasize the authentic expression of diversity by encouraging
each artist involved to explore their own voice and creative identity. The only
parameters set for the students creating visual artwork were that their work be centered
around their favorite color. The dancers and musicians were tasked with creating new
work inspired by the artwork while also exploring their own creativity.


3. The project is contributing to the vibrancy of Boulder’s cultural destinations by not
only having a culminating performance open to the public, but one that also engages
multiple communities (from students and youth to emerging and established artists to
T2’s growing audience base). The CWP is planned to be an annual event.







Cultural Offerings 
The culminating performance for the project will take place at the Dairy Arts Center. There will 
also be in-school performances for participating schools. These will be shorter performances 
highlighting just those pieces inspired by artwork from students of each school visited, and will 
have an interactive component to engage the students more actively. 


Cultural Equity 
Based on data about the participating schools, the demographic information on average is as 
follows: 12.4% students with disabilities, 8% students from low income families, 8% hispanic 
students. 
T2 was established in 2017 and became a nonprofit in 2018. Since its inception, the company 
has found unique avenues to connect with the community, including a seniors movement 
program taught at two senior centers in Boulder, and the WorkFit corporate program providing 
wellness classes to office workers in Boulder. The CWP is the company’s first major connection 
to BVSD schools. The aim is to not only connect with the school communities, but also to 
demonstrate how different arts disciplines can intersect to create new and innovative work for 
the public to enjoy. In talking with teachers involved in the project it is clear that there is interest 
to continue to project annually and connect with their curriculum. T2 also plans to translate 
project information into spanish. 
T2 plans to engage other groups in the project in the future, including organisations such as 
Boulder Voices for Children. This will allow the project to have a greater reach to involve more 
young artists. T2 also plans to have open studio days where the participating students can meet 
the T2 dancers and see a rehearsal in progress. 


Proposed Outcomes & Evaluation 
One of T2’s goals through the CWP is to present 100% of artwork created by students for the 
project. This will be achieved through a slideshow at the beginning of the performance, and 
selected works will be featured throughout. Another goal is to present mini versions of the 
culminating performance at each participating school. T2 plans to perform works from the show 
at the schools along with dance workshops to highlight how visual arts can inspire the creation 
of dance movement. 







Virada Drums


The COVID-19 pandemic has severely impacted Boulder musicians, cancelling concerts, 
classes, and nearly all other in person work. While we would still use granted funds to complete 
our original proposal, the funding would also enable Virada Drums to support musicians through 
a virtual concert series. Virada Drums is currently installing professional level audio and video 
systems to live stream performances online. With all public music performance blacked out for 
at least the remainder of the spring season, audiences are already searching for high quality 
programming that is accessible and relevant. With funding, Virada Drums can immediately 
connect this home-bound audience with performers that have no other place to play at this time. 


Concerts will be ticketed, but we will work with Intercambio and Boulder Housing Partners 
(BHP) to guarantee access to patrons who are struggling with the pandemic or ongoing 
circumstances. Concerts will be archived for future viewing and promotional use by performers. 


When the pandemic ceases, our in-person concert series will reach at least 300 audience 
members at live concerts (40 at each Virada concert, 180 at Museum of Boulder (MoB)). Tickets 
for all concerts will be sold in advance, with at least 25% of tickets reserved for people identified 
by Intercambio and BHP. These tickets will be offered for free. To ensure a diverse audience, 
we will work with these organizations to identify patrons who a) have indicated through 
individual communications that they feel unable to attend cultural events in Boulder based on 
price points, language barriers, or other socio-economic hindrances or b) have been identified 
by our partners as someone who would potentially add to the musical community, given 
opportunities to network with a diverse musicians. 


The concert at the MoB will feature a selection of artists from the series based on artists’ 
availability. This is an opportunity for collaboration among artists in a venue that can 
accommodate a larger band and audience. 


Artists for this series of concerts include: 


Michele Castro, singer and guitarist from the Rocinha favela of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Victor Mestas, internationally renowned pianist from Venezuela 
Ron Miles, Grammy Award Winning African American jazz musician 


Additionally, we are working with Intercambio and will hopefully be able to support 
undocumented musicians who lack access and opportunities to perform professionally in many 
traditional venues in Boulder. 


In order to create sustainable audiences for these musicians, we will help them craft stories 
around their lived experiences for the concerts they perform. Kristina Stamatis is finishing her 
Ph.D. examining the ways that people use cultural stories to connect across modes. She will 
support musicians by creating short audio and video pieces to help audience members relate to 
the musicians’ stories. Music transforms when paired with stories of the musician’s life. These 
digital stories will serve as marketing materials and also provide audience members 
opportunities to see their own lives reflected in the music. 


All of our materials will be offered in multiple languages based on the diversity of our musicians 
and patrons. We will quantify success by attending to the number of repeat patrons who are 
new to Dan & Diane’s concerts. We will create audience surveys that will support us in 
gathering data around accessibility, affordability, and sustainability of these types of events and 
their potential for Virada Drums and other small venues. 







Response	to	Questions	Regarding	TrailblazeHers	Proposal	


Community	Priorities	


JB:	RE:	extending	welcome	to	all	residents	of	Boulder/region	


There	are	3	ways:	
• We	have	agreed	with	the	City	to	schedule	regular,	free	tours	of	the	House	for	the	public


which	will	include	a	tour	of	the	TrailblazeHers	exhibit.
• Any	City	resident	can	reserve	the	3rd	floor	for	an	event/meeting/etc.	Use	of	the	space


for	nonprofit	purposes	is	free	(excepting	cleaning	cost,	if	applicable)	and	charged	at
market	rate	for	businesses	using	the	space	for	for-profit	purposes.	We	anticipate	this
space	being	used	by	approximately	6,000-8,000	people	per	year.


• WW	and	our	nonprofit	sublease	partners	working	on	social/environmental	justice	issues
will	host	our	programming	in	the	space.	WW	alone	works	with	roughly	700	girls,	women
and	LGBTQ+	people	annually	–	a	majority	of	whom	come	from	underserved
backgrounds	and	likely	don’t	have	regular	access	to	such	historical	buildings	in	town.


Cultural	Offering	


JB:	RE:	breaking	barriers	to	access	


The	vision	is	that	this	exhibit	will	complement	the	work	done	by	WW	which	is	actively	aimed	at	
breaking	barriers	to	access	to	outdoor	sports	in	the	area.	It	will	give	us	a	visual	representation	
to	model	what	is	possible	for	both	individuals	we	serve	as	well	the	community	at	large.				


CS:	RE:	Curation	


We’re	intentionally	leaving	room	for	young	artists	to	help	shape	the	vision	and	make	decisions	
about	the	actual	curation	of	the	imagery/stories.	As	the	purpose	of	this	exhibit	relates	to	
reshaping	dominant	narratives,	we	are	keen	to	ensure	that	the	PROCESS	of	creation	honors	the	
intended	outcome.	We	hope	to	enlist	Melanie	Walker	(and/or	other	CU	professors)	rather	
advisors	and	referrers	to	young	artists.		


Cultural	Equity		


MV/BY:	RE:	marketing	to	and	reaching	underserved	communities	







We	will	use	a	mix	of	traditional	and	digital	marketing	techniques	in	marketing	both	the	public	
tours	that	we’ll	be	conducting	as	well	as	the	use	of	the	event	space	for	the	public.	We’ll	have	a	
specific	web	site	for	the	House	that	includes	the	exhibit	to	encourage	visitors.	WW	and	our	4-8	
non-profit	sub	lease	partners	will	use	our	direct	networks.	Our	database	contains	over	15,000	
contacts	and	our	social	media	reach	is	over	16,000.	This	includes	a	diverse	cross	section	of	our	
city’s	population,	from	participants	and	their	families	(many	from	underserved	backgrounds)	as	
well	as	field	staff,	donors	and	supporters.		


JB:	RE:	Artists	and	curators	


Young	artists	from	the	Front	Range	will	be	the	curators	of	the	exhibit.	We	will	seek	to	recruit	2-
4	high	school	and/or	CU	students	to	work	on	the	project	collaboratively.	Our	priority	is	to	have	
artists	who	identify	as	part	of	a	non-dominant	group,	based	on	gender,	socio-economic	status,	
race,	ability.	The	multi-media	artists	will	be	selected	based	on	their	work	and	how	it	aligns	with	
the	curators’	visons.		


RE:	Indigenous	territories	


We	will	include	this	on	the	House	website	and	as	well	in	a	visual	display	as	part	of	introducing	
the	exhibit.			


Outcomes	


MV:	Re:	Budget	


We	do	not	have	an	alternative	source	of	income.	We	are	seeking	the	full	value	of	the	budget	
proposal	to	make	this	vision	a	reality.			


KR:	RE:	Quantitative	data	in	survey	


We	appreciate	the	idea	and	agree.	If	successful,	we	will	look	to	add	1-2	questions	to	the	survey	
that	allow	us	to	collect	this	data.			


JB:	RE:	Goal	of	related	to	more	diversity	in	the	outdoors	


We	see	TrailblazeHers	as	a	contribution	to	a	broader	movement	to	diversify	the	outdoors.	
However,	we	feel	that	there	would	be	challenges	in	assigning	attribution	of	greater	diversity	in	
the	outdoors	collectively	and	this	exhibit,	which	is	why	are	not	stating	that	as	a	direct	goal	of	
the	project.		
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Mark Villarreal; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Hughes; Erica Joos; Bruce Borowsky;

Jasmine Baetz; Katharine Reece; Cynthia Sliker; BYUCELEN
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: REMINDER: Community Projects for Organizations final evaluation assignment notification
Date: Monday, April 6, 2020 9:47:46 AM
Attachments: CP 2020 responses combined.pdf

Hello all,

Please be reminded that your Community Projects - Organization evaluations are due no later
than Wednesday, April 8 at noon. Details below.

Thank you and I hope you're all doing well! Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture

720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org

Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov

From: Click, Lauren <ClickL@boulderlibrary.org>
Sent: Wednesday, March 25, 2020 10:40 AM
To: Mark Villarreal <flynvartranch@comcast.net>; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com)
<fonthead1@gmail.com>; Devin Hughes <devinpatrickhughes@me.com>; Erica Joos
<ekrjoos@gmail.com>; Bruce Borowsky <bruce@boulderdigitalarts.com>; Jasmine Baetz
<Jasmine.Baetz@colorado.edu>; Katharine Reece <katharinereece@gmail.com>; Cynthia Sliker
<Cynthia@OntosMedia.com>; BYUCELEN <byucelen@gmail.com>
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew <ChasanskyM@boulderlibrary.org>; Seaton, Celia
<SeatonC@boulderlibrary.org>
Subject: Community Projects for Organizations final evaluation assignment notification

Dear Arts Commission and Panel,

You have been assigned the Community Projects - Organization response letters to review and
evaluate. Log into the Boulder Arts Commission online grant system to complete and submit your
evaluations. Please complete your evaluations no later than Wednesday, April 8 at noon.

The 3,000 character responses from the applicants are available through this link and are attached.
Several did not send letters; the tracking is listed on the first page. You will be updating your scores

Attachment Three 
Commission Correspondence
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RESPONSE LETTER TRACKING


90 Second Newbery received


BaoBao Foundation received


HOVAB/Jennifer Heath received


Boulder Ballet received


Boulder Creative Collective received


Boulder Museum of Contemporary Art received


Boulder Opera received


Boulder Philharmonic Orchestra did not send in one


Boulder Samba School received


Boulder Writing Studio received


BRIAH Danse received


Cindy Brandle Dance Company received


Dairy Arts Center did not send in one


El Centro AMISTAD did not send in one


International Institute for Simplifid Kundalini Yoga (IISKY) did not send in one


Loam received


LOCAL Theater Company received


Martha's Vineyard Film Society received


Motus Theater received


NAACP Boulder Authorized Committee received


NoBo Art District received


R Gallery received


SIV LLC received


square product theatre received


T2 Dance Project received


The Hopper received


Virada Drums received


Women's Wilderness received







90 Second Newbery Film Festival 


2020 Community Project Grants: Organization Applicant 


Written Response to Evaluation Summary 


 


Thank you for your consideration of our application. We sincerely appreciate all the thought 


and helpful feedback offered. 


Regarding our commitment to cultural equity and Ms. McCormick’s question about how 


students are selected for filmmaking: In the majority of cases, students self-select to participate 


in the festival, and all are welcomed and encouraged to submit. At some schools, a teacher 


assigns a class project to read a Newbery award-winning book, then provides students class 


time to create films. Both approaches are wonderful and welcome! Our hope is that as we 


continue to offer the festival in Boulder and expand our partnerships with local schools, more 


teachers incorporate this into their curriculum, thereby reaching even more students who may 


not have otherwise found out about the opportunity.  


In response to Ms. Baetz’s question: For the 2021 festival, we will actively seek out 


opportunities to highlight the artistic voices of minoritized students by seeking out partnerships 


with teachers at Boulder schools with a more diverse student make-up and larger Spanish-


speaking populations, such as Casey Middle School (where I have a personal connection 


because my kids attend school there). 


Regarding Ms. Sliker’s question: Our hope is that by actively encouraging submissions of 


Spanish-language films, we can begin a more earnest outreach to new communities who were 


not in attendance for our 2019 festival. 


Regarding our proposed outcomes and evaluation process and Ms. Sliker’s question, in 2019 


approximately half of our featured films were from Boulder kids. 


 


I hope these responses sufficiently address your questions and concerns. Again, we appreciate 


the opportunity apply for this grant. 


 


Thank you! 


Kerry Maiorca, Coordinator 


90 Second Newbery Film Festival: Boulder 







BaoBao Foundation 
 
We thank the panel for taking the time to carefully look over our grant application and 
offering feedback.  
 


In response to the questions:  


A. In terms of engaging fellow minorities to see themselves reflected on stage as artists, 
producers, and directors, will there be a sliding scale for tickets, especially for students 
and youth of color who would like to attend but might not if cost is a barrier? 


B. Please tell us more about your outreach efforts for diversity and inclusion. 


As an organization whose priority is to engage with a culturally diverse audience and 
community, we generally follow these inclusivity guidelines to ensure equity at our events: 
 


1. Build personal relationships with our target audience 
2. Create a welcoming atmosphere. 
3. Look at and resolve barriers such as: location, time, transportation, cost, 


childcare, incentives, appeal, etc. 
4. Provide opportunities for social interaction and relationship building. 
5. Provide opportunities for community members to give feedback in various forms. 
6. Maintain a presence within the community. 
7. Partner with diverse organizations. 


 


Most of our public performances throughout the year are free of charge. As described in our 
proposal, we will offer discounted tickets to children, students and seniors. We offer matinees so 
that families can attend and childcare is not a barrier.  


We stay connected with our target audience throughout the year at our regular group practices, 
performances and dance/drum classes; and at events/venues such as: A Taste of Africa, La 
Fiesta by Intercambio, Black Arts Festival, and Ras Kassa’s Ethiopian Restaurant. 


We will also give comp tickets based on personal relationships, requests, collaborations, and to 
local organizations we are connected with such as NAACP, Intercambio de Comunidades, local 
schools, Heritage Camp, African Student Union, Africa United at Metro State, Cleo Parker 
Robinson Dance Company and Streetside Studios.  


For those who could benefit, we will offer discounted and comp tickets and will make sure this 
message is clear on our website and marketing materials. It is important to us that all who wish 
to participate in our events can, regardless of income level. 


 







 
 


 
  
 
In response to the question:  
 
Please offer benchmark data, goal for numbers reached, etc. 
 
Our benchmark audience data is derived from our 2018 performance at the Dairy Center and 
associated workshops. For this year, our goal is to increase our total attendance by about 12%. 
In 2018, we had a combined audience at the Dairy of 356 people, and our 2020 target is 400 
attendees. For the drumming and dance workshops we had approximately 45 attendees, and 
our target for this year is 50. We will also offer the opportunity for our local and broader 
communities to participate in our drumming and dance workshops through Facebook Live. 
Based on our use of Facebook Live over the past year, we estimate that we can reach up to 350 
more people who may not be able to attend in person.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Boulder Creative Collective


Cultivating our arts and culture is what we’re known for.  When artists work with The BCC, they find opportunity  
and connections.  Offering a year long, fully subsidized residency that focuses on Colorado based emerging and  
established artists  is what sets us apart from other residencies in Boulder.   


We differ from organizations like BCAA and other historically established arts organizations because we tend to  
attract a young, emerging set of artists from around the community. We want to hire artists and creative  
professionals working in alternative and new mediums both in artistic processes and in contemporary platforms  
that have come into play in the last 5 years,  As we’re seeing now, art organizations are being forced to think  
outside of the norm in order to protect the Arts.   


You are correct, we are not the ONLY residency in Boulder; we differ from residencies like CU Boulder in that  we 
focus on Boulder, Denver and Colorado based artists. We focus on an internal/external approach by  nurturing 
the artists close to home so they may expand their practice post professional development.  The BCC  is 
approachable and responsive to emerging AND established artists.  Many artists need different ways to feel  
connected.  By offering the professional development seminars, artists and creative professionals,, at any age,or  


at any stage in their career, will feel confident showing up and receiving professional guidance and feedback. 


The residency pilot program application was free and open to all applicants.. A small application fee will be  
applied to the 2nd year applicants ($25-$35 max); applicants will be juried in by graduating residents, guest  
curators and founding members of The BCC. We currently have artists in the Warehouse who are: Korean,  
French, Mexican, gay, straight, heterosexual, bisexual, non-binary, single parents, married, single, ages ranging  
from 27-51 and socioeconomic backgrounds that range from $25k-120/year.  Equality and inclusivity are  
apparent in the foundation of The BCC as we have consistently been open to and, furthermore, delivered  
exhibitions of works by the eclectic group of artists we work with and through the exhibition we have chosen to  
showcase that have been previously censored, judged, or limited in other spaces around the area. The BCC will  


continue to improve and expand our diversity and equity commitment to ensure future opportunities continue.  


Through the events, non-residency attendees have the opportunity to network with and meet fellow artists and  
creative professionals; all will benefit from the education provided by the speakers.  This opportunity is critical to  
the existing art community.   


We want the expertise from the best in our community.  We have selected and scheduled individuals for their  
time and professional development skill set.. The individuals on the roster are people who deserve to be paid for  
their time.  The events will be open with a suggested $5/donation at the door.  The public will learn about the  
events through our mailchimp server, Instagram, and advertisements in the local BCAA, chamber of commerce  
and city calendars.  We will place surveys on each seat for participants to fill out and collect them as people exit  
the event in order to find out the demographics, professions and purpose of each attendee to best understand  
the effectiveness of the program.. This collected information will  be critical and useful data to report to the  
Office of Arts and Culture.   







BMoCA Responses to Community Project Grant Scores & Comments 


As you can imagine, BMoCA’s upcoming programming has an uncertain future in the age of 
COVID-19. We are committed to executing this project with our partners, but will update our 
timeline and strategy as needed. We are also exploring a digital execution of the lecture on the 
original date with a postponed workshop and community art show. As of 3/20/20, no changes 
to the original program have been made. We will update the Commission with any changes as 
soon as possible. 


Response to Community Priorities 
Belgin, the panel discussions are intended for the general public, though historically many 
artists and architects have attended. It is our hope that the public benefits from this discussion 
through a ripple effect: continuous dialogue about the intersection of art and architecture and 
attendees who are artists and architects implementing ideas from the discussion into their 
work. One example of this is Danica Powell who raised questions about equity-based 
architecture at past BMoCA + AIA CO events and who works with Trestle Strategy Group and 
the Home Wanted campaign. 


Response to Cultural Equity 
Mark, we agree that free does not equal accessible for some audiences. Our partnership with 
CU will help us reach young adults, and our connections with teachers and administrators in 
local schools will help us reach students. Additionally, the installation will be available to the 
public during Boulder Farmers Market season; BMoCA also has 2 booths at the market (Art Stop 
activities for children and an info table) which will help us connect the dots to engaging 
additional audiences currently under-served by BMoCA. 


Mark, we do intend to have bi-lingual marketing in conjunction with bi-lingual didactics and 
program materials as funds allow. BMoCA has multiple fluent Spanish speakers on staff, though 
none consider themselves translators and request outsourcing translations to experts who can 
catch nuances in dialect. 


Katharine & Jasmine, each year of the BMoCA + AIA CO partnership focuses on a different 
theme. 2019 specifically focused on the intersection of equity and vibrancy of public/urban 
spaces, which is what our support material shows. The 2019 Panel Discussion interrogated 
speakers on their and their projects’ roles in gentrification and exclusion of lower income 
people and BIPOC from our built environments (ex: there was much criticism of NYC’s Oculus 
and what The Highline has become in the time since it was built). 


We are confident that the topic of equity will arise during the 2020 programming, but the core 
theme this year is the intersection of art and architecture. Since BMoCA moderates the Panel 
Discussion, we will be sure to ask questions that challenge Jones and Evers. Jones works with 
architecture and media/performance art with a focus on user experience.  







Response to Proposed Outcomes and Evaluation 
Mark, that’s a great suggestion. We were thinking of outreach as reaching 20% of people who 
are new to engaging with the program, but we can think more critically about how we define 
this “new” audience. Additionally, we plan to actively market the program through community 
partners BMoCA has built relationships with including the YWCA, Intercambio, Out Boulder 
County, among others. We hope that having some BMoCA + AIA CO programming 
(installation/community art show) outside of the museum’s walls during the Boulder Farmers 
Market will also help us reach new and diverse audiences. 


2,948/3,000 characters 







Boulder Ballet


Dear Boulder Arts Commission, 


 Thank you so much for your feedback and questions. I am very grateful for the opportunity to expand upon 
our ideas and look more deeply at our program goals through your questions. 


Regarding how the program meets the community priorities for the cultural plan I believe that the 
collaboration between YWCA’s Latina Achievement Support and Boulder Ballet will enhance civic dialogue 
about the arts through the panels, forums and collaborative cultivation of this program. One of the most 
exciting aspects of this project is the ability to build it from the ground up in collaboration with the YWCA, 
the LAS mentors, and the young women who will be participating. Because of our ability to create something 
crafted specifically for these young women, we will be able to tailor the program to be of value while offering 
support of cultural organizations, artists and creative professionals.  


I really appreciate the comment on the challenges of giving feedback to people of power in predominately 
white spaces and would like to address this here. The first goal is for this to not be a predominately white 
space. Ballet has been a field primarily let by white men throughout history. It is one of my priorities to 
impact change and increase diversity in the board room, the artists we curate, and the classrooms we teach 
in. We currently have an instructor on staff, Rebecca Ramirez that has accepted the position of teaching and 
helping to cultivate the Dance On program. She is a woman of color, a native Spanish speaker, and a 
wonderful dance educator. Rebecca has shared an interest in teaching classes in Spanish and creating 
written material with translation. I have recently hired a second women of color for our teaching staff whom 
I would like to include but have not confirmed her availability at this time. The hope is that feedback could be 
offered in multiple ways, 1. Verbally through our round table, 2. Written through an evaluation, and 3. 
Through the LAS mentors that the students work with daily.  I would like to include artists of color in our 
dance forum mid-way through the program as well to give students a chance to converse with creative minds 
that have led in the arts. Our Associate Artistic Director Lance Hardin has expressed excitement in 
participating and I am reaching out to others at this time.  


Currently there has been interest in both programs reported from the mentors of LAS and our partner at 
EFAA. There has not been a specific number of applicants reported for Dance On but I have been told there 
was a good initial response from the teens. My current goal is to offer 4 scholarships to EFAA and reach 8-12 
teens through Dance On in the first year. Scholarships to the BB school for continued education for Dance On 
are projected at 4-5 total depending on level placement and weekly classes. The EFAA partnership is small at 
this point due to our lack of scholarship funding. Both students are currently attending classes for free at 
Boulder Ballet. We would love to double the number of students we offer scholarships to through EFAA. The 
funding we are seeking could directly allow that student base to grow.  


Thank you for your time, questions and consideration 


Very warmly, 


Claudia Anata Hubiak 


Executive Director.  







Can you explain the folkloric elements, their context, and why they are a unique offering 
that fills a gap in Boulder's cultural offerings? 
Please share programming details/repertoire if known 


Boulder Opera will bring to the community a concert  this summer 2020 at the Bandshell free of 
charge: Opera in the Park- Opera for the people!  


Opera in the Park program seeks to explore folkloric elements in Opera in the following ways: 
- Fairytale: stories past down from generations. We will present scenes from 2 fairytales


operas. Hansel and Gretel and Puss in Boots in Spanish.
- Offering of beloved folk songs and arias from different countries
- Ie. Villia from The Merry Widow or  boleros (latinx song like Besame mucho)
- Baile folklorico; children will dance in their traditional dresses, folkloric dances from 2


different lantinx countries.
- Zarzuela is spanish opera that incorporates spanish folk song. We will present selections


of spanish, mexican and cuban zarzuela composers that incorporate folk tunes.


Our program will attract families with young children because of the children's fairy tale operas, 
and the baile folklorico making Opera in the Park a unique offering. The Zarzuela and folk song 
selections will bring opera lovers, and people from all walks of life, as well as the latinx 
community. 


Cultural equity 
 Please include more details regarding community outreach, 
What specifically are your marketing efforts to our underserved communities? 
There are other accessibility issues that free tickets do not address. Senior groups may have 
mobility issues for example. 
What specific schools will you be marketing this event to? 
It would be good to take a census of schools attended by the children in the audience as this 
concert will take place during the summer break. 
What is your plan to reach new and diverse audiences? 


Boulder Opera already has a partnership with some senior centers like the East Rec Senior 
Center, where last year they brought a group of 40 seniors, and we reserved an area for them at 
the Bandshell. Other senior center residences bus their members to the concert, like Balfour or  







Frasier Meadows. We also plan on marketing the event for those who can't attend to watch it on 
Facebook Pages live.  
We also have partnerships with organizations that support low income latinx families like I have 
a dream Foundation and  De familia a familia. Our new partnership is with the families whose 
children are dancing for the Baile Folklorico, who we will invite to Opera in the Park. 







Boulder Writing Studio


Boulder Arts Commission 
Community Project-Organizations 
Written Response 


To the committee: thank you for the excellent feedback. A major tenant of Boulder 
Writing Studio’s mission statement is to “demystify and democratize” the art of creative 
writing. Our proposed Boulder Writes program is a broad first effort towards this goal 
and will be used to plant the seed of community, gauge the efficacy of our current 
strategy, collect specific themes and genres of interest to participating writers, and find 
new ways to reach the more socially and/or economically marginalized members of our 
community. To reach as diverse an audience as possible in this initial phase, we will 
connect with the Dairy Center’s network of affiliate organizations and reach out to local 
organizations such as the YWCA, I Have A Dream Foundation, and Attention Homes. 
Our pilot program has drawn writers in their 20’s through their 80’s, representing 
Hispanic, Indian, Jamaican, Korean, German, Russian, and Chinese cultures, and has led 
to several participants receiving financial aid for full-cost workshops. Going forward, we 
plan to collect more complete demographic data via brief anonymous surveys given to 
program participants. To create a welcoming atmosphere, the program’s non-academic 
approach taps into common themes available to every human being—food, family, 
memory, fable—and our instructors include examples by authors who represent a wide 
variety of culture, orientation, and background. One member of the committee made a 
notable suggestion that we offer programming in the Spanish language. We aspire to 
create this important extension in future iterations, and already have within our teaching 
core Latin American instructors who will be able to fill those roles. Likewise, as the 
program grows, we plan to invite a wider diversity of instructors from within our 
community and beyond, to lead future workshops and enrich the program’s offerings. It 
is our hope that this initial effort will lead to conversations with writers and leaders in 
underrepresented communities about how Boulder Writing Studio can best serve their 
needs, either through the Boulder Writes program or variations tailored to their specific 
populations. Thank you again for your time and consideration. 







We are very grateful to the Boulder Arts Commission’s consideration of BRIAH 
Danse’s grant application. To address the Commission’s question about how we will 
encourage and provide access to a diverse audience, we first consulted with Circle of 
Care, and per their recommendation, we are providing 15 free tickets for their seniors to 
attend the Sunday, May 31st matinee show. We will also offer a 50% discount for all 
seniors, sending flyers and email blasts to Silver Sage as well as other senior facilities. 
We will set aside 15 free tickets at each show for San Lazaro community members and 
work with Marda Kirn and EcoArts Connection on how best to distribute.  


BRIAH has not worked with Latinx youth in the past but looks forward to a long-
term partnership. Director Jayne Persch believes that in every meeting, every exchange, 
we weave a relationship. Cultural meetings are so rich for both individuals and for the 
communities involved.  BRIAH Danse looks forward to gaining insights into why and 
how this community thinks, resolves problems, comes together, creates rules, and secures 
frames for function. BRIAH will offer classes for the Latinx youth to come home to their 
bodies, connect with their minds and spirits, and weave cultural rhythms and movements 
into a joyous exchange. Within this framework, everyone will learn and grow while 
sharing their unique cultural heritage. 


BRIAH learned about the needs of the San Lazaro Mobile Home Community 
through a personal connection between Artistic Director Jayne Persch and Marda Kirn, 
Director of EcoArts Connections. Ms. Persch expressed her desire to connect with 
cultural histories through movement and storytelling. Ms. Kirn shared her connection 
with the Latinx community, asking BRIAH Danse not only to teach dance but to spend 
time listening and learning about the Latinx rhythms and ways of physical expression. As 
a choreographer, Ms. Persch strives not to  appropriate stories but to have the dancers of 
BRIAH live and speak as many cultural stories, specifically for her new work, UBUNTU, 
which means I am you … you are me … we are all.  BRIAH looks forward to creating a 
connection with the community and journeying forward together, learning from each 
other.    


In response to why BRIAH Danse is offering discounted classes as opposed to 
free classes, we are willing to offer free classes with a suggested donation of $5.00 to 
cover the cost of studio rental space at Kinesis Dance in Boulder ($25/hr) and 
dancer/instructor fees (variable). This way, individuals who cannot afford a fee will not 
be deterred from attending, and BRIAH’s budgetary responsibilities for this offering are 
addressed.   







Question 


Kathleen McCormick: Outcomes look good. Regarding collecting participant demographic 


data: How will you select participants--randomly at events, in connection with online ticket 


ordering, or in another way? Do you think 5-10 percent of participants will give an 


adequate picture of cultural diversity, accessibility of events, etc? Have you considered 


some type of post-event survey? 


In the past we have conducted surveys via distribution of a short questionnaire at specific events, and 


participation in the questionnaire is voluntary. The goal of collecting questionnaires from 5-10% of the 


attendees is the minimum, and we hope to increase that. The percentage participation usually depends on 


the size of the event. For instance, in a concert with 100 participants we usually get 20-30% participation. 


In bigger events (400-500 people) we usually get close to 10%. I really like your suggestion of collecting 


data via post-event survey. That can be easily done online using tools like Facebook Survey or Survey 


monkey. Thank you for the suggestion and we will definitely consider that. 







Cindy Brandle Dance Company


Thank you for the opportunity to answer your questions regarding our Community Project Grant 
for CBDC’s “Project Human”.  
Community Priorities: 


● Jasmine - Your point about opening the roundtable discussion to the public is so right
on that we’ve decided to follow your suggestion.  We’ll add a line item in our project
budget for PR around inviting the Boulder Public to join our roundtable.  In order to have
enough materials prepared, we’ll ask interested Boulderites to RSVP through our student
intern.


Cultural Offerings: 
● Kathleen - Project Human is a variation on the theme of social marginalization explored


in the A World on Fire series; it will focus on the joy that comes from transforming the
personal suffering caused by social marginalization into enlightened action beneficial to
others (e.g. doing political advocacy work, making art, etc.), whereas its predecessors
focused on the effects of social marginalization and the process of personally rising
above these effects.  In terms of “something different” the project offers, the roundtable
discussion is our way of helping put this message into action, giving Boulder residents
the tools they need to make art that reflects their own experience.


Cultural Equity: 
● Mark - Good point about accessibility!  We’ll create a transportation line item in the


budget for $150.  RTD passes will be distributed along with the free tickets we distribute
to nonprofits and project participants.  We’ll also research how to help arrange travel for
seniors and people with disabilities through Via.  As for addressing language barriers,
we’ll interweave Spanish translations of the project’s poetry into the digital portion of the
live performance.


● Katherine -  In all three installments, the dance artists and poets that have been and will
be involved are LGBTQ identified, immigrants, Asian-Americans, African-Americans, and
Latino-Americans.  Representation might expand, for we still haven’t done the open-call
for Project Human dancers and poets.


Proposed Outcomes and Strategies: 
● Mark - We’ll track hard numbers through the nonprofits we give tickets to, and


demographic questions incorporated into the project’s qualitative surveys. Qualitative
Question sample: What tools (if any) are missing from the tool kit provided during our
roundtable discussion?  How can our mentors best provide these tools to you in your
future project planning?


● Kathleen - Mentorship will be offered through the roundtable discussion (e.g. Ms.
Oldfield has offered to provide grant writing help to participants).  Community impact
will be tracked through mentors.  A spreadsheet will be created to keep track of art
projects that spring from roundtable discussion and mentorship.  Designated roundtable
mentors will be asked to keep this spreadsheet up to date.







● Katherine - To provide an anonymous way for audience members to provide feedback,
we’ll provide comment cards after the performance in the Dairy lobby.







Hopper Responses 


Cultural Offering: 
I’m a former program developer for the Denver Museum of Nature and  
Science and a strong advocate of inquiry-based learning. We prefer minimal  
to no signage for installations. Our goal is to inspire learning through play,  
without defining the outcome. We promote safe-risk taking, discovery, and  
creative problem solving. Kids could use wooden mallets to create a beat by  
striking the mixed materials of the heart, or rig a system of “vessels” to  
transport objects using ropes, buckets, and pulleys.  


Cultural Equity: 
Our dream is for the Hopper to be a step in the direction of desegregation for 
Boulder County and especially for the city of Boulder. Our goal is to have the 
demographic of our visitors be at least, if not more, evenly distributed among 
racial, cultural, and socioeconomic groups than Boulder County’s 
demographic as a whole. 


We know that traditional marketing efforts (SEO, social media, newsletters, 
and paid ads) are ineffective in EAL communities.  Our primary strategy will 
be to ensure that we are OF, BY, and FOR our target communities. This 
philosophy invites diverse voices to be a part of the development process. 


In order to develop relevant programming, we pursue active partnerships 
with community leaders and organizations from our target communities. 
Through empowering collaborations, we aim not only to offer something for 
our target communities, but in essence, to be created by our target 
communities. 


We believe that it’s imperative to have staff that is representative of our 
target communities. In combination with blind hiring practices, we plan to 
hire more fairly and effectively by recruiting from industries and areas with 
diverse populations. 


We are working with BVSD to develop field trip experiences that meet the 
NGS Standards. Field trip experiences can be marketed as introductions to 
district-wide units, ie. a unit on energy kicks-off at the Hopper. 5th graders are 
challenged to design large-scale Rube Goldberg chain reactions using the 
play structures (including the Heart) to demonstrate transfers of energy. 


Proposed Outcomes/Evaluation Strategy: 







We encourage feedback from all stakeholders at all project levels - from 
partnering youth volunteers, to project managers and contractors. All team 
members are held accountable for regular project check-ins. This approach 
prevents feedback from getting lost, or from being discouraged by 
hierarchical structures across organizations. 


We’ve held multiple beta events with English and Spanish speaking families. 
There has been strong support for our educational programming, led by 
facilitators, that take the pressure off of parents as they attempt to support 
their student’s needs in STEAM areas. 


As we begin construction on our installations, we will engage the community 
again and will invite low-income and Spanish-speaking families to 
participate, with incentives such as free food and drink. 


Boulder Focus: 
We know that there is strong demand for our project through first-hand 
research. We’ve also participated in STEAMfest, NCAR Science Saturdays, and 
CU discovery days, building a large following of Boulder families that have 
expressed desperate hunger for a space like ours. I have a student in BVSD. I 
am intimately aware of the lack of spaces that invite families to comfortably 
hangout, let alone offer an enriching experience for kids. We’ve heard it loud 
and clear from the community. Boulder needs this. 







HOVAB 2020: BETWEEN IMAGE AND LANGUAGE 


BOULDER ARTS COMMISSION EVALUATIONS RESPONSE 


Text (below), 2980 characters 


Jennifer Heath 


Thank you, Commissioners & Panel 


HOVAB 2020 brings to life three variations on Boulder's unique interactions between art and 
text, historically and contemporarily.  Such exhibits have never before, to my knowledge, taken 
place here and are rare even in the larger art world. Each focus speaks to ways these artforms 
relate, inspire and inform each other.  


HOVAB 2016 included a CU Art Museum exhibit of pre‐settlement artifacts. The catalogue 
described what we know of the area's early Indigenous populations: their buried histories. All 
HOVAB's subsequent exhibits include work by modern Indigenous, African American and Latinx 
artists. Boulder is not known for its cultural and racial diversity, but awareness is growing, and 
HOVAB tries to help make up the shortfall. E.g., BLISS‐Krieg hopes to include art and writing 
created in collaboration with Right Relationship and the Second Baptist Church, among others, 
to work with youth on urgent issues of racism, poverty, etc. (the show also features Syrian 
refugee children's art – Boulder has a significant Arab population). OnWORDS! will present a 
reading by Indigenous, African American and LGBT writers. A WORD INTO ART workshop 
introduces a grassroots Latin American book form – cartoneras. And more, TBA.  


Addressing diversity is, indeed, "complex and messy." Throughout HOVAB's existence we've 
variously collaborated with the Community Foundation, Motus Theatre, the CU and Metro 
State DACA programs. We will continue seeking advisory groups, such as Boulder Human 
Relations, the YWCA, NAACP, etc. The 2020 shows offer further opportunities to spread into the 
community. (We plan a DACA show and one about racism in 2021.) 


HOVAB exhibits expand local venues for established and emerging artists. We are not equitable 
per se, in that we jury for quality and substance. Many of Boulder's experienced artists are not 
associated with community art groups yet have few chances to show in their hometown. We 
are also excited to discover and invite emerging artists who have the greatest, most interesting 
future potentials. Then, we mix them up! HOVAB has no means nor a permanent space to make 
the elaborate, gorgeous exhibitions presented by, say, BMoCA. But our goal is to nevertheless 
create meaningful shows that highlight the finest local artists.  


I am the primary curator/producer/presenter of HOVAB exhibits. I invite others to co‐curate, 
such as Diné artist Melanie Yazzie, and I form loose committees to provide input and suggest 
artists who fulfill our goals. Artists (and writers this year) are evaluated on their excellence and 
passion. Many are already known to me (I keep a vast file of potential participants). Others 
contact me when they hear of an upcoming HOVAB show. Calls are made through Facebook, 
Instagram, NoBo "zine" and relevant organizations. Individual artists pass the word.   


Not only do we not charge application fees to artists, we do not take commissions from artists' 
sales.  







It is hard to get feedback. What we get is necessarily homespun. Occasionally artists or viewers 
are critical of my choices. We talk.  I welcome their opinions. We have viewer comment books, 
but what is needed in Boulder is regular, professional arts criticism. There are only two qualified 
newspaper visual art critics. They're in Denver, with their hands full.  


I also regret that it's difficult to track attendance. We note, however, that hundreds show up, 
particularly, of course, at openings. Those often return and bring others. 


I hope this adequately answers your questions. 







Loam Home: Written Response 


Inspired by CMAP’s mission to integrate equity and resilience into climate 
programming, Loam Home will partner with organizations to curate Spanish/English 
experiences that cultivate regenerative ecosystems. Offerings include: meetups for 
parents navigating childrearing in the Anthropocene; exhibitions by eco artists; and 
disaster preparation workshops that illuminate herbal allies for health, strategies for 
supporting undocumented, elderly, and low-income neighbors during disaster, and 
tools for holistic crisis management. 


Research shows us that safe spaces for climate activism can break down the spirals of 
silence that transpire when we feel uncomfortable broaching the subject of ecological 
collapse for fear of disturbing the peace. It’s in this context that our mobile community 
center emerges as a nourishing and accessible catalyst for community engagement that 
truly meets the people where they are at. 


As an organization, Loam has a history of creating spaces—in-person and in 
print—where artists and activists can share their stories on their terms. Of our 8 Loam 
leaders, 3 are BIPOC, 3 are spiritual minorities, and 3 are from economically 
disadvantaged backgrounds. More than 60% of our creative contributors are BIPOC as 
well. Our radical honesty surrounding race and representation has helped us co-design a 
creative space that will benefit our community.  


We are currently collaborating with the Arbor Institute on intergenerational 
programming and conversing with Growing Up Boulder about equity and inclusion 
efforts for underserved communities. In particular, we’re working with consultant 
Lucía to (1) develop programming for Latinx youth that will help us learn how Loam 
Home can be of service and (2) translate our materials into Spanish. Our collaborations 
are currently on pause, however, as we figure out how best to show up for our 
community in the face of the COVID-19 crisis.  


Our intention is to host daily open hours, weekly workshops, monthly community 
forums, quarterly low-cost farm-to-table suppers, and biannual art exhibitions. 
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Although you don’t have to be a member to visit LH and/or rent it, we do have 
community guidelines surrounding accessibility and sustainability that we ask anyone 
who shares in our space to honor! Marketing and outreach will be through our 
Instagram @loamlove, weekly newsletter, Loam Listen podcast, and community 
forums.  


Our outcomes are primarily qualitative. We want to know if Loam Home is helping 
folx, among other things, (1) embed intersectional and creative climate activism into 
their everyday lives; (2) activate civic engagement; and (3) nurture their capacity for 
resilience.  


To assess our success in meeting these outcomes, we will provide post-event surveys, 
collect reflections during our community forums, count how many folx visit during 
open hours, and send monthly questionnaires to our members. Are we supporting 
people in alchemizing their anxiety into action? Are we cultivating a safe space for artists 
and activists in our community to explore resilience? If need be, we’ll pivot by 
expanding our leadership team to integrate new voices, assessing the structure of our 
community forums, and exploring community-sourced strategies for outreach and 
marketing. 


We’ll measure the impact of a BAC grant based on (1) how many people engage with 
our programs; (2) anecdotal evidence about the impact of their experience; and (3) the 
number of English and Spanish offerings we are able to implement in collaboration 
with our partners.  
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When you say underserved populations... 


We plan to reach students ages 12-18 and work with BVSD administrators to prioritize classes 
with students who are emerging bilingual and qualify for free lunch.   


How affordable?  


Student tickets are $5-$10.  


Topics of civic dialogue Larry will lead?  


Larry “White Belly” Cesspooch will facilitate conversations on representation of Ute and Native 
American history in art, and classes on Ute folklore and storytelling.   


Offering discount codes to track demographics…. 


LTC will charge $5 for student matinees for students/staff. The cost will be covered by BVSD or 
the PTA. LTC marketing will collaborate with BVSD, church and community groups and the 
Boulder Rec Center for outreach. LTC has a robust volunteer usher program that offers free 
tickets. Other DEI partners; OUTBoulder, Native American Student Coalition at CU and Watson 
University.   


How much the tickets cost … 


All ancillary events are before or after a performance; they are free and open to the public.  


Your list of collaborators ... 


Boulder Public Library, BVSD, City of Boulder Recreation Centers, Dairy ARTS Center, Boulder 
Community Hospital, Longmont Museum, Boulder Community Foundation,  CU and LTC 
sponsors.  


Clarify how the folks who have been historically underrepresented ... 


Larry “White Belly” Cesspooch, is co-writer of DGS, with Pesha Rudnick and Rob Wright. 
Historically, white authors have felt entitled to interpret Native American and Ute stories.  In 
DGS, “White Belly” verified and interpreted Tabernash’s story and wrote the text in Ute dialect.   


The design and production team on DGS is 75% female identifying, national average is 20%.   


 


 


 







 
 


Is the referenced implicit bias training mandatory... 


The implicit bias training is offered to LTC Board and staff. We adhere to Theater 
Communication Group’s DEI Best Practices Guide and adopted the CO Theater  
Standards in 2019. In January 2020, our Artistic Director and Board Chair joined the Community 
Foundation of Boulder’s DEI Training Program for Leaders. 
 
LTC’s equity and inclusion policies as related to audience development are inspired by data 
gathered from the 2019 Boulder County Trends Report. LTC is making an ongoing effort to 
reach younger, more diverse demographics and “new to theater” audiences. 
 
More about your survey data… 


Following DGS’s run at Trident, LTC received more feedback than any show in our history. 
Typically, that feedback is shared with the creative team leading the producrtion. We encourage 
them to look at positives and negatives, and see what new information can be gleaned. For 
DGS, we were struck by the number of remarks on the diversity of the characters featured in the 
play; that not every story was about a white male. This informed the writers that they could go 
deeper into the history of CO and add new stories, and share more forgotten heroes from 
Colorado’s past.  


LTC received a GOS grant... 


A project grant of this scope, that involves three Boulder organizations (LTC, Trident Bookseller 
& Cafe and the Dairy) nurtures BAC’s original investment in LTC, relies on the strong 
infrastructure BAC helped to put in place with GOS grant, and enables us to make high quality 
theater accessible to younger demographics immediately.  


Google drive files… 


INSIDE THE REHEARSAL ROOM 


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r 


DGS LOOKBOOK 


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r 


DGS PRESS 


https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r 


 



https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1pZPcf6klD1BwmPNpZdcx619c154lb45r





Community Action Grant Response 


1) Cultural offering: The JustUs performances for this grant will be a world premiere by a brand new
group of formerly incarcerated monologists collaborating with Motus during a Fall 2020 workshop - also
funded in part by this grant.


This project is even more essential because incarcerated people can develop monologues directly 
addressing both the threats of COVID-19 for imprisoned people living in close quarters and their 
resilience strategies for living in physical isolation. 


Should the COVID-19 outbreak prevail in the Fall 2020/Winter 2021, Motus will offer unprecedented live 
online performances and meaningful arts programming to Boulder residents isolated in their homes. 


2) Cultural Equity
Audience Outreach to People of Color (POC): Motus reaches out to POC as audience through allied
organization and leaders such as: El Centro Amistad; Native American Rights Fund; Colorado Immigrant
Rights Coalition; Boulder POC Community Group; Comadres; PoCo in BoCo; Boulder NAACP; and many
Facebook groups. Our advisors (R. Ramirez, N. Johnson, A. Casas, C. Ramirez, V. Galvan, and E.
Goodsoldier) also support outreach to POC. Through allied organizations and leaders, we distribute
discounted and free tickets to POC.


Percentage of free or discount tickets: 38% of our tickets for our allied reading performances are 
FREE for youth, and people impacted by incarceration. For our premiere, 20% of our tickets are 
half-priced tickets through allied organizations serving POC, and 30% are comp tickets for personally 
impacted audience. 


3) Proposed Outcomes & Eval
Specific Goals for Eval: 1) 17-week autobiographical monologue workshop with 7 new formerly
incarcerated leaders, in which participants collaborate with Motus to develop 7 artfully crafted
autobiographical monologues that can be presented for many years as part of Motus theatrical
programming as well as Motus films; radio and podcasts. 2) Private workshop performance for monologist
family and friends reaching 75. 3) Present 5 performances with allied leaders from Bo-Co organizations
reaching 400. 4) Present a world premiere of the new monologues reaching 250 (total capacity of the
theater).


Videotaping: Monologues will be videotaped for wider distribution but that is beyond the scope of this 
grant.  


4) Encouragement: Motus is grateful for the support of the BAC for General Operating Support (GOS) as
a MIDSIZE organization. But we would like you to take into consideration that due to tremendous demand
for our programming, we have grown to have the demands of a LARGE organization (budget over
$250K). Although we receive half the GOS from BAC of a LARGE organization, our budget in 2019 was
$388,634 in expenses. In 2020, with 6 team members, Motus is planning a budget of $439,013.


Funding from the BAC is essential to support our expanding programming at the nexus between art and 
public society benefit, which according to Giving USA were two of the least funded areas in 2018.  
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Martha's Vineyard Film Festival


First and foremost, I trust you are healthy and safely at home during the current 
COVID-19 pandemic crisis. Secondly, I greatly appreciate the opportunity to elaborate 
on your questions/comments as a result of our application.   


As you can tell from the support materials I submitted with our application, the inaugural 
Boulder Environmental/Nature/Outdoors Film Festival in 2019 was enthusiastically 
received by the Boulder community and bought together many Boulder and Colorado 
based environmental leaders and non-profit organizations. Someone on the committee 
asked how a non-Boulder based organization could bring together the community to 
share in films and events at the festival.  We succeeded in 2019 by reaching out and 
inviting multiple Boulder and Colorado based environmental non-profits to be our 
partners, and to invite their constituents to join us. They did. Our partners are listed on 
our web site and emails.  


The majority of your questions pertained to our festival’s outreach to minoritized or 
underserved constituencies of Boulder. 


I want to assert that energy, environmental, and climate justice is important to all of us 
and will be addressed by the Boulder Environmental/Nature/Outdoors Film Festival. 


Here are a few of the ideas we have for our 2020 Boulder ENOFF that will help in both 
spreading the word and engaging underserved communities before, during and after the 
festival’s conclusion. 


1. A proposed film and panel discussion on the topic of energy, environmental, and
climate justice.  I mentioned that in the past I’ve shown a film called COOKED,
SURVIVAL BY ZIP CODE which explored the ways in which class, race and zip
code predetermine our chances of survival environmental crises. I will screen this
documentary at the July festival, or find a more recent one on topic, but more
importantly pair it with a panel of speakers on energy, environmental, and climate
justice.


2. I have already reached out to FLOWS, which serves the Boulder community low-
income communities, to be an active partner in our 2020 festival. We will ask
them to help us reach low-income families in Boulder and provide them free
tickets options to the festival and the event mentioned in item #1. (Thank you to
Belgin Yucelen for making the suggestion of contacting FLOWS in your
comments).


3. We will be using our media partners (especially the Boulder Weekly, a free
newspaper) to market specially designed ads on increasing inclusion. We will
reach out to the Spanish language community via social media with our partner,
the Americas for Conservation + Arts, based in Denver.


4. During the festival we plan to video-tape each after-film discussion and panel and
make those videos available free of charge online and through public TV after the
festival.







NAACP


Community Priorities 


Thank you, Boulder Arts Commission, for consideration of NAACP Boulder County’s Freedom 
Fund presentation of Fisk Jubilee Singers (FJS) for a Community Project grant. We are pleased 
the FJS project is recognized as a community priority.  It reflects to the community the City of 
Boulder’s commitment to the expressed values of diversity and inclusion.  Our NAACP Branch 
envisions ‘strengthening our community with diversity’.  We are sponsoring the FJS not only to 
present an underrepresented community to a larger, majorly represented community, we are 
presenting an opportunity to participate in a shared community experience.  We understand 
that a diverse community is a strong community, that diversity and inclusion not only add to 
the richness of culture, but enrich a community in all ways, economically, socially, and 
creatively.  In sustainability paradigms, diversity is the element that allows for resiliency in an 
environment.  


Cultural Equity  


Re Cynthia Silker’s comment:  


The Tennessee Arts Commission developed a Teacher’s Guide for school-age children related to 
the history of the Fisk Jubilee Singers.  As an adjunct activity, NAACP BC would like to promote 
and make these materials available to BVSD classrooms and teachers.  This portion of the 
project is currently being further developed with Education Committee.  Link to Teacher’s 
Guide:  https://d3bdanh5n7adyg.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2017/09/16170041/
FISK2015-1620FINAL20web.pdf 


NAACP BC has confirmation of CU Boulder sponsoring the FJS demo/workshop on Monday 
November 16, on campus, at a School of Music class for freshman students.   


Cultural equity can be viewed through a larger lens of restorative justice.  Cultural equity goals 
represent an important step towards healing from an inescapable racial history.  To be seen and 
heard and valued is a necessary starting point for understanding, reconciliation, and unity for all 
people.  We are allies with all those that strive for recognition, respect, and equity.   


Outcomes and Strategies 


NAACP BC is evolving and growing exponentially in scope.  Our membership is rising steadily.  
We are developing a track record of accomplishments in various committees and are developing 
templates to document outcomes efficiently.  Determining relevant outcomes and data 
collection points for our mission of eliminating race-based discrimination is an ongoing and 
important step toward our future goals.  BAC funding and support is vital as we grow, much 
like a business, from fledgling start-up to becoming firmly and sustainably established in our 
community.  As we move forward, we aim to expand our resource pool and become more 
independently sourced.  At present, BAC support is crucial for our being able to reach these 
goals.   







Boulder Focus 


Re Devin Patrick Hughes comment:  In an email reply from Susan Thomas, Director of the 
American Music Research Center at CU Boulder, she writes, “Yes!  My colleague Ben 
Teitelbaum would love to host them [FJS] in his 9:00 class, MUSI 1802 Musical Styles and Ideas.  
This is a core course for all freshman music majors.  We anticipate approximately 90 students 
for next fall.”  Susan will provide a formal confirmation on CU letterhead.  NAACP is currently 
working on details of partnership with DU Lamont School of Music. 


Conclusion 


Thank you again for consideration of FJS community project grant.  NAACP BC recognizes that 
there are many worthy projects in competition for funds.  We hope for this project to benefit 
the many diverse peoples of Boulder.   







NoBo Art District PLACE Project 2020 


Community Priorities: 


Jasmine- NoBo’s visioning sessions will be WITH our local community 
organizations that serve diverse groups including lower socio-economic status 
individuals; Boulder Housing Partners, (BHP) and Thistle’s low-income 
communities, Boulder Homeless Shelter (Shelter) population and Emergency 
Family Assistance Association (EFAA). We will invite these groups to have a seat 
at the table to help direct the creative vision of PLACE; inviting them to share, 
contribute ideas and form the creative scope of PLACE. We also plan to invite 
representatives from these communities to be on the Artist selection committee 
for the project so that the process is inclusive and representative across sectors.  


Belgin- Street murals are temporary serendipitous art forms; given our 
commitment to using the most appropriate materials and procedures for this 
application we anticipate a lifespan of 1-2 years. The lessons learned from the 
first year of PLACE Project will guide us regarding paint application and how we 
engage the community and artists. PLACE will be an open call for artists to 
apply. We will have a diverse selection committee including POC who will 
evaluate and select artists based on the goals set out in our community visioning 
sessions.  


Equity: 


Katherine, thank you and we will definitely incorporate letters of support from 
them directly next time. We do have existing relationships with representatives in 
these organizations- specifically Greg Harms with the Shelter, Teresa Gulock-
Mundy with EFAA, Mary Duvall with Thistle and Tim Beale with BHP. We’ve 
worked with these organizations on various successful community projects over 
our ten years as an art district. BHP was involved in the first PLACE project.  We 
intend to have these organizations collaborate with us on the visioning of the 
PLACE project as well as providing volunteer opportunities during 
implementation.  


Jasmine- Thank you for bringing this up. The NoBo Art District is committed to 
funding equity for artists and will promote this paid artist opportunity to all artists 
including underrepresented artists, BIPOC artists and LGBTQ artists within our 
local community. Queer*, a LGBTQ advocacy organization is based in NoBo and 
we will connect with that group to help promote this opportunity. 


Cynthia- While it can be difficult to navigate engagement with the homeless 
community, we are committed to continuing those conversations with community 
liaisons to determine the best approach to engage their community. Historically 
our most authentic connections with the area homeless are made directly with 
people of those groups during the painting process. Our artists and NoBo 







volunteers are physically present, participating in conversations with all NoBo 
residents. We are always looking for ways we can improve our engagement with 
ALL of the residents of NoBo. We will explore having a Latino artist participate in 
our community visioning sessions to help represent and appeal to the Latinx 
community.   


Outcomes Evaluation 


Katherine- that’s an excellent suggestion and since we intend to involve those 
communities in the process, we will be sure to include feedback from them for 
our evaluation strategy this year.  


Cynthia- we will collect and review narrative-based information to understand 
community members’ experiences with public engagement and art making 
process. We will record numbers of those involved in the project process and 
engage in conversations with them about their experience.  







R Gallery // Supplemental Submission / Question Responses 


Cultural Equity 
● This project focuses on providing opportunities to artists historically underrepresented


based on socioeconomic status by removing financial barriers to exhibit and sell their
work.  We lean heavily on outreach assistance from the Boulder Office of Arts + Culture,
BCAA, BAA, NoBo, Open Studios, Colorado Creative Industries and WESTAF to
broadcast our calls for entry out to the widest possible audience including the
underserved populations they endeavor to reach. We realize that relying on their
respective commitments to cultural equity is just a start, and we need to learn more
about who we are not reaching and how we can do more. Our efforts to date have been
to cast as wide a net as possible with our calls for entry and advertisements to the
public. (We advertise each of our shows, Meet the Artist receptions, and live artist
demonstrations in 20 local publications, our 1000+ newsletter recipients and on social
media).


● Our jurors are arts professionals of varying backgrounds, including arts organization
leaders, CU and CSU faculty, and MFA candidates who respond to our calls for jurors
(broadcast by the same orgs listed above) who blind score the submissions on
WESTAF’s CaFE platform. We will be having a juror orientation in the coming months
and will use that opportunity to tap their networks and ideas to identify who we may not
be reaching as artists, jurors and audiences.


● “Art for everyone” means more than offering works at accessible price points. It is about
overcoming the notion that appreciation of fine art has to be exclusive or elitist. Patrons
have told us they have never been in a gallery before or never purchased art before and
were so grateful to be engaged and welcomed.


Proposed outcomes 
● In addition to exhibiting bodies of work from 36 different artists at no cost to them


(without grant assistance we have only been able to sustainably exhibit a body of work
from 10 different artists at $35 per artist who applied, and from 8 artists who paid
between $300 and $860 per month), we will measure the number of visitors to the
exhibitions to report on how many members of the community are reached.


● Personnel costs are our largest cost beyond rent, and as Rob Lantz does not draw a
salary or earnings from the gallery, those numbers grossly understate the true value of
our labor inputs. We operate 7 days a week, and are open 54 hours per week. We have
1 full time employee ($40k/ year) and our 3 part-time employees earn $15/hour for a
combined total of 39 hours / week.  Each cost in the budget summary is the
proportionate share of our overall monthly costs (minus ineligible expenses) for 13 linear
feet of wall space (7% of our total space).







Community Priorities 
● The 25% commission is reduced from our typical 50% for multi-artist shows or 30-40%


for paid exhibition space. While contingent, it is an attempt to better recoup the cost of
the space and services the gallery provides. Grant funds can cover rent and portions of
overhead, but do not cover our capital expenses (the gallery build-out, equipment, etc.)
or debt service ($50k personal loan from Rob Lantz to start the gallery).


Cultural Offering 
● Some of our artists are emerging artists, some without the privilege of formal training,


many exhibiting publicly for the first time. Each day we have several artists walk in and
ask how they can get to show their work at R Gallery, as there are not enough
opportunities to do so in Boulder, apart from providing free artwork to a coffee shop or
participating in occasional pop-up events.







SIV LLC


3.20.20 


Dear Community Arts Council, 


As fellow artists, you understand the value of focusing on process over result. Each of your 


questions helped to refine “And the Smell of Coffee”, and it’s been exciting to see how it blossoms. 


Authenticity, credibility, cultural relevance, and evaluating success are the categories we’ve chosen to 


clarify our project. 


Authenticity: Our story is grounded in truth, and therefore it’s best for one of the projects two 


writers to speak for themselves. Regarding exploring race, Max Curry, an African American Veteran who 


works for President Obama’s film production company, believes “Our interracial love story is about 


homelessness and the positive portrayal of diversity that’s based on human connection instead of racial 


strife”. Additionally, it was a great idea to include a homeless youth organization as counsel so in the 


past week we reached out to Mo Grumbly at Attention Homes. With full transparency, while we’ve 


been in talks, no commitment has been made due to the constant chaos of the coronavirus crisis. No 


matter what, we’re committed to employing unique perspectives to create social change. 


Credibility: SIV LLC has made two prominent projects recently. Shooting in Vain for $500,000.00 


and the Natural High’s Documentary for $25,000.00 (both now available). Each project we do is 


individually budgeted because they’re like mini-companies and don’t share resources between each 


other, even if the same crew collaborates due to ethical reasons of not misspending funding. 


Additionally, a letter of support is attached from Fairview High School’s Lanny Boyer to verify our claims 


about working with teenagers in Boulder. Due to the capitalistic nature of the film industry is hard to 


negotiate deals on labor, equipment, and locations without funds in place. We hope that you can take 


our past work as a reference, for production quality and relationships, when considering granting funds 


for “And the Smell of Coffee”. 


Cultural Relevance: Financing a short film through a community grant and then charging the 


public to see it is insane. However, creating a cultural event with free tickets for everyone that 


showcases knowledgeable guest speakers, where audience members can donate to organizations, is not 


crazy. We’ve re-evaluated how to screen the film and decided to rent out the Boedecker Theater for 


two nights (at $290) to allow a free screening with a talk back. The screening will be a platform to break 


down barriers where people of different economic classes aren’t put on display, but instead brought 


together to share an experience and build community. Additionally, the film will be available online for 


free. Your comments illuminated the fact that this project shouldn’t just be a film, but a community 


experience open to all, creating Civil Dialogue, one of the most important aspects of Boulder’s 


Community Cultural Plan. 


Evaluating Success: Also, your idea of handing out surveys to audiences and making them 


available online is simple and brilliant. This way we can collect data on how people interpret the piece 


while inspiring them to think.  


The most interesting aspect of creating “And the Smell of Coffee” is it’s evolved from creating a 


film to inspiring a community event. The value of our project isn’t just what’s produced on screen, but 


the community it inspires among high schoolers, film professionals, homeless organizations and 







audiences. Hopefully this essay and reviewing our past work helps you understand who we are and the 


positive possibility our short film can bring. 


Links: 


Letter of Support from Lanny Boyer of Fairview: 


https://drive.google.com/file/d/151ezFyrnu7vCFGdbY5sa5mufsw4dLtIH/view?usp=sharing 


A documentary on the Natural Highs Program (made with High School Students in Boulder): 


https://cometolife.com/natural-highs-empowers-teens-with-a-safe-space-to-build-community/ 


**This was made in partnership with Guayuki Mate** 


A narrative feature film called Shooting in Vain now available on Amazon Prime that employed 


over a hundred people (the Pagosa High School students are onscreen and in the credits.) 


  https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-


Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=158476031


1&sr=8-1 



https://drive.google.com/file/d/151ezFyrnu7vCFGdbY5sa5mufsw4dLtIH/view?usp=sharing

https://cometolife.com/natural-highs-empowers-teens-with-a-safe-space-to-build-community/

https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=1584760311&sr=8-1

https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=1584760311&sr=8-1

https://www.amazon.com/Shooting-Vain-Sebastian-Gregory/dp/B07ZJV33TG/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=shooting+in+vain&qid=1584760311&sr=8-1





square product theatre: written response for DANCE NATION Community Project Grant Application 


Community Priorities: 
We offer student and senior discounts. We also offer half price tickets for approx. 2/3 of our run. Our ticket 
prices are well below other professional theatre companies in Boulder; half price nights make the work 
incredibly accessible (even cheaper than going to the movies). Beginning this year we are also offering a 
discount calculated using current statistics on the wage gap in Colorado.  


Cultural Offerings: 
This play directly and unapologetically addresses the challenges of being a girl on the cusp of adulthood. It 
explores female friendship and ambition in a unique yet relatable manner. I am not exaggerating when I 
say that DANCE NATION catalyzes those who engage with it (especially women) in ways that I have never 
before witnessed. For example: 


• We recently held a staged reading of the play. As an actor and director I’ve participated in
hundreds of such readings. Never have I seen so many people – especially women – so excited by a
play.


• I assigned DANCE NATION as reading in my college playwriting course. I’ve been teaching at the
college/university level for 13 years and have never seen students so excited and moved by a play.
The enthusiasm they had was palpable. One student proposed the play for full production at the
college, and was in the process of organizing a staged reading before campus closed due to
COVID-19.


To my knowledge there are no other projects being developed in Boulder that so directly and truly reflect 
the experiences of girls and women in the United States. I believe the play fills a gap and that our 
associated dialogues will be incredibly fruitful. 


Cultural Equity: 
We are in touch with the Boulder Jazz Dance Festival about cross-promotional activities and are providing 
discount tickets for their participants to attend our opening performance, followed by a co-facilitated 
conversation. We’re also in touch with the Women’s Foundation of Colorado and the Women’s 
Collaborative for Colorado.  


One role – Connie – specifically requires a performer of South Asian descent. This casting is crucial because 
the team’s dance routine revolves around the life of Ghandi (which is both ridiculous and moving – their 
teacher’s misguided attempt to teach them something of value). This brings up inevitable tension, as 
Connie is the only appropriate member of the dance team to perform the role. There’s a conversation 
amongst the characters about whether or not this is “fair,” one that mirrors many conversations happening 
at institutions all over the country, revealing the pervasiveness of white supremacy and fragility.  


The playwright specifies that of 3 roles – Zuzu, Amina, and Ashlee – 2 should be cast with non-white actors. 
We’ve chosen to cast Zuzu and Amina with non-white actors. These roles are leads, and their friendship and 
the pressures put on that friendship is the true heart of the play. This not only provides exceptional 
opportunities for 2 actors to explore the ways in which women are pitted against each other, but adds an 
extra layer of conflict arising from the fact that they’re being asked to compete with someone who, like 
themselves, is doubly marginalized. This allows actors to bring their own experiences to the process for a 
uniquely personalized production. We work hard to create a safe space for artists to delve into these 
difficult explorations, and this project will be no different. 


Proposed Outcome and Evaluation: 
We aim to reach 325 audience members in an intimate space with limited seating. We believe producing 
plays like this in such spaces has a stronger impact on those who attend. 







BOULDER ARTS COMMISSION 
COMMUNITY PROJECT APPLICATION 2020 


WRITTEN RESPONSE 


Thank you for taking the time to review our application for funding of The Color Wheel Project. 
Please note that due to the recent COVID-19 outbreak, our performance has been moved to 
Saturday, May 2, 2020. This date is confirmed with the Dairy Arts Center. All other details for the 
event are otherwise the same. Below are some of the artwork pieces created by BVSD 
Elementary students that will be featured at the performance. 


Character Count (excluding spaces): 2916 


Community Priorities 
The Color Wheel Project (CWP) embodies the Community Cultural Plan in the following ways: 


1. The project engages artists and creative professionals in dance and music, and
connects them with school communities and T2’s audience. T2 employs dancers who
are also interested in multiple areas of the arts including arts integration and
choreography. This project provides the dancers with the opportunity and resources to
explore the innovation of their craft and adopt a leadership role.


2. The project seeks to emphasize the authentic expression of diversity by encouraging
each artist involved to explore their own voice and creative identity. The only
parameters set for the students creating visual artwork were that their work be centered
around their favorite color. The dancers and musicians were tasked with creating new
work inspired by the artwork while also exploring their own creativity.


3. The project is contributing to the vibrancy of Boulder’s cultural destinations by not
only having a culminating performance open to the public, but one that also engages
multiple communities (from students and youth to emerging and established artists to
T2’s growing audience base). The CWP is planned to be an annual event.







Cultural Offerings 
The culminating performance for the project will take place at the Dairy Arts Center. There will 
also be in-school performances for participating schools. These will be shorter performances 
highlighting just those pieces inspired by artwork from students of each school visited, and will 
have an interactive component to engage the students more actively. 


Cultural Equity 
Based on data about the participating schools, the demographic information on average is as 
follows: 12.4% students with disabilities, 8% students from low income families, 8% hispanic 
students. 
T2 was established in 2017 and became a nonprofit in 2018. Since its inception, the company 
has found unique avenues to connect with the community, including a seniors movement 
program taught at two senior centers in Boulder, and the WorkFit corporate program providing 
wellness classes to office workers in Boulder. The CWP is the company’s first major connection 
to BVSD schools. The aim is to not only connect with the school communities, but also to 
demonstrate how different arts disciplines can intersect to create new and innovative work for 
the public to enjoy. In talking with teachers involved in the project it is clear that there is interest 
to continue to project annually and connect with their curriculum. T2 also plans to translate 
project information into spanish. 
T2 plans to engage other groups in the project in the future, including organisations such as 
Boulder Voices for Children. This will allow the project to have a greater reach to involve more 
young artists. T2 also plans to have open studio days where the participating students can meet 
the T2 dancers and see a rehearsal in progress. 


Proposed Outcomes & Evaluation 
One of T2’s goals through the CWP is to present 100% of artwork created by students for the 
project. This will be achieved through a slideshow at the beginning of the performance, and 
selected works will be featured throughout. Another goal is to present mini versions of the 
culminating performance at each participating school. T2 plans to perform works from the show 
at the schools along with dance workshops to highlight how visual arts can inspire the creation 
of dance movement. 







Virada Drums


The COVID-19 pandemic has severely impacted Boulder musicians, cancelling concerts, 
classes, and nearly all other in person work. While we would still use granted funds to complete 
our original proposal, the funding would also enable Virada Drums to support musicians through 
a virtual concert series. Virada Drums is currently installing professional level audio and video 
systems to live stream performances online. With all public music performance blacked out for 
at least the remainder of the spring season, audiences are already searching for high quality 
programming that is accessible and relevant. With funding, Virada Drums can immediately 
connect this home-bound audience with performers that have no other place to play at this time. 


Concerts will be ticketed, but we will work with Intercambio and Boulder Housing Partners 
(BHP) to guarantee access to patrons who are struggling with the pandemic or ongoing 
circumstances. Concerts will be archived for future viewing and promotional use by performers. 


When the pandemic ceases, our in-person concert series will reach at least 300 audience 
members at live concerts (40 at each Virada concert, 180 at Museum of Boulder (MoB)). Tickets 
for all concerts will be sold in advance, with at least 25% of tickets reserved for people identified 
by Intercambio and BHP. These tickets will be offered for free. To ensure a diverse audience, 
we will work with these organizations to identify patrons who a) have indicated through 
individual communications that they feel unable to attend cultural events in Boulder based on 
price points, language barriers, or other socio-economic hindrances or b) have been identified 
by our partners as someone who would potentially add to the musical community, given 
opportunities to network with a diverse musicians. 


The concert at the MoB will feature a selection of artists from the series based on artists’ 
availability. This is an opportunity for collaboration among artists in a venue that can 
accommodate a larger band and audience. 


Artists for this series of concerts include: 


Michele Castro, singer and guitarist from the Rocinha favela of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil 
Victor Mestas, internationally renowned pianist from Venezuela 
Ron Miles, Grammy Award Winning African American jazz musician 


Additionally, we are working with Intercambio and will hopefully be able to support 
undocumented musicians who lack access and opportunities to perform professionally in many 
traditional venues in Boulder. 


In order to create sustainable audiences for these musicians, we will help them craft stories 
around their lived experiences for the concerts they perform. Kristina Stamatis is finishing her 
Ph.D. examining the ways that people use cultural stories to connect across modes. She will 
support musicians by creating short audio and video pieces to help audience members relate to 
the musicians’ stories. Music transforms when paired with stories of the musician’s life. These 
digital stories will serve as marketing materials and also provide audience members 
opportunities to see their own lives reflected in the music. 


All of our materials will be offered in multiple languages based on the diversity of our musicians 
and patrons. We will quantify success by attending to the number of repeat patrons who are 
new to Dan & Diane’s concerts. We will create audience surveys that will support us in 
gathering data around accessibility, affordability, and sustainability of these types of events and 
their potential for Virada Drums and other small venues. 







Response	to	Questions	Regarding	TrailblazeHers	Proposal	


Community	Priorities	


JB:	RE:	extending	welcome	to	all	residents	of	Boulder/region	


There	are	3	ways:	
• We	have	agreed	with	the	City	to	schedule	regular,	free	tours	of	the	House	for	the	public


which	will	include	a	tour	of	the	TrailblazeHers	exhibit.
• Any	City	resident	can	reserve	the	3rd	floor	for	an	event/meeting/etc.	Use	of	the	space


for	nonprofit	purposes	is	free	(excepting	cleaning	cost,	if	applicable)	and	charged	at
market	rate	for	businesses	using	the	space	for	for-profit	purposes.	We	anticipate	this
space	being	used	by	approximately	6,000-8,000	people	per	year.


• WW	and	our	nonprofit	sublease	partners	working	on	social/environmental	justice	issues
will	host	our	programming	in	the	space.	WW	alone	works	with	roughly	700	girls,	women
and	LGBTQ+	people	annually	–	a	majority	of	whom	come	from	underserved
backgrounds	and	likely	don’t	have	regular	access	to	such	historical	buildings	in	town.


Cultural	Offering	


JB:	RE:	breaking	barriers	to	access	


The	vision	is	that	this	exhibit	will	complement	the	work	done	by	WW	which	is	actively	aimed	at	
breaking	barriers	to	access	to	outdoor	sports	in	the	area.	It	will	give	us	a	visual	representation	
to	model	what	is	possible	for	both	individuals	we	serve	as	well	the	community	at	large.				


CS:	RE:	Curation	


We’re	intentionally	leaving	room	for	young	artists	to	help	shape	the	vision	and	make	decisions	
about	the	actual	curation	of	the	imagery/stories.	As	the	purpose	of	this	exhibit	relates	to	
reshaping	dominant	narratives,	we	are	keen	to	ensure	that	the	PROCESS	of	creation	honors	the	
intended	outcome.	We	hope	to	enlist	Melanie	Walker	(and/or	other	CU	professors)	rather	
advisors	and	referrers	to	young	artists.		


Cultural	Equity		


MV/BY:	RE:	marketing	to	and	reaching	underserved	communities	







We	will	use	a	mix	of	traditional	and	digital	marketing	techniques	in	marketing	both	the	public	
tours	that	we’ll	be	conducting	as	well	as	the	use	of	the	event	space	for	the	public.	We’ll	have	a	
specific	web	site	for	the	House	that	includes	the	exhibit	to	encourage	visitors.	WW	and	our	4-8	
non-profit	sub	lease	partners	will	use	our	direct	networks.	Our	database	contains	over	15,000	
contacts	and	our	social	media	reach	is	over	16,000.	This	includes	a	diverse	cross	section	of	our	
city’s	population,	from	participants	and	their	families	(many	from	underserved	backgrounds)	as	
well	as	field	staff,	donors	and	supporters.		


JB:	RE:	Artists	and	curators	


Young	artists	from	the	Front	Range	will	be	the	curators	of	the	exhibit.	We	will	seek	to	recruit	2-
4	high	school	and/or	CU	students	to	work	on	the	project	collaboratively.	Our	priority	is	to	have	
artists	who	identify	as	part	of	a	non-dominant	group,	based	on	gender,	socio-economic	status,	
race,	ability.	The	multi-media	artists	will	be	selected	based	on	their	work	and	how	it	aligns	with	
the	curators’	visons.		


RE:	Indigenous	territories	


We	will	include	this	on	the	House	website	and	as	well	in	a	visual	display	as	part	of	introducing	
the	exhibit.			


Outcomes	


MV:	Re:	Budget	


We	do	not	have	an	alternative	source	of	income.	We	are	seeking	the	full	value	of	the	budget	
proposal	to	make	this	vision	a	reality.			


KR:	RE:	Quantitative	data	in	survey	


We	appreciate	the	idea	and	agree.	If	successful,	we	will	look	to	add	1-2	questions	to	the	survey	
that	allow	us	to	collect	this	data.			


JB:	RE:	Goal	of	related	to	more	diversity	in	the	outdoors	


We	see	TrailblazeHers	as	a	contribution	to	a	broader	movement	to	diversify	the	outdoors.	
However,	we	feel	that	there	would	be	challenges	in	assigning	attribution	of	greater	diversity	in	
the	outdoors	collectively	and	this	exhibit,	which	is	why	are	not	stating	that	as	a	direct	goal	of	
the	project.		
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and comments in the online grant system, changing your initial scores in the software. You may add
additional comments as well. The Scoring System and Rubric can be found here. 

Contact Lauren Click at clickl@boulderlibrary.org or 660-553-7289 should you have questions.

Thank you.

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture
 
720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org
 
Library & Arts Department
1001 Arapahoe Avenue  |  Boulder, CO  | 80302
www.bouldercolorado.gov
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From: Click, Lauren
To: Mark Villarreal; Kathleen McCormick (fonthead1@gmail.com); Devin Hughes; Erica Joos; Bruce Borowsky
Cc: Chasansky, Matthew; Seaton, Celia
Subject: Reports to review for Commission meeting 4/15/2020
Date: Tuesday, April 7, 2020 1:55:58 PM

Hello Arts Commission,

I hope you're all safe and sane.

Please review the documents by the Boulder Arts Commission virtual meeting on Wednesday, April
15 at 6pm. To access the folder of documents go to the online portal, then to your Shared
Documents folder, then to the appropriate folder. 

Just in case you had reviewed the reports for the March meeting (go you!), the highlighted reports
were added after my March email.

Final Reports:
2019 Arts Education Grants

Boulder Opera, Family Series: Puss in Boots and El Gato con Botas, $3,000
Museum of Boulder, Buffalo in Boulder | Bison Art Classes for Youth, $3,000
Parlando School for the Arts, Boulder Valley School District Outreach & Support, $3,000

2019 Special Facilities Grant
The Spark – Performing and Creative Arts, The Spark Bathroom Construction, $20,000

2019 Community Project Grants
Dairy Arts Center, Peñas – A Celebration of Music, Poetry & People, $9,000
Joy Alice Eisenhauer, Vagina China, $5,000

2019 General Operating Support Grants
EcoArts Connections
eTown
Colorado MahlerFest
NoBo Art District

Let me know if you have any questions. Thank you for all that you do for the arts in Boulder.

Cheers, Lauren

----------
Lauren Click
Cultural Grants Program
Office of Arts + Culture

720-564-2355
clickl@boulderlibrary.org
www.boulderarts.org
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Attachment Four 
Email from Mark Villarreal to members of City Council 
 

From: mark villarreal 
To: Bob Yates; Young, Mary; Brockett, Aaron 
Cc: Vink, Mandy; Chasansky, Matthew 
Subject: OAC staffing, 2020 and beyond 
Date: Friday, February 28, 2020 12:52:38 PM 
Attachments: 2020 budget concerns.docx 
final final 2020 city council letter.docx 
2020 budget concerns.docx 

External Sender 
 
Mary, Bob and Aaron, 
 
I am writing to you due to your familiarity with staffing levels in the Office of Arts and Culture. 
Please refer to my letter to city council dated 7-25-2019 and the Arts Commission annual letter to 
City Council dated 12-18-2019. 
 
At the BAC's February meeting we proceeded to recommend four sculpture donations from our 
community to the City Manager for approval.   
 
2019 - 2020 has seen a total of six donations of various works of art to the city. I have been on the 
Standing Selection Panel for four of these works. These donations have required an immense 
amount of time to vet. This vetting was necessary, the meetings were efficient and our time was 
well managed. 
 
At our February meeting I inquired about the full-time public art assistant position that was asked 
for in our annual letter. Matt Chasansky stated that a 30hr position with benefits was approved. I 
stated that this is not full time. Some background .... Mary Wohl-Haan's (retired in January) position 
at the OAC will not be filled. Matt & Lauren Click will take up Mary's community liaison 
responsibilities. This results in a net zero increase in staffing for the OAC. 
 
With the above mentioned donation process and Boulder's recent 1% for public art program added 
to the OAC's workload, there is a demonstrable need for additional staffing. In our annual letter, the 
Arts Commission stated that we will assess staffing progress as the year proceeds before deciding 
to delay future public art approvals. One of the main components of the Cultural Grants program is 
that our Arts Organizations be sustainable, which the organizations must work towards and 
articulate in their reports. If this is the expectation we have of our Arts Organizations, then it should 
also be reflected within the Office of Arts and Culture. Our Public Art program and therefore the 
Office of Arts and Culture is not sustainable with this most recent change in staffing. 
 
I personally will not abide this. I will not wait another year for this reality to sink in.  As of today I will 
be voting against all future public art commissions, community donations and community murals. 
My actions will change if there is a real commitment to properly staff this office this year. 
I am more than happy to discuss this with any and all City Council members.  
 
Sincerely, 
Mark Villarreal, Chair - Boulder Arts Commission 
303-494-9299 
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Attachment Five 
Current Cultural Grants Program Budget as of April 10, 2020 
 

GRANT  
CATEGORY 

ASSIGNED  
BUDGET  

ACTUAL  
BUDGET 

GRANTS 
AWARDED  BALANCE 

GOS: Extra Large Orgs (1M or more) $392,400.00  $392,400.00 $392,400.00 $0.00 

GOS: Large Orgs (250k - 999k) $177,600.00  $177,300.00 $177,300.00 $0.00 

GOS: Mid Orgs (100k - 249k) $90,000.00  $90,000.00 $90,000.00 $0.00 

GOS: Small Orgs (99k or less) $88,000.00  $88,000.00 $88,000.00 $0.00 

Community Projects: Individuals $25,000.00  $25,000.00 $0.00 $25,000.00 

Community Projects: Organizations $60,000.00  $60,000.00 $0.00 $60,000.00 

Arts Education $30,000.00  $30,000.00 $0.00 $30,000.00 

Rental Assistance $18,000.00  $18,000.00 $18,000.00 $0.00 

Equity Fund $10,000.00  $10,000.00 $0.00 $10,000.00 

Prof. Development Scholarships $18,000.00  $18,000.00 $9,882.00 $8,118.00 

Certificate Scholarships $6,000.00  $6,000.00 $0.00 $6,000.00 

Cultural Field Trips $10,000.00  $10,000.00 $4,238.50 $5,761.50 

Admin / Admission fund $0    $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 

         

TOTAL $925,000.00  $924,700.00 $779,820.50 $144,879.50 

 
There are 9 free rentals still available for the Macky Auditorium. 

The overage in the GOS Large Organizations category will be covered by other accounts in the division budget. 
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Attachment Six 
Current Public Art Program 5 Year Budget as of April 10, 2020 
 

FUNDING 
SOURCE PROJECT/ARTIST TOTAL 

APPROPRIATED  
AMOUNT PAID 
TO DATE  

BALANCE 
REMAINING  

2020 PROJECTED 
SPENDING 

Gen. Fund Melanie Yazzie Donation $17,986.67 $17,986.67 $0 $2,125 

Gen. Fund Gordon Gamm Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Rotary Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Tim Eggert Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Los Seis de Boulder Donation $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Experiments in Public Art $0 $0 $0 $0 

Gen. Fund Murals $5,000 $0 $5,000 $5,000 

Gen. Fund Creative Neighborhoods Program $15,000 $0 $15,000 $15,000 

Gen. Fund Civic Area Permanent / Kuby* $63,311.49 $0 $63,311.49 $63.311.49 

CCS v1 Civic Area Permanent / Kuby* $366,688.51 $124,583.33 $242,105.18 $285,438.51 

CCS v1 North Broadway / Dowell $165,000 $ 8,250 $156,750 $50,000 

CCS v1 Univ. Hill / CU ENVD $95,000 $24,461.15 $ 70,538.85 $95,000 

CCS v2 Univ. Hill / CU ENVD $0 $0 $0 $155,000** 

CCS v2 NoBo Library / Daily Tous Les Jours* $260,000  $31,500 $228,500 $91,000 

CCS v2 Creative Neighborhoods: Murals* $25,000 $0 $ 25,000 $25,000 

CCS v2 Unassigned  ~$175,000 $0 ~$175,000 $0 

CCS v2 Arapahoe Underpass / Sparks $0 $0 $0 $20,000** 

% for Art Arapahoe Underpass / Sparks $42,000 $18,900 $23,100 $35,700 

% for Art Foothills Underpass / Braaksma $35,000 $26,250 $8,750 $8,750 

% for Art 30th & Colo / Fivian & Beegles $39,764.02 $33,764.02 $6,000 $6,000 

% for Art  BCH Deconstruction Projects $60,000 $24,000 $36,000 $0 

% for Art CAGID / on hold $50,000 $25,000 $25,000 $0 

TOTAL  $1,239,750.69 $334,695.17 $905,055.52 $857,325.00 

 
CCS: Community Culture and Safety Tax. 
*Multiple funding sources.  **Subject of discussion at the April 2020 Arts Commission meeting. 
Additional maintenance projects are not represented 
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